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Police descend on Frye Street
by Jeremy Breningstall

turned to Frye Street for their social alter¬
natives exceeded the normal carrying ca¬
In a quick succession of events over
pacity for the district.
the course of the last several weeks, the Bates
Earlier in the evening, according
community has suddenly been exposed to a
to Melissa Niles '97, the houses on Frye
shot of reality that it had previously been
Street had met with associate dean of stu¬
unhindered by. In one of the more notewor¬
dents James Reese and Peter Taylor to
thy incidents, four people, two students and
prepare for what was anticipated could
two alumni, were arrested in the early hours
be a busy evening. Six houses were blue
of October 13. The official charges in all cases
slipped. "Why everybody was in Hacker,
was refusal to disburse, along with accom¬
I don't know," said Niles, in reference to
panying charges in two of disorderly con¬
the night's eventuality.
duct, and in one of assault. The arrests came
"We have had problems in years
following a large and lengthy police presence
past on that weekend and [the Lewiston
on Frye Street that evening, a presence that
police] were well aware of it," said F.
some felt was necessary, others excessive.
Celeste Branham, dean of students.
The trouble be¬
"There were a lot of
gan, according to direc¬
people outside the
tor of security Larry
houses ... who were
Johnson, with "students
their estimation
"Basically, the story is in
and alumni who would
disturbing the area
not get back in the
I was just standing on neighbors."
houses on the lawn with
There had been
the steps of Hacker
open containers." He
a disturbance call
denied that security had
earlier
in
the
House, talking to a
requested the police
evening, around
presence, and police de¬
10:24. Shortly after
resident there, and I
scriptions corroborated
midnight,
the
was arrested."
with that.
Lewiston
police
On a routine
called Bates security.
- Tom LeBosquet '97
patrol, Lieutenant Butch
"Hundreds of people
Pratt of the Lewiston
were out on a public
Police Department said,
street drinking and
"one of the officers noticed a large crowd out
creating a disturbance," said Pratt. "We
in the roadway — that would draw atten¬
called security to let them know there was
tion to possible problems that they could
a problem developing on that street."
have there, so they would be monitoring it."
The call that led to the arrests,
"Hacker was huge, out of control,"
though, took place at 1:14 a.m., when a
said Tyler Munoz '98.
report came in from an officer driving by
"When you have returning alumni,
that a bottle had been thrown at his
the college really doesn't have any author¬
cruiser. Munoz described his interpreta¬
ity." said Johnson, "We were working dili¬
tion of events thus: "Seven, eight cars
gently to avoid arrests, but it was pretty bois¬
pulled up. They came Code 3, full sirens,
terous. [The police] have a duty and respon¬
full speed. Before they started to do any¬
sibility to maintain order and peace." He
thing they were filming the houses with
commented further that residents have a
two video cameras. They put the cam¬
right to have a peaceful environment.
eras back in the car, then they starting to
Most students estimate that the
go crazy on people."
numbers outside approximated 50 to 75. The
Jeremy Root, '97 arrived on the
police estimate 300. Instigated in part by an
scene shortly after the cops. "When I got
early dearth in campus-wide parties and a
there," he said, "There were probably
failed attempt at a pizza affair on the library
eight police cars on the street. Only one
terrace, the number of people that on the sec¬
ond evening of Back to Bates weekend
Continued on Page 7

The Inside Track
Maintenance memories: a hard look at
lives in the physical plant
Features examinines an all-too ignored aspect of Bates culture: the
maintenance department. This article highlights the experiences of
workers, detailing student-maintenance relations, workers' run-ins
with their administrators, and why Bates still isn’t unionized.
Read the Features section. Page 10.

Golf!
Unbenownst to many in the Bates community, our campus
houses an intrepid team. They train diligently and represent
Bates in intercollegate varsity competition. Learn about these
athletes, and share the excitement of...
Sports. Page 31.
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Election Coverage
Local voting information, p. 4-5
Analysis of the candidates, p.16-17
A look at the ballot questions, p. 22
In this week's NEWS section you can find out
plenty of facts about the election, get the facts on
the brawl on the quad and the destruction at Webb
House, read about the debate of an honor code
and try to-figure out why there aren't any parties
on campus.
m*

Featurestells you about the status of the main¬
tenance dep artment, do I hear the word union?
Go inside the Grateful Earth, and then find out
about freedom of speech on the Internet.

Around Giampus includes election coverage
and events throughout campus!
In Forum, listen to a student's response to the
recent anti-semitic propaganda and then let Alan
tell you everything you could possibly want to
know about the election, including funding for
historic sites and Ralph Nader.
This week Arts has some kind of architecture ar¬
ticle, a poster exhibit review, something about
Internet and movies, and an article that talks
about Four Doors, which wasn't a Quentin
Tarantino movie.

Sports takes you to the heart of this past
weekend's sporting events, victories over the
White Mules in field hockey, men's and
women's soccer. Ryan goes golfing with the
team, and what would sports be without Dan
Hooley's commentary about the Fall Classic?

Weekend Weather
Friday : Ghouls , goblins, geeks, and goosebumps per¬
vade the atmosphere. Amidst midnight cackles and the
warm glow of jack-o'lanterns, Batesies begin their
stumbles across campus, trick-or-treating as they sing
loudly and off-key, with an occasional staccato.
Saturday and Sunday: The same, yet different.

Jriday, 9fpmn£er 1,1996

Students, residents
engaged in fight on Quad
By Jen Weiers
...On October 26th at 1:23
a.m. Security received a report that
three students and a visitor were as¬
saulted by two local individuals after
a verbal confrontation in front of a
campus residence on Frye Street. The
subjects were described as two white
males 5’7" to 5‘8". One subject had a
goatee and was wearing dark clothing
and a hooded sweatshirt, and the other
was wearing a baseball hat.
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The story begins on Octo¬
ber 26th; a Bates visitor who wishes
|- .
n~j ***'** ***** «*
to remain unnamed was celebrat¬
ing his 21st birthday at Webb
House, his girlfriend's residence.
He was out on the porch calling his
dog when two local males walked
by and yelled back at him with hos¬
tility and expletives.
A verbal argument en¬
sued, which evolved into a fistfight.
When the visitor attempted to re¬
treat into the house, the two males
pushed their way in and continued
to punch him. Ruth Mills '98 and
Jessica Pyfrom '98, Webb residents,
were hit and knocked down when
Security alerts have been posted throughout campus, but the search for
they tried to interfere; so was the
the assailants continues
Amanda Hinnant photo
visitor's girlfriend. The visitor re¬
ceived seven or eight blows to his
Maxwell, who would place the
wool hat with a Giants logo, and a blue
face before the local individuals football shirt with the name MEANS
count around twelve or fifteen.
departed.
The other three students
on it.
One of the residents
involved in the altercation, all firstknocked the security phone off the
years at Bates, could not be reached
James Maxwell '97 was
hook, and officer Chris Cuevas was walking home from the Mays Cen¬
for comment.
right next door
When security received
ter pub when a
when the call
Maxwell's call, Cuevas was still on
subfrosh ran up
came in. She re¬
duty in the Security office and re¬
to him and
It was not until the
ported to the
ported directly to the scene.
asked for his
scene immedi¬
According to Director of
flashing lights of the help, pointing
ately, but too
Security Larry Johnson, Cuevas
him towards a
late to catch the
LPD arrived on the
shined her flashlight on the group
chaotic brawl.
perpetrators.
of people and warned them to dis¬
Unsure who
scene that the
Sarah Skigen
perse. Maxwell recalls that it was
was fighting, he
'97, who was
not until the flashing lights of the
first called Se¬
perpetrators fled.
getting out of
LPD arrived on the scene that the
curity, and then
her car on Frye
perpetrators fled.
tried to inter¬
street as the individuals passed,
vene. Almost immediately, he was
overheard laughter and conversa¬
■ Town/Gown relations
punched in the head by a male with
tion, including the comment "We
dark hair and a goatee.
really fucked 'em up."
Johnson characterized the
"My whole head
Bates-Lewiston relationship as a
exploded...I never saw him swing
At 1:58 am Security received
complex one, referring to it on sev¬
at me," said Maxwell. From there
a second report that four students were
eral different levels. "The relation¬
his memory is unclear but he
assaulted by approximately ten local vaguely remembers being pumship between Bates security and the
males while walking across the Quad.
meled repeatedly on both sides of Lewiston Police Department, for
The subjects were described as white
example, is excellent," he said.
his head and kicked several
males in their teens, thin builds, about
Discussing the connec¬
times—by how many people, he
57" to 5’8" wearing oversized cloth¬
tions between Bates students and
isn't sure.
ing. One subject had a goatee. Other
Lewiston students, he cited intern"Ten is a conservative es¬
pieces of clothing worn by the subjects
timate" of the number of local stu¬
were a green and black coat, a black dents involved in the fighting, said
Continued on Page 3
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Webb House Vandalized
$2,000- $3,000 damage incurred; Seccnrity reports no leads
The vandals "took the fire
extinguisher and rammed the bot¬
While most people on
tom through the wall... The oven
campus were relaxing at home or
had the window kicked through...
with friends over October Break,
All nine window panes on the front
another incident of violence oc¬
door were broken out...The refrig¬
curred on campus.
erator and the microwave were
On October 17, Webb
dented...The microwave's door
House's basement, kitchen, and
was ripped off...The television
lounge were vandalized, creating
screen had been completely broken
thousands of dollars worth of dam¬
through and the coffee table was
age.
thrown
Associate
through the
Dean of Students
front win¬
James Reese ar¬
"There was so much dow," cited
rived at the scene
damage! The level of Reese.
not long after it
was called in, and
Whether or
damage was so
what he came
not
Webb
upon was worse
significant [that we House will be
than Page Hall af¬
held respon¬
called the police]/'
ter the annual
sible for the
Anything For A
damage has
-Dean James Reese
Buck party.
yet to be de¬
"When I
cided.
came in and saw
There
the situation, there was so much
were "only about five people were
damage! The level of damage was
in the house over break," said
so significant [that we called the
Reese.
police]," he said.
Luckily, no one was hurt.
In the long list of de¬
"The student [who called
stroyed items, the Coke machine
it in] said that stuff started happen¬
was a heavy casualty. The dorm
ing downstairs and it woke the stu¬
damage tally may reach upwards
dent up. Security was called at 2:32
of $3,000 if the Coke machine has
a.m. Actually, there was one resi¬
to be replaced.
dent on the first floor who didn't
It "had a huge dent that
hear anything," he said.
made the entire thing inoperable,"
Currently, there are no
recalled Reese.
suspects.
More than just the Coke
It is believed, however,
machine was destroyed.

by Keri Fox

Webb House's lounge was vandalized over break: the T. V. set, one of many casualties. Amanda Hinnant photo
"that it was more than two people,"
said Reese.
Also, "We don't have any
evidence at this time pointing to a
Bates student or not to a Bates stu¬
dent," said Sherri Brooks, Assistant
Head of Security.
However, after surveying
the situation, Reese suggested that
the perpetrators were probably
Bates students.
"We think it was a student

because there was a dog that
barked and the owner [of the dog]
said, 'Sheba, be quiet,' and the
people said 'Oh, Sheba, she's such
a nice dog/" Reese explained.
In addition, Reese was
puzzled at how the damage was
done, noting that the destruction
was localized to common spaces
rather than to personal property.
"It was all damage. Noth¬
ing was taken.... It struck me as

strange that there was a bicycle that
was just standing there, untouched.
Why didn't they take the bike?..."
Ultimately, though, the
College is left wondering. "We
don't have an idea [who did it]...we
hope someone steps forward to
take responsibility," says Reese.
The Lewiston-Auburn Po¬
lice Department is not investigat¬
ing the vandalism, although Secu¬
rity is currently pursuing all leads.

Attack highlights Security's readiness, poses
questions of personal safety on campus
Continued from Page 2
ships, mentorships, service learn¬
ing ventures, and student teaching
as examples of positive interactions
between Bates students and the lo¬
cal community. He also pointed
out, however, the "criminal ele¬
ment" which is often present.
"I'd say when [the rela¬
tionship] breaks down is in the
hours of darkness, and primarily
involving teenagers," Johnson said.
"I'm not saying all Lewiston stu¬
dents, but there are groups who
might not want to have good rela¬
tions with Bates students."
"We would much rather
take preventative actions," said
Johnson. "We urge Bates students
and employees to call us if they see
anything suspicious or that they
are concerned about. We are happy

to respond, and if it turns out to be
nothing, that's okay."
Johnson regretted that the
incidents in question happened too
fast to enable the violence to be pre-

[Ruth] Mills '98...
said the experience
has definitely shaken
her feeling of personal
safety
vented, but hoped to encourage
communication with security in the
future, citing the need for "more
eyes and ears" to promote safety.

■ The difficulty of tracking pos¬
sible suspects
Difficulties in tracking
down the suspects include the fact
that "the descriptions fit a lot of
people in the community," said
Johnson. Both.Bates security and
the Lewiston Police continue to in¬
vestigate.
Although these incidents
are being treated separately, a pre¬
vailing hypothesis is that the two
local students in the first fight may
have been involved in the second
fight as well, bringing together a
larger group as reinforcements.
Mills and Pyfrom were
both "very impressed" with Bates
Security's immediate response to
the incident at Webb House, and
with the fact that the Lewiston Po¬
lice arrived within minutes.

Mills, however, said the
experience has definitely shaken
her feeling of personal safety;
Pyfrom agreed, calling the incident
a "reality check."

The two local
students in the first
fight may have been
involved in the second
fight as well
"I have never really felt
scared at Bates before," she said,
but she now feels unsafe in her own
room. The young men had no
qualms about forcing their way

into Webb House, and no fear of
fighting; she wonders what's to
stop them from coming back.
"If they're not scared," she
said, "they'll probably do it again."

Anyone with
information
regarding
these incidents
should contact
Security or the
Dean of
Students
Office.
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Senator Kennedy stumps for Brennan
Kennedy praises the formor governor's record, Brennan assails his opponent
years .... he also knows about the
importance of working with the
Supporting Democratic community and helping and assist¬
party candidates across New En¬ ing them."
gland, Senator Ted Kennedy (DBrennan called the Repub¬
Mass), has gone on the road.
lican party on their attempts to cut
He ended his Maine tour the budget in the variety of areas
on Thursday, October 18, cam¬
which he out¬
paigning for Joe
lined in his dis¬
Brennan,
the
cussion of the
"I don't know one Republican's
state's Demo¬
cratic candidate
vision
of
single good reason
for U.S. Senate.
America.
The two politi¬
"What
why my opponent
cians spent the
were they go¬
morning cam¬ feels that we ought to ing to do with
paigning in Port- _
money that
repeal that ban which the
land and the af¬
is going to be
ternoon
in
would put more AK- saved?" he
Lewiston. Their
asked. "Most
first stop in
47s and Uzis on the of it would go
Lewiston was the
to people who
streets of America." aren't
Head Start Cen¬
asking
ter. Then they -Joe Brennan, Democratic for it and cer¬
moved onto the
tainly don't
nominee to the U.S.
Self-Policing
need it."
Senate
Center, a com¬
"When I
munity building.
was Governor, I
Senator Kennedy lauded put state monies into it [Head Start]
Brennan's commitment to "the re¬ because I thought so highly about
spect that we as a nation ought to it," Brennan explained.
have for our elders and our seniors
"You know what happens
and for people who made a great when kids go through Head Start?
sacrifice for America and now de¬ They tend to stay in school, they
pend on Social Security and Medi¬ tend to stay out of trouble, and they
care."
tend to stay off welfare. We ought
Because of Brennan's to make that investment to give
work in establishing a Head Start those kids the same chance that
program and his stance against the other kids have."
repeal of the assault weapon ban,
Brennan also emphasized
Kennedy stated that "[Brennan's] the importance of secondary edu¬
has been a record as Governor and cation with his support of "Presi¬
Congressman of attending to dent Clinton's recommendations to
people's needs."
make college available, at least for
Kennedy also cited two years for every kid with a
Brennan's experience as "a man $1500 tax credit."
who has balanced the budget here
When asked about the
in the state of Maine for the eight upcoming term in relation to edu¬

By Keri Fox

cation, Kennedy advocated that
"we have to do something both
about cost and about access...we're
pricing education out of the ability
for children of working families."
While education com¬
prised the main thrust of this cam¬
paign stop, crime and the ban on
assault weapons were also strongly
discussed. Kennedy asserted
Brennan's commitment to the war
on crime, so that "the seniors, and
our children, and parents are go¬
ing to be able to walk in peace free
from violence."
He also made mention of

Brennan's awareness of "the im¬
portance of the problems of domes¬
tic violence and how important it
is that we're going to address those
issues as well."
Brennan made his stron¬
gest stance when discussing his
position on the ban of assault
weapons by citing that "In the nine
months preceding this ban on as¬
sault weapons one third of the po¬
lice officers murdered in this coun¬
try were murdered by assault
weapons."
At this point, he brings in
the position of his Republican op¬
ponent, Sue Collins. "I don't know

one single good reason why my
opponent feels that we ought to
repeal that ban which would put
more AK-47s and Uzis on the
streets of America. It makes no
sense whatsoever. I want you to
know that if I'm elected to the
United States Senate, they won't
repeal it."
"This election is about two
different visions of America honor¬
ing our commitment to our senior
citizens, investing in education, re¬
committing this nation to a clean
environment and no retreat in the
war against crime," Brennan con¬
cluded.

Bates Dems meet First Lady
by R. Goetz
Election Day is only a
week away and the Bates Demo¬
crats have stepped up their activi¬
ties to a fever pitch, dashing from
campaign event to campaign event
in support of this year's Demo¬
cratic ticket.
Sunday, October 27, found
a small but dedicated group of
Democrats trekking to U. Maine
Orono to watch First Lady Hillary
Clinton speak at the UMaine Uvote
project rally.
Renee Leduc, '98, and Jer¬
emy Pelofsky, '97, were able to meet
Mrs. Clinton personally at a pre¬
rally reception.
"Her birthday was the day
before she came to Maine, so Renee

and I presented her with two Bates
spent a lot of time encouraging
sweatshirts, one for her and one for
those present to make sure they
the President," Pelofsky said. "We
vote on Election Day.
told her we weren't giving one to
"The most important
Chelsea because we didn't want to
thing is making sure that you have
pressure her in
a
voice,"
her
college
Clinton said.
search, but Mrs.
"From the local to the Bates The
Clinton said
Demo¬
Chelsea would
state to the national crats' presence
probably steal
at the rally was
level our Democrats the latest event
her sweatshirt
anyway."
in a very busy
have been active at
semester for the
At the
rally
Mrs.
organization.
every level."
Clinton spoke
Democrats have
not only on be¬
had the oppor¬
-Renee Leduc '98
half of U.S. Rep¬
tunity to meet
President
resentative can¬
didate John Baldacci and U.S. Sen¬
Clinton and Vice President Gore as
ate candidate Joe Brennan but also
well as the First Lady.

"The involvement of this
year's Bates Democrats has been
phenomenal. From the local to the
state to the national level our
Democrats have been active at ev¬
ery level. Bates Democrats have
had the great honor to meet the
President, Vice President, and the
First Lady here in Maine and at the
Democratic National Convention,"
Leduc said.
The Democrats have par¬
ticipated in activities ranging from
voter registration projects to litera¬
ture drops to attending rallies. But
meeting Hillary Clinton was the
highlight of the season for many
Democrats.
"It was just a tremendous
honor to meet such a dynamic and
brilliant person," Pelofsky said.

Jeremy Pelofsky ’97 and Renee
Leduc '98 present Mrs. Clinton
with a Bates sweatshirt.
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Honor code argued by Debate Council
By R. Goetz
Debaters from the Brooks
Quimby Debate Council waxed
eloquent last Wednesday about the
proposed academic honor code at
the Council's first public debate
this year.
The honor code is a oneline proposal incorporated into the
Goals 2005 program, allowing stu¬
dents the option of taking timed
but unproctored exams in the set¬
ting of their choice. It would re¬
quire students to sign the bottom
of exams, stating they had not re¬
ceived any unauthorized aid or
consulted any other materials.
"Even though the honor
code isn't very well defined in
Goals 2005, we felt that it raises a
lot of issues students at Bates find
important. We decided to do a de¬
bate about it to help get those is¬
sues out into the open," debater
Corey Norton '97 said.
Debating on the govern¬
ment side, which supported the
implementation of an academic
honor code, were Norton, Suzanne
Bines '98, and Tamara BucknellPogue '99. Debating for the oppo¬
sition side, which opposed an
honor code, were Rebecca Goetz
'00, Mark Boudreau '99, and Jason
Hall '97.
One of the more promi¬
nent themes that ran through the
debate was each side's view of how

the honor code would affect Bates'
sense of community.
"Having an honor code
would show that the school trusts
the community, and would help us
become a stronger community,"
prime minister Corey Norton said,
speaking for the government.
Calling the government's
views "an unrealistic Bamey-esque
utopia," the opposition held that an
honor code would actually split the
community. "How will you feel if
you know that all your peers are

"An honor code and
the responsibility it
entails will give us an
edge in the workplace
when we leave Bates.
It will help us learn to
plan our time
-SuzHii^^lnes '98
wondering whether or not you
cheated on an unproctored exam?
It will make our community a more
suspicious one," leader of opposi¬
tion Rebecca Goetz said.
The difference between
the real world and the Bates Bubble
also came out as an important is¬

sue to consider.
"An honor code and the
responsibility it entails will give us
an edge in the workplace when we
leave Bates," Suzanne Bines said.
"It will help us learn to plan our
time wisely."
The opposition negated
the idea that an honor code would
help students compete in the real
world. "Your boss won't let you
take your big presentation home
and say, 'get it to me when you can,
you are on your honor to finish
this'," Jason Hall said in the final
speech for the opposition.
"The debaters did a good
job getting the issues out onto the
floor for everyone to look at. They
were funny sometimes and serious
other times and that helped each
side get its message across to the
audience. It was very informative
and allowed us to see all sides of
the honor code issue," debate team
member Brendan Phalan '99 said.
The debate also drew at¬
tention to the existence of the Goals
2005 proposal as well as the honor
code issue.
"I didn't even know what
these things were before the debate.
As a first-year student, I am glad I
know about them. The debate was
very informative," first-year stu¬
dent Heather Snow said.
Although more members
from the community at large, in¬
cluding students, professors, and a

few deans attended the meeting,
the debate council wishes that
more people had come.
"I think it went well in that
it articulated important aspects of
the honor code debate and because
our debaters gave six really fine
speeches," debate coach Linda
Horwitz said.
The debate was not with¬
out problems, though.
"It was unsuccessful be¬
cause such a small portion of the
Bates College community was able

"Your boss won't let
you take your big
presentation home
and say,'get it to me
when you can, you
are on your honor to
finish this'."
-Jason Hall '97
to hear and participate in the de¬
bate," Horwitz explained.
"Overall, there were good
arguments about cheating, trust¬
worthiness, and policing the honor
code system. It made me think
about all the issues involved," de¬
bate spectator Kip Coonley said.
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State election preview: Where to vote, who's out there
by Renee Leduc
The Presidential Election
on November 5 has been a welldiscussed topic on the pages of The
Bates Student this semester. While
voting for the President of the
United States is indeed an incred¬
ibly important choice to make, it is
certainly not the only election
which will be decided with the bal¬
lot on November 5.
While the President holds
a large amount of power, the deci¬
sions which often affect us the most
are not those which go through the
Oval Office. It is those positions
from the court house, to the state
house, to the United States Con¬
gress and Senate which are pivotal
in affecting change in the State of
Maine and the City of Lewiston.
With more than 700 voters
at Bates who are registered in
Lewiston, there are a lot of ballots
at stake affecting the future of this
city and state.
■ State House of Representatives
There are two different
voting districts on the Bates cam¬

pus. John Bertram Hall (J.B.) is in
State House District 87. This is an
open seat that was previously held
by a Democrat.
Thomas Shannon, a
Democrat, and Raymond Poulin, a
Republican, are running for this
position. This is a very important
race to determine which party will
have the majority in the Maine
State House. For most of the past
two years, the Democrats have
been holding on to the majority in
the State House by only one seat.
It has been said that run¬
ning for office is either "running
unopposed or running scared."
The incumbent candidate for the
State House District 89, represent¬
ing the rest of the Bates Campus,
in addition to the candidate for
Register of Probate, is lucky to be
running unopposed.
Long time State House
Representative Albert Gamache
and Register of Probate Albert Cou¬
turier, both Democrats, do not have
the stress of running against an
opponent for this election.
■ State Senate race

The race for State Senate
District 21, however, will be con¬
tested. This is an open seat that was
most recently held by long time
State Senator Georgette Berube, a
Democrat, who was edged out of
her position by term limits.
John Jenkins, a Democrat,
and Paul Madore, a Republican, are
both vying for this position. John
Jenkins is a graduate of Bates Col¬
lege and is currently Mayor of
Lewiston. Madore first entered
politics as the leader of Equal Pro¬
tection Lewiston, the anti-gay
rights group which spearheaded
the Lewiston repeal of a state-wide
equal rights ordinance.
■ Candidates vie for Maine's U.S.
House of Representatives seat
The race for the United
States House of Representatives in
Maine's District 2 consists of a one
term Democratic incumbent and
two challengers. Rep. John
Baldacci, a Democrat from Bangor,
is the incumbent running against
Republican Paul Young and Inde¬
pendent Aldric Saucier, both from
Aroostook County. This race en¬

compasses the largest district West
of the Mississippi River and has
surrounded the issues of agricul¬
ture, the economy and the environ¬
ment, especially in the Northern
forests.
■ the Senate race
The race that is likely to
cause the most excitement through¬
out the State of Maine is for the
United States Senate. This is an
open seat currently held by retir¬
ing Republican Sen. William
Cohen. This is a four- way race
between Joseph Brennan, a Demo¬
crat, Susan Collins, a Republican,
John Rensenbrink, a Green Party
candidate, and William Clarke, a
U.S. Taxpayers candidate. The Sen¬
ate debate held recently at Olin Arts
Center here at Bates chiefly dis¬
cussed the issues of the economy
and education. For the past month,
this race has been a statistical dead
heat between Joseph Brennan and
Susan Collins, the two current front
runners.
■ Where to vote?

The confusing aspect of
voting as a Bates student in
Lewiston is the districting of the
city.
If you live in John Bertram
Hall and are already registered to
vote here in Maine, you will vote
at the Meadowview Community
Building on Spofford Street. This
is right off of Sabattus Street behind
Friendly's.
If you live anywhere else
on campus and are already a Maine
voter, you will vote at Lewiston
Junior High School, on the corner
of Central and Campus Avenue.
If you are not yet regis¬
tered to vote and would like to vote
in Lewiston, you can go downtown
to the City Hall on November 5,
register and vote there.
There will be a van run¬
ning from the mailboxes outside of
Chase Hall to all of the voting sites
all day on Tuesday, November 5.
As Jesse Jackson said at
the Democratic National Conven¬
tion this August in Chicago,
"If you do not vote and
get involved in the political pro¬
cess, you are completely irrelevant
to this country."
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Discussion centers on campus
social scene, dispels party myths
By Keri Fox
Something's different on
campus this year.
There used to be at least
one Den Terrace every week
throughout September. This year
there has been only one, total.
Wednesday night parties are a thing
of the past. Even Page has had
fewer parties. Frye Street has be¬
come the most popular-and most
volatile-weekend location.
For upperclass students,
"It's a drastic change from what it
was last year. The trend is towards
smaller parties rather than the cam¬
pus wides we used to have," says
President of the International Club,
Ankur Sarin, '99 .
"I think that there has been
a noticeable lack of campus wide
parties, which takes away from the
community that Bates is known
for," laments the President of Chase
Hall Committee, Rob Blood, '97.
First-year students have
little to compare.
"There is no party scene,"
Heather Snow '00 said. "What
party scene are you talking about?"
Others disagree.
"All social activities at par¬
ties are focused on-, drinking," Sa¬
rah Cannon '00 nc ted. "I went to a
non-drinking party) and the people
were a lot more responsive, but the
attendance was low."
"But all in all, I think that
the party scene is pretty cool," Can¬
non concluded.
■ A meeting
Last Sunday, students, ad¬
ministrators, and Security came to¬
gether to discuss two of this
semester's most talked-about is¬
sues: the lack of all-campus parties
and events, and the increased oncampus presence of the Lewiston
Police Department.
The heads of student orga¬
nizations, club sports, and other in¬
terested students were invited to
the informational meeting. Also
present was Associate Dean of Stu¬
dents, James Reese; Coordinator of
Student Activities, Peter Taylor;

and Ron Lessard, Security and
Campus Safety officer.
"There are some assump¬
tions we need to put aside and
some solutions we need to put into
place," said Reese in his opening re¬
marks.
"The college is not trying
to move towards a dry campus.
The deans are not trying to move
towards a dry campus. The presi¬
dent is not trying to move towards
a dry campus," Reese stated. "If this
is all about alcohol, we don't want
it to be."
The discussion began with
the types of parties that have oc-

"The college is not
trying to move
towards a dry campus
...The president is not
trying to move
towards a dry
campus."
-Dean Reese
curred this year. "People have
thought that those [Frye Street]
events define the campus social
scene this year," explained Reese.
But many of this year's
parties have been broken up by ei¬
ther Security or the Lewiston police
department.
"It's not Security's fault
about the parties being broken up,"
John Templeton '97 said. "They're
protecting the students from get¬
ting arrested-if there's 100 people
in the house, and it's supposed to
have only 50, the students could
easily get into trouble."
■ Frye Street: too many people,
too little space
The problem with Frye
Street's new reputation as the Fri¬
day night hot spot, Reese ex¬

Matt Bromley graphic.

plained, lies in its layout.
"Those parties are de¬
signed to be fifty people or less. A
local ordinance says that there can
be no more than fifty people in a
residence. When it goes above fifty,
there tends to be noise complaints
from White Street. They either call
Security, or they call the Police."
Reese elaborated. "It's not
the numbers [of people], it's the
noise that brings complaints. It's
the guys who sing on the way
home."
Frye Street parties have
typically drawn over one hundred
students this semester.
They were not intended to
be for such large numbers. The in¬
tent of many of the Frye Street par¬
ties was to have small parties with
friends. This goal was seldom real¬
ized.
"Lots of first years at¬
tended because they were the only
things available," said Reese.
"This shows that we need
to get [the big] panties back on cam¬
pus and off of Frye Street," said
Blood.
"On the other hand, we
want Frye Street parties to continue,
but with less people and less noise,"
said Reese.
The upswing of activity on
Frye Street has been attributed to
the lack of parties on-campus.
"One thing that is clear is
that because there are fewer campus-wide parties, a vacuum has
been created," Taylor explained.
■ Why aren't there more parties?
With a student body of al¬
most 1700, rumors fly. A lot of these
rumors affect whether or not a party
will happen.
"One thing we've heard is
that there aren't any available facili¬
ties," said Taylor. "The reason for
this is that people will often blue
slip far in advance of the actual date.
Then when something else comes
up, they don't notify the CSA office.
There are a lot of things that open
up, so double check with me or with
Claire Lavalle at the front desk."
Another rampant rumor is
that "if an organization has a party
then the RA will look poorly on
them," Reese explained.
"We've had incidences
where alcohol was bought after
ticket sales. They're buying alcohol
for themselves under the guise of a
campus-wide party. We've taken
measures to stop this which are seen
in budget allocations," says RA trea¬
surer, Rodney Weaver '97. "This is
because it is a blatant misuse of RA
funds."
There are always outside
factors to whether or not a party
makes or loses money. One is that

"You can never anticipate atten¬
dance," said Blood.
"In general, if people lose
money at a party, we will not sub¬
tract from their next budget," says
Weaver.
Also, "Through the rumor

"One thing that is
clear is that because
there are fewer
campus-wide parties
a vacuum has been
created."

,

-Peter Taylor, CSA
mill I've heard that club sports
aren't supposed to have alcoholic
parties," said Blood.
"The water polo club de¬
pends on party income to supple¬
ment its budget, and we've never
been officially warned against it.
The varsity swim team, on the other
hand, is not allowed to associate its

name in any way with alcohol con¬
sumption," said captain of the swim
team and former president of the
water polo team, Jennifer Weiers,
'97.
■ How to throw a party at Bates
"People don't know the re¬
sources available to them," says
Taylor.
"There has been no
change in blue-slipping policies [on
the part of the administration]...No
change in philosophical attitudes. "
All space for extracurricu¬
lar events and programs is reserved
in the Student Activities office on
the first floor of Chase Hall. There
you can get a blue slip.
,
There are also ways to get
financial assistance.
"Part of CHC's budget is
for cosponsoring cultural or nonal¬
coholic events. In those cases we
generally give them the money. Or,
it's just start up money which gets
paid back, like for the Wilson House
formal," said Blood.
Continued on Page 7
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4 students arrested, many more dispersed
Continued from Page 1.
of them had their lights on. No one
was really saying anything specific.
I was thinking how weird this is
that all this stuff is going on. Then
I heard a murmur that Jim Dorment
had been arrested."
"I saw him marching sto¬
ically towards the squad car. Will
Nessle yelled from across the street,
'Who's being arrested?' 'Jim
Dorment/ I said. 'What the fuck
for?' said Will. "This is ridiculous.
Don't these guys have any real
crime?"
The officers went over to
arrest Nessle. According to the
Lewiston police department, Nessle
attempted to avoid arrest. Five of¬
ficers went to arrest him, ultimately
using pepper spray, a form of mace,
to subdue him. Nessle is going to
be charged with assault for his re¬
sistance.
Watching the spectacle,
Root said he told himself, "I'm glad
I'm here. Otherwise, I wouldn't
believe this."
Describing his version of
what occurred next, he said, "A
policeman
overheard, and
promptly told me I'm under arrest.
Grabbed me by the collar, he said,
'You've been ordered to disburse.'
I said, "I haven't been ordered to do
anything."
"He then asked me, 'Is this
your house?' I said yeah, that's my
house. Then he shoved me as hard
as he possibly could, and said well
get in there."
"It is my understanding
that they were warned many many
times prior to enforcement," said
Johnson. "It seemed that the police
showed a great deal of restraint."
"It would appear from the
report," said Pratt in confirmation,

"That there were many warnings,
both from the Bates security and
from the Lewiston police. There
was a large amount of drinking in
public, as well as a general distur¬
bance."
While all agree that there
was a fair number of people there,
after that depiction of the events
begin to dispute one another. Niles
talks of what happened when Tom
LeBosquet '97 was arrested: "We
were just standing on the porch
talking. The police just came up
and grabbed him. There was no
warning."
"The cops were just lined
there ont he lawn just sort of watch¬
ing what was going on as Bates se¬
curity were trying to clear people
out."
"There were a lot of people
there, but there wasn't any scream¬
ing and yelling. There wasn't even
any music in the house. They never
made any attempt to move people
until after they started arresting
people."
"I was standing on the
steps of Hacker House," said
LeBosquet, "and the police had
been there all night. They were say¬
ing do this or do that. Many people
were on the grass still. I wasn't re¬
ally paying attention."
Then they said, "Okay,
we're starting to ake people. The
officer said, 'You're the first.' But
not even to me — I just heard him
say that and then he grabbed me."
LeBosquet was hand¬
cuffed, put in the car, and taken to
the Androscoggin jail. Rights were
not read, as the departmental policy
is that officers read them "only if
you're going to be asked questions
that will incriminate you," accord¬
ing to Pratt.
At the county jail, along

with the other three individuals ar¬
rested, he was put in a cell, booked,
and then fingerprinted^ Six dollars
short of the required twenty-five
dollars bail, LeBosquet attempted to
call first his roommate, and then
someone else, but was successful in
reaching neither. He was then told
that he would have to wait until
morning before attempting anone
else.
Long sleeve shirt, watch,
shoes, and jacket were all taken, and
he was placed in a cell for the night.
7:30 the next morning, he reached

"There didn't seem to
be any rationale
behind it — it was
just sort of mass
chaos. It seemed to be
picking people out of
the crowd, that type of
thing."
-Jessica Pyfrom '98
one of his roommates, who came to
pick him up, and at 9:30 he was re¬
leased. He is being charged with
disorderly conduct and refusal to
disburse, and, with the others, will
be arraigned on November 20.
"Basically the story is I was
just standing on the steps of Hacker
House talking to a resident there
and I was arrested," said
LeBosquet.
Pratt said that he thought
the reason to arrest certain people
and not others was that, "they were
probably the ones causing the great¬

est amount of disturbance," but
declined to discuss any individual
cases.
"I think that there was jus¬
tification for the police to come,"
said Root. "What I don't under¬
stand is why they weren't arresting
people for actual crimes."
"I wasn't there, so I
wouldn't comment on the decision
that was made when it was," said
Pratt, who said that the arresting
officers would prefer that all ques¬
tions be referred to public relations.
I would say if he [LeBosquet] was
arrested, he was violating Maine
state law."
"We weren't even on the
lawn; we were on the porch," said
Niles of LeBosquet's arrest. "Tom
had his back to the street. He
didn't see them coming. We didn't
have any drinks in our hand. It
was just completely at random."
"I was pretty shocked all
those people got arrested. Tom
LeBosquet, he couldn't hurt a fly.
It was pretty awful to see him go
through all that."
Jessica Pyfrom '98, who
was watching from the third floor
of Hacker, said, "There didn't seem
to be any rationale behind it — it
was just sort of mass chaos. It
seemed to be picking people out of
the crowd, that type of thing."
She said that, "Security
tried for a while to get people out.
It was kind of control."
After LeBosquet's arrest,
Niles said that she began ushering
people to get inside. Of security, she
said, "They were really doing a
great job. They were trying to make
sure no one got in trouble. There
were so many people. It was hard
to get everybody to go some¬
where."
"It was so weird," Munoz

said. "I was getting yelled at by a
police officer f.or sitting on my
porch." He said that when he saw
the arrests being made, he went in¬
side to get his camera. "They were
giving me shit about it, and they
were shining lights in the camera.
I said I live right here. They said
go inside. I told them I was from
the Student."
"There was no law that
would prevent them from taking
photos," said Pratt. As for the
department's own video cameras,
he said they were there in order "to
document the behavior that was
going on. Just another tool to show
what was going, on. The primary
purpose would be for court. It
would also be used for training,
and review o.f policy for the depart¬
ment."
Many students suspect
that the increased police presence
on campus that has been prevalent
throughout this semester is a result
in a change in policy regarding fa¬
cilities such as the Underhill Ice
Arena. Whereas previously the
gym was open to the police and fire
departments, with the transition to
BatesCard, those who do not re¬
ceive an ID will no longer be wel¬
come, unless they can get a tempo¬
rary visitors pass.
"I think the key to the
whole situation is that we don't let
them work out," said Mike Yecies
'97.
Munoz said, "If the college
wants to improve relations with the
town, then why eliminate the privi¬
leges of the police department to
work out?"
Lt. Pratt stated firmly that
he did not believe that there was
Continued on Page 8.

Planning a party: the perils and pitfalls
Continued from Page 6
Student response to this
news was surprise. "I think it's
great. I didn't know that," said Sara
Howland, '98.
"If you throw a party that
loses, who absorbs the loss?" asked
Templeton.
"We'd have to take it on a
case by case basis. We've never had
anybody not pay us back," replied
Blood.
There is more than just
monetary help. "It's not just money,
you can ask for [staffing] help too,"
said CHC treasurer Jonathan White,
'97.
"We have the resources-

DJs, cost estimates, and more," said
Blood. "We don't want the burden
for throwing campus wide parties

"People have thought
that those [Frye
Street] events define
the campus social
scene this year."
-Dean Reese
to rest entirely on CHC."
Another source of start-up

help are RCs and the newly estab¬
lished Dorm and House Councils.
"Each RC has $150 from
my office for dorm events without
alcohol," said'Taylor.
"The design of the Dorm
and House Councils is so that they
can, hold parties in the dorm and
around campus," said Reese.
■ And the beat goes on
It's a fact that a new year
has brought changes to students'
social calendars. Things seem to
have slowed down.
"It could be a fallout from
last year when we had so many
campus wides....it could also be that

the general feel of the college is
changing," said Sarin.
[CHC] tries to serve the

"We need to get [the
big] parties back on
campus and off of
Frye Street."
-Rob Blood '97

campus in the best way possible
and this year we focused on nonal¬

coholic events, like concerts and co¬
medians," noted Blood.
"Personally, I think it's im¬
portant that we have campus wide
parties so that we have an opportu¬
nity to have fun," Blood explained.
" CHC is going to continue
to emphasize entertainment over
alcohol," lie concluded.
It's also a fact that things
are picking up.
Last weekend there was a
pub and a semiformal.
This weekend there is one
nonalcoholic on Friday, as well as
a masquerade.
Saturday is the annual Hal- ’
loween Party.
It's a start.
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by Jeremy Breningstall
Around The World

In the October 14 issue of
Time
magazine,
Charles
Krauthammer issued a blistering
critique of the media's coverage of
Israel and the decision to provide a
new exit to the Jerusalem tunnel.
"This tunnel, which is in
fact part of an archaeological exca¬
vation, does not impinge on any
Islamic holy places ... The excava¬
tion had been open for eight years.
It needed another gate to allow
more visitors ... The Wall Street
Journal, front page, reported Pales¬
tinian violence sparked by a 'tun¬
nel on Jerusalem's Temple Mount.'
It isn't...
"What happened? The
Western media were simply taken
in by a lie — an easily provable lie
— put out by the P.L.O. and the
Arab League ... There are about as
many Israelis who want to tear
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down Aqsa and build the Temple
as there are American's who believe
they've flown on UFOs. Secular
Jews view the idea of rebuilding the
Temple as loony; religious Jews, as
sacrilegious. (Only God can rebuild
the Temple.)...
"In medieval times, massa¬
cres against Jews were often carried
out as vengeance for some alleged
Jewish desecration of Christianity.
How would NPR have covered the
blood-libel-inspired massacre of the
Jews of Munich in 1286? 'Leaders
of the massacre claim that the Jews
had killed Christian boys and used
their blood for religious rituals'?
For balance, I suppose, NPR would
have added, 'The Jews deny this.'
"On Sept. 26, [Joseph's
Tomb] was attacked by a Palestin¬
ian mob throwing firebombs. Six
Israelis were killed. Many prayer
books were burned. This is the
Middle Eastern equivalent of a mob
of whites torching a black church,
killing parishioners and burning its
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holy objects. Yet, while the tunnel
received enormous coverage com¬
plete with diagrams) the desecra¬
tion at Joseph's Tomb, if reported
at all, merited at most a few sen¬
tences ...
"Retraction? Apology?
Hardly. Instead, the press shifted
seamlessly to a new explanation —
justification — of Palestinian vio¬
lence: it was a product of 'frustra¬
tion.' What kind of rationale is that
for murder? Timothy McVeigh was
frustrated too.
"Anti-Israel bias in West¬
ern coverage of the Middle East has
a long, ignoble history. Rarely, how¬
ever, does it take so start a form as
a reported desecration that is totally
false and real desecrations that are
barely reported."
Also, in China, the Presi¬
dent Jiang Zemin issued six require¬
ments for China's journalists, in¬
cluding understanding Mao
Zedong's thought, Deng Xiaoping's
theory of building socialism with
Chinese characteristics, and the
party's basic line. The Beijing Youth
Daily was disciplined for running
a story on a poisoning case involv¬
ing a state-run drinks producer.

1, 1996

Also, early indications are that the
Marxists will soon be out of power
in Nicaragua, in favor of a hard-line
capitalist, Arnoldo Algman. De¬
mocracy was introduced to the
country in 1990 under foreign pres¬
sure.
Also, the National Health
Service of Britain is facing continu¬
ing difficulties, and is in need of as
much as ten billion dollars to restore
economic viability. The Economist
on the NHS's services: The NHS
does not proclaim loudly, for ex¬
ample, that in much of the countries
patients aged over 65 with kidney
failure will not be offered dialysis
treatment, their one hope of stay¬
ing alive."
Also, Boris Yeltsin's heart
has improved, and he may be un¬
dergoing surgery soon.
Also, the Pope has issued a
declaration allowing that evolution
might be more than hypothesis. As
Darwin's original theory was only
137 years old, one can see a clear
effort being made at increased ex¬ ■
pediency from Galileo's day.

Closer to Home

Harvey Gantt is continued
his challenge of Jesse Helms in the
North Carolina Senate race, but is
not receiving much help from the
media. After it was made public
that Helms, the chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Commit¬
tee, was receiving as much as
$225,000 from foreign governments
and hundreds of thousands of dol¬
lars for his foundation, the Jesse
Helms Center, the two major locals,
the Charlotte Observer and the
News & Observer did not bother to
send reporters to cover the story.
Instead, they relied on a wire story
from the Washington Post, which
they published on an inside page.
Local television reacted much the
same. As for Helms, as the voting
day comes near he's spouting off his
usual rhetoric aimed at exploiting
fear of blacks and homosexuals.
Also, the Pope has an¬
nounced he will be visiting Cuba
soon. Word is not out yet if the U.S.
government will prosecute him if
he trades there.

Issues of alcohol, town/gown relations, persist
would not face any legal restrictions
(e.g. they would still be able to pos¬
any lingering bitterness on the part sess firearms in the state of Maine),
of the police department.
but they might find more difficulty
President
Donald in attaining certain forms of em¬
Harward said he had heard the ru¬ ployment, such as working in a po¬
mor among students, and that "any lice department.
sniff of that is unacceptable." He
"I'm concerned with
hoped to meet with the department graduate school and stuff," said
soon to discuss this and other issues LeBosquet. "if I run the risk of hav¬
of concern.
ing a record of misdemeanors, es¬
Branham said that there is pecially considering I didn't do
a need "to sit down
anything. If I
to review operative
had
done
procedures in both
something and
"[the
Police]
just
hit
the Lewistopn po1
deserved it,
lice deaprtment and
his head against the that would've
Bates security. We
been differ¬
side of the car.
do this periodically
ent."
to reaffirm our
Everything seemed ing toAccord¬
agreements.
Pratt,
In refer¬
"refusal to dis¬
completely out of
ence to what the fu-’
burse" consists
proportion."
of being in¬
ture holds for those
arrested, she said,
volved
in a
-Jeremy Root
group of six or
"This is probably a
more people
fine ultimately, al¬
though there is one case in which it inolved in disorderly conduct.
"Disorderly conduct" is being loud
is more complicated."
According to Pratt, all four and creating a disturbance in a pub¬
individuals are being charged with lic place."
"It was sort of confusing,"
Class D misdemeanors, which carry
a maximum possible fine of $2,000 said LeBosquet. "They were just
and up to one year of incarceration. sort of yelling and telling people to
"On a first offense, I've never seen do stuff without directing it to¬
that," he said, in regards to the lat¬ wards anything specific. They
ter. He said that there was no mini¬ never really said if we should just
mum, but that that was up the get off the grass, or if we should
never really be in the dorms or
judge's discretion.
If convicted, those arrested what."
Continued from Page 7.

"There were no lights, no
megaphones [to warn people] ... I
don't believe there was any music
playing. There were a lot of people
there but it really wasn't that loud."
"I think now looking back
that they were just looking to make
arrests all night, and then just sort
of jumped the gun. That was the
impression most people had."
Branham said in reference
to the police, "We have not been
informed to my knowledge ... that
they've changed in their tours about
the campus or their attitudes to¬
wards it."
She said that she had heard
from students "concern about the
attitudes of the police officers in
dealing with students."
"They never did it
[warned people] with a bullethorn
or any sort of loudspeaker," said
Root. "Everything seemed exces¬
sive to me."
"I was placed under arrest
for what seemed to be no reason,
Will for mouthing off." He said that
following Nessle's confrontation
and subsequent macing, Nessle was
arrested. As he was being pushed
towards the car, Nessle told the of¬
ficers, "I can't see anything."
Root continued, "So they
just hit his head against the side of
the car. Everything seemed com¬
pletely out of proportion."
Afterwards, Munoz said,
the police left as suddenly as they'd
come. People were confused, and

"didn't really know what to say heard a lot of disgruntlement on the
about it."
part of the student body regarding
He wondered why it was a perceived lack of campus-wide
the that college had been so silent parties."
She said that possible ex¬
on the issue. Mentioning the at¬
tacks at the Lewiston bus station, planations for this might include
which was off campus, he said, discouragement from the athletic
"Students get arrested on Frye department, and that they are a
Street and the administration says "losing proposition financially."
"I think that students have
nothing about it. One of the firsta general malaise on the
years' fasocial life, and then
t h e r s
was up,
when you couple that
"I
think
now
looking
with a police presence
and he
said, 'Is it
back that they were on Frye Street, that's de¬
moralizing and quite
always
just looking to make discouraging."
like
However, she
this?"'
arrests all night, and said, "there
has been no
Munoz
change regarding the al¬
said that
then just sort of
a junior
cohol policy."
Munoz noted that
advisor jumped the gun. That
there had been a signifi¬
had told
was the impression
cant rise in intoxication
him that
calls to Emergency
his firstmost people had."
Medical Services, and
years
that this may be result¬
were not
-Tim leBosquet
ing from frustration
afraid to
over the social life.
go
on
Yecies
com¬
Frye
mented, "My observation about
Street.
Yecies said, "When the ad¬ schools with strict alcohol policies
ministration hears about a cultural is that people drink harder and they
incident, the college has to take ac¬ drink in seclusion. Because there
tion on it; whereas the position on are less parties, people are not go¬
the moral standing in alcohol is not ing to drink as a social function.
Drinking is the end."
so clear."
"The great thing about
In regards to the state of
affairs which forced students to flee Page parties was that the keg was a
to Frye Street, Branham said, "I've natural stop." -
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Twenty ways to light a fire: on the Open
Flame policy (a few more objections)
by Jeremy Brenningstall
Perhaps out of amuse¬
ment, perhaps out of an acute sense
of the absurd, but most likely, out
of a lingering sense of disbelief, I
chose to attend the open-flame fo¬
rum this past Wednesday. Aside
from myself, the participants con¬
sisted of associate dean of students
Stephen Sawyer, President Richard
Holley, three other R.A. officers
decked out in ties, and an audience
of four.
Why did no one bother to
attend this forum? I presume it is
not because students are lacking in
opinions on the new policy. Rather,
I suspect it is because many feel the
administration, in particular in ref¬
erence to this policy, does not care
what they have to say. To this end,
I congratulate you. For the most
part, you're right.
However, while attending
this forum did absolutely nothing
towards dissuading the administra¬
tion from relentless pursuing this
ridiculous line of policy, it did illu¬
minate in ways I had not previously
conceived the many ways in which
this policy is ill-conceived. I will
present them briefly, with the note
prescripted that candles are avail¬
able a wide number of stores, for as
cheap as 50 cents. I bought a va¬
nilla one last week.
Having said that, let us
look at the actual issues that are in¬
volved here. Even if you do not
yourself burn candles, I would en¬
courage any student to read what
follows, as it carries with it certain
implications as to way the admin¬

istration really views students out¬
side all their rhetoric.
Firstly, passing this policy
would grant the college the right to
seize candles that have been left in
your room. Are you comfortable
with school administrators walking
into your room and stealing your
things? For how it is different than
theft I fail to see. I find deeply prob¬
lematic the utter pretentious behind
the position of the college that the
simple presence of candles is cause
for 1) proof that they will be burned
and 2) proof that burning will pose
a danger.
Secondly, passing this
policy would mean that before one
is allowed to light candles on one's
birthday, something I think I may
have done as early as age seven, one
must make an appointment with a
life safety officer in order to receive
the appropriate tongue-lashing and
use up one's valuable time watch¬
ing a video, regardless of whether
one feels one benefits through it or
not. If anyone does bother to watch
it, and I fear that because of the stiff
position of the administration I will
not, tell me if it contains any deeply
revealing materials regarding the
particular case of birthday cakes.
Thirdly, the only place one
could have birthday candles would
be in a blue-slippable area, mean¬
ing, not in one's room.
Fourthly, if one wants to
use a candle for any circumstances
aside from one-time events, one
must cite a religious justification.
Line up, boys and girls. We'll tell
you if your religion counts.
Fifthly, it entirely ignores a

recent R.A. poll that shows that 88%
of the student body do not agree
with the policy, and 85% do not
think that it is fair.
Sixthly, it does not take
into account that many students,
myself included, do not give a shit
what the administration says about
this issue. It's called no representa¬
tion, no legitimacy. No student

88% of the student
body do not agree
with the [Open
Flames] policy, and
85% do not think that
it is fair.
-R.A. student poll

voices were heard, therefore it
would only seem appropriate that
this policy be limited to school ad¬
ministrators.
Seventhly, "the potential
for them to be burned" is not a rea¬
son to confiscate candles. You could
say that about anything, including
toilet paper.
Eighthly, if they start con¬
fiscating this, what next are they
going to stick their greasy fingers
into?
Ninthly, if it seems as if I'm
a bit sarcastic, that's right. But ra¬
tional discourse seems to have
landed with a splat! on deaf ears,
and now you get to deal with the

hard stuff.
Tenthly, why is it that un¬
der the proposed policy, even for
those who have taken the time to
undergo the entire process of "in¬
culcation" (hearing the lecture from
mommy) that if their candles ex¬
ceed a few they will be confiscated?
Eleventhly, has mainte¬
nance been asked whether they
would like to enforce this policy?
Twelfthly, is this policy
going to apply to faculty in collegeowned residences? According to
Sawyer, it will not. This is because
students have had more fires.
Never mind that there are more
students than faculty. Never mind
that collective guilt was something
decided upon as immoral and out¬
landish with the Declaration of In¬
dependence (I'm glad that the col¬
lege is so good at upholding the
principles, egalitarianism, fairness,
etc., that it purports to be based
upon).
Thirteenthly, as Rodney
Weaver says, cars kill. Should we
eliminate cars?
Fourteenthly, if this is
banned, why not cigarettes or books
of matches?
Fifteenthly, if the college is
so concerned about the campus
burning down immediately, why
has all this time been spent on a ban,
but not a single moment on educa¬
tion?
Sixteenthly, is a cake a non¬
flammable holder?
Seventeenthly, I'm so glad
that the college is allowing me the
opportunity to blue slip access for
usage of facilities within my own

room.
Eighteenthly, cooking
causes more fire alarms than
candles. Is the next phrasing of dry
going to be for dry pasta?
Nineteenthly, as Weaver
said, "This is insulting my intelli¬
gence and my responsibility."
Twentiethly, it was con¬
ducted without any active effort on
the part of the administration to
take into account what student in¬
put actually is. ,
Before sounding off for the
evening, I'd like to ask one question
on this: Where the hell is the R.A.,
our supposed representatives?
They said that they would not like
to take a stand, because the policy
has already been passed. They said
that they were worried (and this is
a direct quote) about "offending"
the administration (and that the
administration might not then be
willing to let them help draft a
policy if one is initiated) — as if a
representative body didn't have the
right to hold opinions, as if a repre¬
sentative body could be punished
for opinions previously held. Just
what is the R.A. for if not to take
stands on issues? Do you think
when the Republicans passed their
welfare legislation, Ted Kennedy
said, "Oh shit, it looks like this one
is going to go through, therefore I'll
vote for it also."
I'm not worried about of¬
fending anyone. As a wise man
once said, "I'm weary as heck." But
still burning.

If the R.R.’s statistics are correct,
211,000 candles haue been burned
by students in the last two years.
There haue been four candleon: campus in that

H
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Overlooked, overworked while sustaining our campus
by Jeremy Root
When I returned from my
brief October recess to find two
messages on my telephone re¬
garding the intense amount of
damage two Bates students had
wreaked upon Webb House over
the break, I was somewhat per¬
plexed. The house to which I had
returned certainly did not appear
to be trashed in any way. Later
that evening, I noticed that the
television screen and the kitchen
appliances were broken, but if
one were to just give a cursory
examination of the premises,
things would appear to be nor¬
mal. The only reason the house
no longer looked like a disaster
area is because of the amazing ef¬
forts of the Physical Plant staff,
formerly knowh.as Maintenance.
Within twenty-four hours of the
devastation, the holes that these
imbeciles made in the walls had
been repaired, all the windows
that they broke- afid they broke
many windows had been re¬
placed, and all th& shards of
glass that resulted from breaking
windows, televisions,'.ovens, and microwaves had been
swept away, leaving minimal physical reminders of this
thoughtless act. The cleanup efforts were nothing short of
fantastic, as is the standard for the Maintenance staff. It is
a shame that neither students, nor the College, holds itself
to the same standard in the treatment of these employees.
Many articles have been written about student disre¬
spect for those who clean their dormitories. Perhaps stu¬
dents take their cues on worker treatment from the Col¬
lege. Students disregard the messes that they make in
lounges, hallways, or bathrooms because they are cozy in
the knowledge that, if it is left alone, maintenance will come
through and cl^rfn it up. When the mess is really bad, the
dorm damage inspector decides that it will require extra
cleaning time, for which the residence will be billed.
Here is one of my points of contention with College
policy. It makes, logical sense to assess an extra charge for
cleaning that is outside of the scope of a maintenance
employee's normal duties. It also makes rational sense for
those charges t#be slightly higher than the hourly wage of
a maintenance employee, since in some sense it is over¬
time work. Where, the college falters, however, is on the
next logical step. When someone does extra work, the
house is charged extra money, ostensibly to pay the per¬
son for doing the extra work.
I asked one maintenance worker about the extra
charges, trying to ascertain if they are rewarded for extra
work. This person, who requested to remain anonymous,
said the following, "I don't know who gets that money,
but it is not us. And I can tell you that the fee that they
charge you is double our hourly rate. Then we don't get
the money when we are the ones doing the cleaning. It's
very frustrating."
I still do not know where that extra money goes. It
ought to go to the persons who have to do the extra work.
This is just one example of a general trend of disrespect

for, if not mistreatment of, workers. Maintenance workers,
whom I have interacted with in the residences, have oper¬
ated with a fear of management. This is not a healthy work
envirohment. One day in my many at Bates, as I sat in a
lounge around lunchtime, the residence custodian came in
and asked me if she could eat her lunch in the lounge as
opposed to her custodian's closet, this self same lounge that
she worked daily to keep clean. Shocked by the question, I
gladly assented to her humble request and had a lovely chat
with her over lunch about the policies which discourage
maintenance interaction with students. On another day,
when I awoke early to finish some reading, I overheard one
worker warning another that
she would be 'discovered' for
coming in at 7:06 instead of 7:00
that morning. What does it
mean when one's employees are
worried about being 'discov¬
ered?' It surely does not indicate
respect for the lives and con¬
cerns of employees.
Since the Bates employees
are not unionized, they really do
not have a voice with which to
speak to management. Union¬
ization provides the workers
with an official liaison to the
management, through which concerns can be freely voiced.
It also ensures fair labor practices, where workers would
hopefully not be afraid of being discovered if they came in
six minutes late. Many students may not know that the Main¬
tenance department has recently been restructured. Walter
Wood, the man in charge of Maintenance for many years,
has retired.
The new management is structured in a more inclusive
way, trying to incorporate a team worker concept. Judging

from the maintenance workers that
I have spoken with, the structure
offers little difference in this depart¬
ment. All that is perceived from the
labor side, is that more people are
coming around and checking on
them during the day. The people
stop by ostensibly to check on the
cleaning stock, or to make sure the
furniture is in place. As they come
around wearing a smile, it feels as
though they are also checking up on
the worker, making sure they are
hard at work. With no union to
speak for the workers as a collective,
they do not have a sufficient avenue
they can travel to redress their griev¬
ances.
Allow me to raise another ex¬
ample from this year. I was speak¬
ing to one maintenance worker who
works in student residences, and
this person told me that this year
they had all new cleaning products.
When I inquired about the efficacy
of the change, the comparative
cleaning qualities of the new versus
the old, this person expressed dis¬
pleasure. "These new cleaning sup¬
plies are not as effective as the ones
we used to have. We have many
more products, but they cannot do
all the same cleaning as our old cleaners." A specific com¬
plaint was the new cleaners have nothing which can ef¬
fectively remove odors from furniture. Another com¬
plaint was that the abundance of different cleaners left
no room in the cleaning closets. Under a unionized sys¬
tem, these complaints could be raised through official
channels. At Bates, the workers have to accept these
changes, living with their frustrations, or fear the conse¬
quences.
In both official and unofficial ways, Bates is trying to
change. The curriculum is under review, looking to be¬
come more inclusive. The social scene is under review,
looking to become less fo¬
cused on alcohol. Student
living situations are under
review, looking to incorpo¬
rate off campus students
more effectively.
While all of these
things are being reviewed,
tinkered with, or abolished,
it is time the college turns
an eye to the treatment of
its workers. I have encoun¬
tered few people in the
employ of the college who
are more friendly, more re¬
spectful, and more dedicated to this place as the Mainte¬
nance employees. These people ought to feel comfort¬
able and safe doing their jobs, and they ought to be fairly
compensated for the work that they do. It is rarely in the
interest of management to look out for these concerns.
This leaves the responsibility back in the hands of the
workers, who lack a formal avenue to address their con¬
cerns.
It may be time to call the AFL-CIO.

Student living situations are under review,
looking to incorporate off campus students more
effectively. While all of these things are being
reviewed, tinkered with, or abolished, it is time
the college turns an eye to the treatment of it's
workers.
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Roll up your sleeves and sift through...
The Grateful Earth: A unique giftshop right down the road
by Lynn Maziarz

After spending eight months in Eastern Europe, the land
of numerous boisterous discos where German and English
house/techno runs rampant, and five inch stacked heels are
the uniform of choice, coming home to find my Case Logic
tape case, and Birkenstocks in my closet was quite a reassur¬
ing experience. Although I had learned to appreciate hard
beats played at disturbing levels, and pleather as a legiti¬
mate material for apparel, I was really happy to just kick
back and listen to a few Phish tapes with friends on the old
JVC portable radio. Not only was I able to engage in this
comforting scene so familiar to the Bates campus, but after a
few days here, I found, just a few steps away from my apart¬
ment, a new addition to the Bates environment that could
help me in my re-orientation process.
When you walk into The Grateful Earth, you might just
as well be sitting in a room hanging out with friends listen¬
ing to a favorite tape. Granted, it's a lot neater than a lot of
the rooms I've lived in while at Bates, but a sense of peace
and dedication to good music is all around. Daniel Aubut,
the owner and proprietor of The Grateful Earth, and also a
Lewiston native, moved his business from its slightly inac¬
cessible location in Auburn to College Street on July, 1st 1996.
The Grateful Earth is a "unique gift shop," according to
Aubut, selling tapestries, beads, cards, dream catchers and
clothing from India, but it also caters to fans of the Grateful
Dead and Phish by selling quite a selection of official band
merchandise. Also, through a unique taping policy, Aubut
makes his private collection of bootlegged shows (not just
limited to the Dead and Phish) available to anyone who is
interested, and has a Maxell XLII90 tape to spare. The shop
also has a listing of Phish and Percy Hill tour info in its front
hall.
Aubut's interest in the Grateful Dead and their music
played a large part in his motivation to open The Grateful
Earth in 1993. "It started with The Grateful Dead tour scene,"
says Aubut. "I saw my first show in 1979 in Portland, and
then my second in Lewiston in 1980. After that it's pretty
scattered- I've seen a total of about 75 shows, all pretty much
on the east coast,"1 relates Aubut, and his bootleg selection of
Dead tapes numbers in the 300's. "Seeing the vending scene
over the years inspired me, but I had a family so I couldn't
do it on the road. Due to injury, I was out of work for about
six years and I needed to find a job. I created my own job,
because I had to find something that I could do," he says.
With the help of a friend who is a computer analyst, and
was willing to assist with some paper and tax work, Aubut
was able to combine his interest in the Grateful Dead and
Native American culture to start The Grateful Earth. As a
result of this synthesis, when The Grateful Earth first opened,
Aubut was selling an equal split between Native American
musical instruments and artifacts, and Dead merchandise.
"My Native American interest was cultivated by seeing dif¬
ferent cultures learning about the earth, but most of my
knowledge came from an adult education class at Lewiston
High School." says Aubut. "When the eight week or so class
ended, a lot of us were still interested in learning more, and
we formed the Dawn Lan alliance, which is a learning group,"
He explains. (Dawn Lan also helps people who think they
might have northern Native American heritage trace their
genealogies, but because of his business with the shop, Aubut
has had to leave the group which is still in existence.)
The link between Native American culture and the Grate¬
ful Dead is further personified in a framed original comic¬
book cover done by Timothy Truman that Aubut has framed
in his living room. "I thought the shop would do well with
this type of merchandise, and I did have some customers for
the Native American gifts, but I realize now that I would
have had a better reaction if I had stocked gifts geared more
towards meditation music, instruments and books," reflects

Aubut. A picture of Aubut in the Lewiston Sun-Journal, taken
he has received to carry bongs, and other such utensils. "I'd
when the shop first opened up shows him surrounded by
rather gear the store towards nature, and keep it clean," says
various larger, and more expensive artifacts such as skulls
Aubut. Among realistic plans for the future are thoughts
and carvings.
about opening a "nature center" in the other front room of
During the shops's initial period of operation, Aubut
the house. Right now,10% of the building is licensed for busi¬
was faced with quite a few problems. "At the time I opened,
ness purposes, and Aubut is thinking about applying for a
the only place available for the shop was in a strip-mall with
food permit, which would allow him to start selling all sorts
a Sam's (Sandwich Shop). This generated more family type
of tasty and useful natural treats. "We could cater to the col¬
people," Aubut said. It was generally a clientele either too
lege by selling cold remedy teas, 'Bodacious Breads,' tinc¬
old or too young to be interested in what The Grateful Earth
tures and natural shampoos, conditioners, creams and soaps.
had to offer. "Advertisement was also really hard, I know
We haven't dug into this too deep yet...we don't want to cause
this is a problem for everyone, but I was paying too much in
competition either," explains Aubut. Although expansion
rent to spend anything on ads," explained Aubut. As if this
does have its costs, it does seem necessary according to
weren't enough, within a year of The Grateful Earth open¬
Aubut. "With the unique gift shop alone, not enough people
ing, two other outfits, both opened providing competition
are coming in to buy things for themselves. They may buy a
for Aubut's Shop, whereas in April of 1993, there had only
card or a gift once in a while, but if we put the nature center
been one other shop of this genre in central Maine." I needed
in, they will by things on a more regular basis," he explained.
to get to a busier street and to a place where I could live and
With this planned expansion, Aubut also hopes to hire an
have my business, and this place was empty," explains
assistant who could help with an increase in business.
Aubut.
Aubut's interest in selling products that come directly
A simple answer to this slew of free market-related prob¬
from nature is indicative of his pledge to the ecological cause
lems right? Well not
overall. "Even the name
exactly. It took about
of the store- I tried to
a year for the move to
find a name that re¬
be completed. Al¬
volved around The
though the house on
Grateful Dead and Na¬
College street where
tive American aware¬
the shop is now lo¬
ness for the Earth," ex¬
cated had been up for
plains Aubut. In addi¬
sale for ten years, a
tion to the appropriate
crazy train of default¬
name for Aubut shop, it
ing events had
first opened on Earth
landed the house in
Day (April 22nd)1993.
the possession of the
The opening of the shop
federal government.
was accompanied by a
And, a company in
"small gathering" to
Florida was holding
commemorate the day,
the paperwork on it.
and incorporated such
Aubut's purchase of
local Native American
the house was also
musicians as Leah
going on during the
Wolfsong, who hails
dark period of gov¬
from Buckfield, Me. The
ernment shutdowns
next year, on the first an¬
last year, and the pa¬
niversary of the shop,
perwork, which had
Aubut again wanted to
been neatly filed in an
recognize Earth Day,
unmarked cardboard
and contacted the Bates
box, got lost twice be¬
Environmental Coali¬
fore finally being re¬
tion, with an idea to run
viewed, and the
a solar concert featuring
house approved for
the band Percy Hill.
sale to Aubut.
However, the coalition
Since the move,
was unable to collabo¬
business has in¬
rate with him, and the
creased for The
plan never materialized.
Grateful Earth, "
In 1993, Merl Saunders
there are more walkand Percy Hill did a con¬
in students from
cert at the University of
Bates, and I have
Southern Maine, and be¬
more walk-ins from
cause of the competition,
the community as
Aubut didn't organize
well. But lots of
Daniel Aubut, owner of The Grateful Earth Amanda Hinnarit photo anything. " It's a shame
people see the sign out
that Earth Day celebra¬
front, and they think
tions always go on in
its just a Grateful Dead store. I have couples come in, gener¬
Portland and not here. But I have a certain Earth-Day-is-evally a girl wanting to show her boyfriend a necklace or some¬
eryday awareness just by selling Earth friendly products all
thing, and he'll walk in and say 'there's no Van Halen stuff
the time," he explains.
in here, I'm leaving.' People don't realize that we carry other
In addition to being earth-friendly, Aubut buys all of his
gifts as well," describes Aubut with a laugh. He has also put
imported merchandise from co-ops and what he calls "selfin a two car parking lot, which makes the shop more acces¬
help" organizations. "We sell nothing that was manufactured
sible to customers who arrive by car. Aubut wants to expand
to appeal even more to the Bates community, but he says
that this will not include acting upon the many requests that
Continued on Page 13
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Do as I say, not as I do
Information Super-Alley: Roger, Roger.
by Pat FitzGerald
The web is a mere distraction
and little more. Rarely do I enter
the mighty Ladd and not find my¬
self sucked into the time draining
computer lab. I always promise
myself that I will only reply to a few
of. the messages Abacus serves me
up, but I inevitably end up check¬
ing out a half dozen lousy web sites
instead. Too often does this imbecilic web take precedence over my
reading assignments.
And most of it is crap. Ninety
percent of the Web is garbage. No¬
body really cares to see the photos
of some annoying Vancouver
couple's honeymoon. No one

wants to see the homepage of a
student from a small liberal arts
college in Lewiston, Maine
(www.bates.edu/people/folks),
or the menu of an obscure greasy
fish fry in Upstate New York
(www.skaneateles.com/photos /
dougs.html). But as this new me¬
dium doubles every three
months, one finds this sort of
trivial waste filling our Netscape
browsers all too frequently. Al¬
though it can be amusing to
stumble upon such ridiculous
sites, it rarely falls short of an an¬
noying waste.
Never before has technology
afforded us the opportunity to
post and receive virtually any in¬
formation we please. Anyone

with a keyboard and a bit of pro¬
gramming knowledge can create a
site on most anything. Many claim
it is this mass accessibility of infor¬
mation that is the beauty of the web.
I'd say it may be it's weakest point.
Who would have thought that the
ultimate medium of technology and
free speech would result in
meatmation (www.cais.net/frisch/
meatmation/beefl.htm)?
As I find myself in the library
checking out a snapshot of the first
zamboni (www.zamboni.com) in¬
stead of translating Livy, 1 question
if our race can really handle this new
freedom it has created. Does our so¬
ciety really need a mcdonalds.com?
Isn't just a waste of time and energy
for intelligent beings to be creating

Is this Freedom of Speech?
"Naked Girl with Epoxy"
(www.leary.com:8081/howard/
NgWePage.html)? Am I anything
short of an idiot for spending half
of my already sparse time doing
a "virtual tour" of a Budweiser fac¬
tory (www.budweiser.com)?
For those of us who are really
good at procrastinating, our jobs
have gotten much easier with the
creation of this new wasteland of

Amanda Hinnant photo

technology. It is now possible to
spend an entire evening in the
Ladd, and not get an ounce of work
done. Lately, I've been avoiding the
library altogether, else I end up
watching a whale explode online
(www.xmission.com:80/~grue/
whale).

Well, to tell you* the. truth ill
all the. excitement I kind of lost track myself. But being this is a .44 Magnum, the
Uh, uh. I know what you're thinking. Did he lire six shots, or only five?
*

most powerful handgun in the world, and it would blow your head clean off, you've got
to ask yourself one q uestion:

Do I feel lucky?
Well, do you, punk?
Don't be afraid to lay it all on the line. Apply today.

That's Right.

LOCAL AD MANAGE!?
v>.

And then yon can decide what goes in the spaces in between.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT « f REE

Fisheries. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+
per month.
Room and Board!
Transportation! Male or Female. No
experience necessary. For more
information call:
(206) 971-3510 ext A5 0664

FINANCIAL

Attention All Students!

Features warmly wishes all our

FREE Money is currently available for
College Students Nationwide. Over
$6 Billion in aid is now available
from private sector grants &
scholarships. All students are eligible
to receive some sort of aid regardless
of grades, income, or parent's
income. Let us help you. For more
information call:

readers a pleasent weekend.

Student Financial Services
1-800-263-6495 ext.F50663l

On behalf of The Student staff,

SKI TRIPS
Are you interested in skiing in the Rockies or
the Alps this winter?
Jackson Hole -- $635
Cervina, Italy — $745
All trips include RT airfare, 7 nights lodging,
6 day ski pass, and all ground transfers.
High Country Tours
207-779-0931

We gotta make
money, even in
the Features
section
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Thy weekly horoscope
... looking tkrougk tke Cat s Eyes
Scorpio

(October 23rd-November 21st): You need a serious reality check. Go to the Den and have one of those enticing specialty coffees.

Sagittarius
Capricorn

(November 22nd-December 21st): He wants to watch baseball, she wants to party...compromise is the name of the game, seriously.

(December 22nd-January 19th): Hey you Caps..take cat naps. This week might be pretty hectic. Don’t lose your cool. And don’t

forget to vote- Power to the people!

Aquarius

(January 20th-February 18th): Okay it’s time to surf the net. Access to loads of information is an empowering feeling. Smile and the

whole world smiles with you.

Pisces

IF

l(~d

(February 19th-March 20th): Alright brainiac, this is the time to let those synapses spin and perform. Also, no one saw you make a fool

of yourself on Halloween, I swear.

AneS

(March 21st-April 19th): It's time for a change, boredom can emerge in many different forms, buck up and maybe dye your hair, who

knows?

Taurus

(April 20th-May 20th): Stressed out? Go to a coffeehouse you might find love mingling amongst the beverages and the

melodies of Mark Erelli.

Gemini
Cancer

(May 21st-June 20th):All your hard work will pay off, feel confident and go crazy after those big exams.

(June 21st-July 22nd): It seems like it’s been a while since you’ve had fun the way you really want to. You know what that

means... Yahtzee!

Leo

(July 23rd-August 22nd): Wh oa there big spender! take a break from generousity central...you're out of bucks and out of luck, go

to a free flick in Olin, (Goonies, hello.)
%■

Virgo

(August 23rd-September 22nd): Are you lonely? I've heard you can meet really cool people on the Internet. This is not a joke.

Libra

(September 23rd-Octob er 22nd): Full with Fall comtemplation you must take some time to fill out class registration. Don't

forget the date.

Earthy enterprise, greatfnl expansion
Continued from Page 11
using child labor or anything like
that," asserts Aubut. Much of the
clothing, door-beads, and jew¬
elry comes from a catalog that
specializes in this type of con¬
scious importation, and some re¬
ally beautiful gifts. Also, all of
the Grateful Dead and Phish ori¬
ented goods that Aubut sells are
100% legitimate, band merchan¬
dise. "I don't sell bootlegged
Phish stuff because I know Amy
Skelton personally, (the women
who essentially runs the Phish
Dry-Goods department) and I
also know that she's confiscated
4000 bootlegged t-shirts that
were illegally for sale in parking
lots this year. I don't want this to
happen to me," observes Aubut.

Unfortunately, even with the ex¬
pansion of the band's Dry-Goods
line of clothing and other apparel
and accessories, in Aubut ap¬
proximation, the selection of
Phish merchandise is still pretty
bleak.
So after all of this discussion
about merchandise, and the lo¬
gistics of moving the shop to
Lewiston, I decided it was time
to ask Aubut about the many
comparisons that mass media
has made recently between Phish
and the Dead, especially in light
of Jerry Garcia's passing last Au¬
gust. " I was definitely deeply
saddened... (with regard to
Garcia). I was so used to going
to three Dead shows a year, but
at the last few concerts I went to,
there were a huge amount of
Phish fans, and this made the

whole thing hectic, " reflects
Aubut. He continues, "I was a
Phish fan in 1989, and I saw them
in a really small venue for $5 a
ticket. I was so impressed when
I first heard Phish, I thought they
would be the next Grateful Dead,
and I have had a lot of great times
at Phish shows. But after Amy's
Farm (A show that the band
played in 1991 at Skelton's farm
in Auburn, Me.) the scene
changed- it was just smaller be¬
fore then." For this reason, Aubut
chose not to go to the band's
"Clifford Ball" in Plattsburg,
N.Y, this past August saying, " I
figured it was going to be worse
than High Gate." In fact, al¬
though the two day extrava¬
ganza attracted 72,000 people on
its busiest day, there were no
nasty incidents of overturned

portable sanitary units, which did
occur at the infamous and over¬
attended Dead show.
At this point in the interview,
Aubut picks up the painted door
placard at which he has been
chipping with a screw driver dur¬
ing the whole time we have been
chatting, "Things are pretty slow
now- they always are in October.
It's due to all the fairs that go on
this time of year. People are just
spending money there, instead of
here. But I've certainly got
enough to do!" he explains. The
house was built in 1856. Although
it is beautiful, it has enough
quirks to keep anyone busy, for a
winter or even longer. With that
observation I decided to let Dan
continue with his many projects,
and move on to some of my work
that seems to have piled up al¬
ready. Although, it's certainly
nice to know that whenever I
need a break, a warm atmo¬
sphere, many delightful treasures

A nice atmosphere.
Amanada Hinnant photo

and an enormous collection of
great music is right around the cor¬
ner at The Grateful Earth.
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For Bob Kaufman, the last honest politician

and i say NO
that is not why
this,

Act I.

this
this

Always been a runner, grabbing second winds, -=are the prongs awake?=+
out there on the track, eating on the floor, tasty as a tooth (ache)
picking up old manuscripts, as if parched throats, like suit
those funny French ships, left in a time of worn hamstrings, elderly
in a tide thin, who rides the waves when there are no seas —
please, oh yes, i guess, that is perhaps
WHATEVER HAS BEEN
has been, that is, well, if i must tell
swinging like a wildflower, with too little to say, sinking
too much to test in the mouth of at least of all this
nothingness i eat when i'm hungry, when all the time
not enough, or nearly enough, or something of that General genre of
here looking in the waltzing bowl of rice
to grab when one can take, and eat down
hardly, never minding the overstate, and the pending case
before the court,
"WAIT — STATE — IT'S THE AGITATE", today's direction-less(ons), coming
for the hey kids, to say kids, READ, WRITE, RE: CITE, buy the report, something
of the sort, or well, hell, all is in the (brief)case of
the former ink
— Warden: the pen, it's in
so plan, this plan,
before was now,
and now was for the pending case,
In store for the court of distinguished punctu-revelation:

A.A.

A.A. A.A. A.A. A.A

i run in the wild, i jump for i ask for,
four (atleast)what
is to defend, the idles
springing forth desert,
whipped cream, and puffs of lips, spent
when the warriors have fallen, the daimons aged and swollen
and all is jelling, hairspray, generic as an eyebrow
when all but the boats, swamping in blue like brights
have sworn in
their allegiance for a token of substantiation of their
loves bled into
glance up, say what i say, underneath the stairs of
stepping on lantern flies, say what
I see, coming to my door,
as if deliberate,
yet
somehow,
+-=?

m/o

Ladies and Gentlemen,
please rise (and shine)...
A#A# AAt A.A.

This is Y

AA

AA

AA

.abstraction
there is.

AA

the judge walks over, swaying, with his clock mumbling]
It could be
a most humbling experience
to be (or not)
leaving a vacancy
of one question
marker)
ingredients (three
[would you like some coffee with your tea?
And as for me, i say no (way) to thank you, too much
coughing makes the watch obscene
and walking through the willows, that is all there is —
So if you have some (perhaps) in a lap of time,
or a time of lapse
(some time, i think)
when no one ever bothers to think of question facts
pick up what you can when you can, in other words,
is there substance with
the rumours running through the aisles
turning yesterday's denials
over, like a feast, preparing, for the screen that isn't clean, and is coming
to a house, near you, perhaps, one day, if you think it through
that is, all is not as it appears
or this
impasto of a mirror
would all
be suddenly clear

(Perry Mason stands before the court, picking his teeth)
Yes, yes, i suppose it is a bit sweet, not entirely wholesome —
but under a bit of duress
who is to be particular?
and you say ... (they don't make movies, like they used to, did they used
to, do they?)
i look for the dropping in the scene, you two, underneath screaming
i cannot see, I cannot see, and you minus who, tell me
but of course my eyes are closed, and my hooves, and my
my wardrobe clean, and that could be
why

*, sweet as a star,A, talking to herself, as if that was
marbles rolling through the mist,
charms and that and this,
what, and when, and less
piling and pulling, gold filling
dust, there
yelling, contraction,
conception
there is
nothing is whole like the sun
gaping its mouth wide open
the night when O is out, 0 is none
(Godsend)
.most photos
change over time.
I contend
yes, I contend
THERE IS SOMETHING YET IN THIS WORLD
**** **** ****
a silly hermit runs amidst his burning hut
attempting to prove, that i am not crazy, should
56%-5&3=me
that is all,
folks
that is all,
except for (the rule), see
the lawyer is on vacation
/would you like a tonsil for your trouble/
yes, yes,
you'll take)
on the double
(and it fills the pool when the pool is shallow
or so say the daunting

- Jeremy Breningstall
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coming in the
next issue of
seven:

Crack investigative
reporter Jennifer
Meiers takes a look
atthe BIO ISSUES.
BATES OFFLINE
AND SENIOR
PHOTOS JUST
MIGHT BE
INCLUDED

dia, at least in a functional sense.
James Fallows, recently
Fallows mentioned the following as reasons behind the
named Editor of U.S. News &
decline in both American trust of their government, and of
World Report, stopped by the Bates
American respect for the media: 1) A pathological concen¬
campus Monday as part of an
tration bn the mechanics of politics (as opposed to the con¬
ongoing media lecture series
tent of politics, i.e., how things affect the politicians rather
sponsored by the Office of the
than how things affect the people). Fallows asked, what is
Dean of the College. The reputed
noteworthy about this type of coverage? That, "it is easy to
subject for his talk was "The qual¬
do that." 2) A suppressed and almost perverted sense of
ity of our civil discourse," but Fal¬
objectivity. The clearest way to see this, he said, was in their
lows suggested that perhaps a
definition of what was the really interesting question on any
more precise topic would be the
given issue. "Most reporters look at: how this will play out
related question of "Can we gov¬
ern ourselves?" In an age where politically." By contrast, most people look at questions such
as: Are we going to war? Are our schools going to get better?
we cannot communicate, how can
we come to common terms on the 3) A weird kind of sneer of negativity in regards to almost
everything political. Fallows tied this in to commercial ner¬
question of the public good?
During his talk, Fallows vousness and attempts by print journalists to become more
discussed many of the core prob¬ TV-like. By way of illustration as to the negative push pro¬
lems of the present infirmities in vided by media environments, Fallows contrasted Joe Klein's
both the media and the larger po¬ writing in Primary Colors to his writing in Newsweek. Whereas
litical spectrum. My choice to'in- in Primary Colors he was more understanding of the Presi¬
dent, in Newsweek his articles tend to be vehemently condem¬
clude them here is not merely a
matter of fulfilling my duties as a natory. 4) Journalists'sub-version of the larger economic split.
reporter, but also because I feel As a detached elite, Fallows said, they are often deficient in
their coverage of lower class issues, such as labor unions.
that they raise many important isBy presented an unrealistically bleak view of things, the
.,
,
sues that we may want to take a
Rufina* lookat. Pressed for tone, I will
media ends up leaving people with the idea that "public life
does not work." Because they become so cynical, and so cer¬
issue them concisely, but I hope
tain that nothing can be done, they don't even bother to pay
that this does not indicate that they are any the less
attention anymore. What the media should be serving as is a
serious.
part of the "transmission belt connecting all of us."
Presently, there appears to be a great deal of mis¬
Following these more general addresses, Fallows went
trust on the part of the American people for the gov¬
on to discuss the more specific issues of newsmagazines, and
ernment which they themselves choose. An example
of this, said Fallows, was the fact that during the health their effort to keep up in a race that includes more timely
adversaries such as television and the advent of the daily
care debate of 1993 there was strong opposition to the
newspaper (in particular, the spread of major newspapers such
government introducing a managed care program, yet
as the Wall Street Journal and the
when people are asked what they think
about Medicare (a government-run health
TALKIN'! i 11 LADS... Nezo York Times to the areas beyond
their immediate vicinities. FfBw*1
care), they say that they would like to see
un Hie Icchire
have they dealt with it? Well, "You
it increased.
can see what Newsweek had on their
cilrilil
Fallows moved on from this specific
cover last week. Mrs. John
situational description to the way it re¬
Kennedy." (We'll forgive Fallows a partisan jab)
flects itself upon the present Presidential
At U.S. Nezvs, Fallows outlined a two-pronged strategy:
election (in which, according to the poll¬
news you can use (finance, travel, college, etc.), and explana¬
ing data, which is generally but not always
tions that will be interesting over time. "The competition is
accurate, Bill Clinton holds a seemingly
not Time and Newsweek, he said, "The competition is all the
insurmountable lead over Bob Dole),
other things you can do with your time and money."
where the political dimension is failing in
In regards to journalism as an occupation, Fallows made
at least some respects to maintain its advocacy for the
his plug thus; that one is involved with "something you make;
people's interest. He asked the following question:
What could this debate be about if it were not about that there is a "variety in life that is hard to get in any other
occupation; and lastly, that "if you do your job well, it can
nothing?
matter." However, "in the long run, journalism itself will die
In response, he cited three major issues that are
if people's sense of politics dies."
not being adequately addressed by the candidates, too
One interesting question raised by a member of the au¬
concerned with their own images to care about the ac¬
dience is that, with the onslaught coming in of outside media
tual problems the country is facing. The issues were:
sources, whether they be print or electronic, there has been a
1) The country's growing economic situation (in re¬
gards to which he mentioned Mickey Kaus' End of loss of one of the foundations of democracy, "personal public
discourse happening between individuals." On the defen¬
Equality and the idea to require national service as a
means of encouraging interaction across economic sive, Fallows conceded that television was disastrous towards
interpersonal communication, but said in regard to his own
stratas); 2) The racial and ethnic strain; and 3) The con¬
occupation, "Reading doesn't break us apart in the way TV
version of politics into just another service activity. As
an example of this, he cited the dependency on poll¬ does." As an example, he mentioned the authors John
sters rather than volunteer networks as a means of ac¬ Steinbeck and Charles Dickens. When looking at their works,
even in solitary readings, "one feels more connected to hu¬
cessing public support.
At the same time, Fallows felt that the media in¬ man beings."
In some ways more interesting than Fallows himself was
dustry was far from blame-free in the general decline
in public discussion. He put for the argument that pres¬ the audience who chose to attend his lecture. It was an un¬
usually large turnout, quite possibly over a hundred. But
ently, journalists in two of their crucial responsibilities:
Bates students only formed a very small portion of this audi¬
to give people a useful sense of the world around them,
ence. Along with a few faculty members, there were report¬
and to make things that matter interesting.
ers, and a wide spectrum of members of the surrounding com¬
To make staples such as sex, football, and violence
munity, ranging in age from teenagers to the elderly. How
attention-getting, said Fallows, poses little challenge.
often do groups such as this gather together to discuss a seri¬
It is bringing the major issues (such as the three above,
or the budget, or health care) to the forefront that is the ous issue? And to do so in a cooperative matter? Sometimes,
the words themselves are not the only important consider¬
real test of a journalist's ability. In previous tones (such
ation. People do as well.
as during the Cold War, the civil rights movement, and
Vietnam, this responsibility was popular), but it has
grown to be largely shunned by the mainstream me¬
-

Jeremy Breningstall
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Your vote is your voice, know the issues
by Jeremy Pelofsky
We are at a historic juncture in
our lives and how we proceed will
be decided on November 5, 1996.
On that historic day, we do what
our founding fathers worked hard
preserve and protect and that is
VOTE. It is truly the most
important thing we, as students,
faculty and staff, can do as a
community.
Hillary Rodham Clinton made
an eloquent plea this past weekend
at the University of Maine at Orono
to a crowd of young and older
people: Don't vote for any
particular candidate, whether it be
Joe Brennan, John Baldacci, or Bill
Clinton and A1 Gore. Vote for
yourself. While many people may
say that one vote does not count,
one need only look at the 1960
presidential election where if one
person in every precinct around the
country voted for Richard Nixon,
John F. Kennedy would never have
been elected.
The importance of this election
is for every citizen to vote for the
people that we believe are going to
take this country forward and bring
about new ideas, hot rehash old
ideas; work with the people, not for
the people; not complain about the
system and then not participate.
The saying goes, "Don't complain
if you don't vote."
In the presidential election, Bill
Clinton and A1 Gore are going to
take this country forward and have
already made steps to do so in their
first term. If nothing else, they have
brought the discussion of many
issues to the forefront that were

unfathomable just five short years
ago. But they have done much
more.
■ THE ECONOMY
President Bill Clinton has done
what he set out to do by bringing
the deficit under control and will
eventually eliminate it. The budget
deficit, in figures released this past
Monday, show that the budget
deficit for the past fiscal year
dropped to $107 billion. When
Clinton took office, the budget
deficit was $290 billion. That
amounts to a 60 percent reduction
during his watch, adjusted for
inflation, that puts the budget
deficit at its lowest point in 22
years. This has all happened under
Clinton's economic plan passed in
1993 — for which not a single
Republican voted if you recall.
Now what needs to be done in
the next four years is fix the Social
Security and Medicare programs
that are in dire need of reworking.
President Clinton's opponent is
offering a tax cut scheme that
would cost the federal government
nearly $550 billion in lost revenues
- that means $550 billion less to
spend on the programs that the
American people want and need.
Plis opponent has not come up with
a way to offset this $550 billion loss
in revenue, but alludes to market
forces helping spur the economy
into further growth. What, in
reality, it will boil down to is cuts
in Social Security payments and
less coverage of medical conditions
under Medicare and Medicaid.
Sound familiar? It should, it is

trickle down
economics
which failed in
the 1980s and
will fail again in
the
1990s.
President
Clinton has not
offered a tax cut
matching the
Republican plan
because he sees
the deficit and
removing the
debt burden off
our generation
and generations
to follow as the
number
one
priority.
■ EDUCATION
&
THE
FUTURE
The story may change ... but the photo remains the same.
The issues that matter most to
our generation include access to
education at an affordable cost and
access to a booming job market for
when we graduate and move into
the working world. President
Clinton has been a proven leader
in protecting, simplifying, and
expanding student loan programs.
When the Republicans took
control of the U.S. House and
Senate in 1994, they proposed
massive cuts across the board
including the elimination of the Pell
Grant program, the direct lending
program and other programs that
help students who could not
normally go to a college like Bates
because of financial constraints.
President Clinton vetoed those

bills that were proposed because of
the cuts of student financial aid
included. In fact, Clinton oneupped the attempts by offering
plans to expand the direct lending
program where students no longer
have to deal with middlemen when
receiving and paying back a loan
and allow college tuition tax credit
up to $10,000 a year. Clinton has
offered a plan that will allow a tax
deduction, dollar for dollar, up to
the cost of a community college
education for up to two years as
long as you make the grades.
What no Republicans realized
during the whole balanced budget
debate was the fact that education
is the future. Access must be
provided to anyone who wants to

Erryl Parker photo

learn. Instead, they sought to limit
funds to education programs in
addition to abolishing the
Department of Education. How
anyone can support the
abolishment of a department like
that, in my view, does not
understand the value of education
and the need for federal assistance.
Another accomplishment by
President Clinton has been the
creation of 10.5 million new, highwage jobs. The economy has
performed quite well under
President Clinton and he has taken
us from the recession of the Bush
administration to a stock market

Continued on Page 19

National party platforms: Memories of Question 1
by Renee Leduc
As we approach that ballot box
in four (adjust iri relation to when
paper is coming out) short days,
many of us begiflvto reflect on the
past few months of the campaign
for the Presidency of the United
States. But campaign junkies like
myself reflect on almost a year of
grassroots effort leading all to that
one day, Tuesday, November 5,
1996. It is with only four days left
that I once again look back at the
philosophies of these candidates
that I have been so absorbed in and
reflect on what has really
progressed through this final
campaign season of the twentieth
century.
About a year ago, the race to
election day began. I was elected
by Androscoggin County's

Democratic Committee to the
Maine Democratic State Platform
Committee. Serving as the vice¬
chair, the youngest person to ever
hold such a high position in the
Maine Democratic Party, I began to
get a true look into what goes into
a race for office in this state and the
whole country. Last fall when I was
elected,
the
memory
of
Referendum Question 1 was very
fresh in my mind. The thought of
it still sent shivers to my spine,
knowing how close the vote was,
yet relieved at the final Outcome
overcoming another initiative to
question the rights of different
sexual orientations in the state of
Maine.
As we wrote this year's
platform for the Maine Democratic
Candidates, the reality that
Question 1 showed us remained

strongly in our minds. We wrote,
"We accept the responsibility of the
state to guarantee basic human
rights to all regardless of gender,
age, minority group membership,
national origin, disability, religious
preference or sexual orientation.
We support an amendment to the
Maine Human Rights Acts to
extend
protection
from
discrimination to all victims of
prejudice in the areas of housing,
employment,
public
accommodation, credit, health care
and education." This is the primary
ideal which each of the Maine
Democratic candidates are running
on. From Joseph Brennan running
for the U.S. Senate to Tom Shannon
running for State House District 87,
this is what they will fight for. This
is not a selective statement, but an
all encompassing one, realizing the

value of diversity and equality in
our society.
These ideals were further
expressed in the National
Democratic Platform, which I
voted to support at the Democratic
Convention in Chicago. It states,
"We continue to lead the fight to
end discrimination on the basis of
race, gender, religion, age, ethnicity,
disability and sexual orientation."
Such a statement is at least a start
in the fight against discrimination.
I was disheartened and
confused by the article written by
Deborah Jones in the October 4,
1996 issue of the Bates Student
titled "Looking at the Facts:
Election '96 - Republican Platform
Anything But Exclusive". She said
that, "There are all sorts of people
[in the Republican,Party] from
many different backgrounds [with]

many schools of thought
involved." While Ms. Jones did
indeed quote from the Republican
platform in her article, I felt that she
missed very significant portions
which would go directly against
her previously mentioned
statement.
The Republican
platform states, "We oppose
discrimination based on sex, race,
age, creed or national origin and
will vigorously enforce antidiscrimination statutes. We reject
the distortion of these statutes to
cover sexual preference..."
The Republican platform also
expresses a strong theme of
individuality throughout all of its
text. It states, "We are the party of
individual Americans, whose
rights we protect and defend as the

Continued on Page 19
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Election ’96: The Presidential Campaign
Dole is the best man for the highest office
by Deborah L. Jones
When you think of great
traditions this coming Election Day,
there is but one candidate that
should come to mind: Bob Dole. As
he stands before the American
public today, there is no one better
qualified to serve in the highest
office we offer. His record speaks
of his political achievements, but
his life is a marvelous example of
the battle that we Americans face
in the definition of our values and
the struggles we deal with in the
definition of ourselves as
Americans.
Robert J. Dole was born in
Russell, Kansas on July 22, 1923.
From small beginnings, and in the
shadow of the hardships of The
Great Depression, Dole learned to
work, just as his parents did, to
make ends meet. There is no better
lesson than that,.to teach
responsibility— but also in the
founding of Dole's beliefs about the
destiny of a hard-earned dollar.
He was successful and popular
among his classmates in school,
considered to be "an all-American
Boy". Moving on to college, he
attended the University of Kansas,
but in 1942 World War II became a
priority. At age 19, Dole joined the
Army and in 1945, was fighting for
his country and against Nazi
Germany. He was hit by a shell,
and nearly fatally injured.
Paralyzed from the neck down, he
was stabilized and sent home to
die. But Bob Dole did not give up
then, as he never would. After
regaining the sensation in his arms
and legs, he nearly died from a
lingering fever. Once again,

refusing to give up, he began a long
recovery.
For his sacrifice for his country,
Dole was awarded two Purple
Hearts and a Bronze Star. Still, his
recovery continued. As a result of
his injuries, he lost the use of his
right arm. But he didn't dwell
upon his losses— he learned to
make the best use of what he could.
Although the neurosurgeon who
treated Dole didn't charge for his
services, Dole had enormous
hospital bills to pay. Here, as an
amazing example of the
willingness of Americans to help
one another out in a time
of need, is the cigar box
story. His fellow citizens
of Russell filled a cigar
box with nearly $1800 to
help him to pay the bills.
In his time of need, they
demonstrated
a
kindness that he did not
soon forget.
After his injury,
Dole could no longer
pursue his childhood
dream of being a doctor,
so instead he chose to
study law.
He
graduated
from
Washburn University in
Topeka, with a degree in
la,v in 1952. And to
repay what his fellow
citizens had done for
him, he ran for office in
the
state
legislature...and won. Then, he was
elected as the Russell County
attorney, approving welfare
benefits for the local people. If was
a closer look for Dole at the
economic problems that caused the

leads the American Red Cross,
helping Americans to help others
in times of disaster and great need.
He and Mrs. Dole have one
daughter, Robin.
In the 1980's Dole was a leader
in the Senate, bringing about tax
reform and economic recovery
under President Reagan. As Senate
Majority Leader, he worked to save
Social Security from bankruptcy, a
project whose effects are felt now,
on the brink of more Social Security
reform. He has fought to reduce
'Big' government and to balance
the budget, issues that will
continue into the future.
On June 11,1996,
Bob Dole stepped down
from his Senate seat,
retiring after a long and
productive career. He
has served the American
people well, and is
pursuing the next level
to benefit all Americans
with his experience and
knowledge. And so
began the campaign for
the Presidency, a road
which has not been
smooth, but which has
become a battle for the
values and for the future
of all Americans. Bob
Dole, as he always has,
fights proudly for the
American People.
Matt Bromley graphic
Dole is very
proud
and
very
time, Bob Dole married Elizabeth defensive about his country, and
Hanford,
another
bright the old values that it stands for. He
Republican Leader, who has believes that restraint, honor and
showed her dedication and ability trust in the people can be returned
as a cabinet member for Presidents to the government, and with his bid
Reagan and Bush. Presently she for the presidency, he seeks to bring

suffering of those he knew. This,
too, was something he would not
forget. His political career grew as
he was successfully elected to the
House of Representatives, and
then, eight years later to the U. S.
Senate. He worked hard to cause
reform and effect change to benefit
those he represented. Serving as
the Chairman of the Republican
National Committee, and as the
Vice-Presidential running mate for
Gerald Ford, he lent his intelligence
and hard work to the Republican
.Party.
On a personal note, during this

them back.
"All things flow from doing
what is right"/ as he said in his
acceptance speech for the
Republican Party's Nomination.
With all that goes on in the
government today, these are noble
words. Dole believes in these
words, and that the government
should be held to them.
As far as taxes and government
spending go, Dole sees that hard¬
working Americans can spend
their money in far more innovative
and productive ways than the
federal bureaucracies. It is our
money, after all, and it should go
towards ouV needs, not the
government's. And with this, he
sees that ~ Americans— their
families and their businesses can do
better, and even prosper. That is
the goal for the next century— to
bring back prosperity in America.
Unity of afl Americans is
important to Bob Dole. He believes
that we should be "one people,
rather than the 'peoples', of the
United States". And he stands
behind the Constitution, as it
mandates equality for all. In
judges, he seeks this same respect
for the Constitution. He does not
believe in those who seek to replace
it with amendments of personal
opinion.
Perhaps most importantly, Bob
Dole believes in the people. It is
up to us to decide, as the choices of
the people direct the government.
And so, your vote for Bob Dole, in
the words of the man himself,
would
"bring
you
an
administration that is able, honest,
and trusts in you."

Jack Kemp energizes Republican ticket
by Eric Darbe
In early August, as I sat in my
favorite watering hole, I gazed into
the bottom of my glass and let out
a depressing sigh as I thought over
the prospects for my party in the
coming election. As a member of
the Republican "base," the pundits
might say I was not "energized" by
the Dole campaign. I was a
supporter of Forbes in the New
Hampshire primary, and a big
reason why was the flat tax. Dole,
although a good American, and a
much better option than Bill
Clinton for the next four years, just
did not do it for me.
Then I gazed up through the
smoke filled air at the T.V. and saw
a shot of Jack Kemp denying that
he was going to be named Dole's

running mate. But, according to
reports Dole was going to ask him
to join the ticket, and Kemp was
slipping off to the airport,
apparently on his way to Russell,
Kansas. Could it be, was Jack Kemp
was going to be the Vice
Presidential nominee? Forbes only
ran in the primaries because Kemp
was not interested, and he wanted
the flat tax to get the national
attention it deserved. Now the man
who had helped Reagan create the
most robust peacetime economy in
our history was on the ticket. I felt
"energized."
What is it about Jack Kemp
that Republicans like so much.
First, he served under Reagan and
was one of chief architects of his
supply side economic plan in the
eighties. As Bob Woodward
observed in The Choice... "he was

often considered the natural heir to
the Reagan legacy... [and] he would
likely remain the sentimental
favorite for an important core
group of Reganites." By placing
Jack Kemp on the ticket, Dole won

Jack Kemp appeals to
many, especially
younger Republicans,
[because] he carries
[a] message of
empowerment
over many of these voters who had
been quickly losing interest in his
campaign.
Another reason why Jack
Kemp appeals to many, especially

younger, Republicans is that he
carries
his
message
of
empowerment, through economic
prosperity further than the country
clubs, and upper middle class
suburbs, into the inner cities, and
minority areas, and tries to
convince those voters who, in the
past, have been ignored by the
G.O.P, and taken for granted by the
Democrats, that they may have a
home in the Republican party. As
New York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani
noted
about
the
Kemp
appointment, when he endorsed
the Dole-Kemp ticket, last
Saturday, "Senator Dole [by
appointing
Kempl
has
accomplished something that
people have been asking the
Republican party to do for at least
two or three presidential cycles,
and that is open the door of the

party to diversity."
Finally, Kemp has spent his
career in Congress, as the director
of
Housing
and
Urban
Development, and as the head of
Empower America arguing very
convincingly and positively for the
ideals that are most important to
Republicans. He supports the flat
tax (in the long term), and Dole's
15 per cent cut now. He believes
that personal freedom comes not
from dependance on a government
check, but from government
encouraging people to build their
own businesses, and earn their own
paycheck, while providing
opportunities for their neighbors to
do the same.
That's why Jack Kemp and Bob
Dole truly are "Better Men for a
Better America."
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Earthwatch: Nader, Green Party merit consideration
by Kate Bloniarz and
Rebecca Orfaly
In our society, voting is
considered a right, a chance to
make ourselves heard. However,
we are forced to choose between
two parties who rally for our
support before the election, but
later, cannot see us in the shadows
of corporate America. In this
mockery of democracy, regardless
of who wins the election, the voters
lose to the interests of big business.
Not only are these corporations
running our government, they are
running our lives. "Growing up
corporate" was a focal point of
Ralph Nader's speech at Bowdoin
College on October 1st, 1996.
Ralph Nader is a consumer
advocate who came into the public
sphere in the mid 1960s. He is
responsible for drastic overhauls in
automobile safety, which came
about after the publishing of
Unsafe at Any Speed: the
Designed-in Dangers of the
American Automobile. Nader also
founded Public Citizen, an
umbrella organization that
included Congress Watch, a
congressional lobbying group and
Health Research Group, a medical
watchdog organization. In
addition, Nader had a central role
in establishing such projects as the
Freedom of Information Act, the
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), the
Environmental Pro tection Agency
(EPA), and the Safe Drinking Water
Act.

Green Party candidate
Ralph Nader is one of the names
you will see on the presidential
ballot next Tuesday, yet his
campaign was not the topic of
the talk. Though the crowd was
an even split between students
and members of the community,
Nader's speech was primarily
geared toward the former. He
derided colleges as being trade
schools for the corporate world,
placing more emphasis on skills
and business savvy than on the
development of critical thinking.
Given our education, health and
our reluctance to trivialize life
into lucrative occupational
patterns, Nader called upon us
to take an active role in fulfilling
our civic responsibilities.
Namely, regaining power of
what rightfully belongs to our
commonwealth: 1/3 of the land
in the United States, the public
radio and television airways,
three trillion dollars of public
and private pension money, a
trillion dollars of savings, and
half a trillion dollars of mutual
insurance money.
Our government was
designed to express the views of
the people. In actuality, it is the
interests of corporations that
drive our government. A key
issue in this election is welfare
reform. Yet according to Nader,
"The corporate welfare budgetthe giveaways of federal lands,
minerals, the guarantees, the
bailouts,
the
inflated
government contracts, the tax

Matt Bromley graphic
loopholes- are far bigger." Rather
than corporations using the
government to control individuals,
we need to redefine democracy.
Nader asserted that, as consumers,
we could use tools such as
government procurement to
improve safety and environmental
standards. The trillion dollars a year
that the government spends on
goods including cars, office supplies
and technologies translates into a
great deal of business for
manufacturers. If the government
were to demand products
constructed a certain way,
corporations would likely adapt
their production techniques in order
to secure a government contract. In
hand, these product enhancements
would be passed on to consumers.
A past example of procurement

being of advantage to the
consumer is the mandatory
installation of airbags in all
automobiles, demanded first by
the government. This also could
extend into the environmental
realm. For example, if the
government was only to purchase
recycled paper, there is no doubt
that companies would come up
with effective ways to reuse post¬
consumer goods. Right now, the
corporations' bottom line is cost,
not environmental concerns.
Using techniques such as
government procurement would
translate environmental concerns
into costs, a language corporations
know how to speak.
The New York Times referred
to Nader as "The Tln-ranHiHato".
This is an accurate title; he and

vice-presidential
candidate
Winona LaDuke are not accepting
any campaign donations. Their
aim is "to help build a progressive
political movement for the future
- way beyond November". The
Green Party is on the ballot in a
handful of states, including Maine,
California and New York, and
requires 5% of the vote to remain.
Some people doubt that change
can be achieved at the grassroots
level, but in the words of Margaret
Mead, "Never doubt that a small
group of thoughtful, committed
citizens can change the world.
Indeed, it is the only thing that ever
has."
Earthwatch appears weekly
in this section

Ethics in the ’96 presidential election
by Deborah L. Jones
Wow! Only a few more days
until election day. Frantic chaos
has replaced orderly discussion.
Newspapers are-zeroing in on
certain issues, and letting others
fall by the wayside. More than
ever, one issue keeps coming up,
over and over. Hmm... Ethics?
During the debates, no one wanted
to talk about it. They wanted to
stick just to the,.".issues". It's a
crazy idea, though, that political,
election "issues" ean be separated
from ethics, becaiise they can't be.
No matter what is said, the two go
hand in hand (you know, like
chocolate and peanut butter)
Ethics, or the lack thereof, is
something major that needs to be
aired out— if not talked about,
then thought about.
If you've picked up a
newspaper recently, you've
noticed many an allegation of
misdeed and impropriety. Then
it's followed by denial by the
accused, or simply a rebuttal
consisting of accusation of other
misdeeds. All this followed by

investigations
upon
investigations, which are
pending at this moment. To
believe or not to believe? Who
knows. But the presence of the
hubbub suggests that something

Lack of concern for
the voter's opinions
about ethical choices
transcends party
lines. What an
awful thing to
consider.
is going on, and it sounds nasty.
Should we be concerned
about
the
accusations?
Absolutely! We elected these
people into office, as our
representatives, to do right by us.
And what they do, therefore,
speaks about us, or at least it
should. Just because one person

is doing it, then saying another
person is doing it, does NOT make
it right. And it doesn't mean that
we're doing it, either. Sports figures
and pop icons are seen as role
models, and politicians are too. Their
behavior is watched by all of
America, and, as something to
follow, shouldn't it be exemplary?
(Not even considering their personal
lives— no one is perfect.) The
manner in which they do their job
should be solid enough to withstand
the scrutiny of the American public,
their public.
This all seems very general. You
or I could easily fill in names,dates
and others specifics, no matter what
side you're on. That makes the
whole situation even worse. Lack of
concern for the voters' opinions
about ethical choices transcends
party lines. What an awful thing to
consider. Perhaps I am naive to
expect more than what I am seeing.
There is a saying that "power
corrupts". By choosing leaders, we
inevitably send them down a road of
dishonesty and deception. And by
saying that and accepting that theory,
we can easily stomach all that's been

going on under our noses, and
keep on reading. But hey, what if
the voters say "No Way" to all
that? What if people refuse to
accept values they can't relate to
being brought into politics? We
should and DO have the right to
make our voices heard and end all
this silliness.
After all, it is our government.
It should not be sold to the highest
bidder, no matter who that might
be. It should not be used as a
personal vehicle for whatever end.
Rules were established for
everyone's benefit, and weren't
made to be broken. So when a
number of politicians are being
investigated for allegedly having
broken the rules, something is
wrong. It is good that the rule¬
breaking is being investigated, but
on the other hand, the politicians
are allowed to continue, business
as usual, until they are punished.
Innocent until proven guilty, yes,
but the frequency of these
investigations suggests something
far more sinister.
Money
and power cannot be separated
from elections, nor from

government. But dishonesty and
unethical management can. It is up
to us to listen to what's going on
and then say something. Those in
elected office don't get there unless
we choose to send them there. So
by that means, we can send a
message about what is acceptable
behavior for someone who
represents us to the government
and to the world. If the future is to
be different, the changes must start
now.
Next Tuesday, November 5 is
the big day. Use your vote to
make your voice heard!

Vote!
(but not
more than
once)
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When it comes down to it, there is
clearly only one option to choose from
by Jeremy Breningstall
Well, it looks like this year's
election spectacle is winding down to
a close. Conventional wisdom has it
that Clinton will win by large margin
(sorry Bates Republicans). This may
be better than the alternative, but it is
far from a triumph for democracy.
By
becoming
a
bitter,
superstitious, and elitist sect, the
Republicans
have
alienated
themselves from the majority of the
American people. This is something
we should all be thankful for. The
positions adopted by many of that
party (disintegrate public discourse
through dissolving public facilities for
education and art, carefully delineated
individualism that neglects the calling
of equal opportunity, paranoid
nationalism) are not only wrong, they
are often downright non-Democratic.
This is particularly true when they
bring special interests into the arenawhether they be the gun industry, the
tobacco industry, or my personal
favorite, the Christian Coalition.
I fail to believe that God has a
position on term limits. I also find it
interesting that many of the
Republicans calling hardest for term
limits are those who have served in
office the longest. I also fail to believe
that God has a position on the balanced
budget amendment. As for stock
issues such as abortion and school
prayer, I have only one word:
Constitution. Look into it.

Clinton
Continued from Page 16
that is skyrocketing and the job
applicant pool cannot respond fast
enough to provide the workers for
all the jobs being created in some
states.
When I graduate,, the job
market will be even better with
higher wage jobs. And if I decide
to take a job that I love but only
pays minimum wage, at least
President Clinton has seen his way
through to making it a living wage
by raising the minimum wage.
■ It’s all you
This election is all about YOU.
YOU make a difference when you
vote. YOU are what the President,
the Vice President, Senators, and
Representatives embody when
they work in Washington. As First
Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton said
this past weekend, "If you don't
vote and are not involved in the
political discourse, you have no
right to complain about
government or its services. We
must elect leaders to take this
country forward, not rehash ideas
of yesteryear that have been shown
to fail." VOTE, you cannot get
much simpler than that.

While Dole attempted to distant
himself from the radical right when it
was convenient for his campaign, the
reality is that he pandered to them like
all the rest. If he hadn't, the Republican
candidate would have been someone
else. Think about the possibilities: who
were the runner ups? Such stouts of
character as Pat Buchanan and Steven
Forbes.
However, let us move more
directly to the issue of the present
campaign and the Republicans' status
within it. Bob Dole can talk about
Clinton's campaigning all he wants,
but when it comes down to it, there is
one real reason above all others why
the Republicans aren't considered to
be in the competition: Dole did not
present America with even a single
powerful idea to support his
campaign.
He spoke of service, but did not
show how this service was related to
the task of leadership. He spoke of the
difficulties of the average American,
but did not show that he was capable
of relating to that American. He spoke
of the fraying of America, but he can
do little to dismantle the Republicans
part in sowing the seeds of hatred,
ethnic, and economic friction.
As a result, it was not all that
difficult for the Democrats to adopt the
position of defendant of the masses.
This title is not entirely accurate. The
Democratic
dependency
on
government to solve individual
problems is more frequently in their
best interests as members of that

government than in the best interest
of people, who would benefit more by
empowerment than by overbloated
government services.
More troublesome at present,
though, is their particular candidate.
Bill Clinton is a man who does not
hesitate to lie, to twist, to turn, and to
reverse himself entirely purely for the
sake of electoral gain, i.e., personal
interest and popularity. Fortunately,
it has thus far in a large number of
cases worked towards the benefit of
the country. But how long can we
stand behind a man without
principles?
These things can be very difficult
to decide. This election does not
provide many choices. Dole has
shown through his behavior in the
final weeks of the campaign, more than
through anything else, that he is not
fit to be the nation's leader. Neither
he, nor his running mate, Jack Kemp,
seem to have the competence and
energy so desperately needed. But
what does one then do? Does a person
vote for one with the scruples of a man
who has spent his entire career in
government (in this case I'm referring
to Clinton, although to a certain extent
it could refer to both), doing whatever
was necessary to get ahead?
Whether Clinton sleeps around or
whether he smoked pot do not bother
me so much about what else he is
willing to lie about. If nothing else, his
implicit arrogance, and that of his First
Lady, make for an argument to be
wary. It is only with a certain amount

Memories of
Question 1
_
Continued from Page 16 '
foundation for opportunity and
security for all." They have a
lesire for Americans to jbe
ndividuals in society having
greater personal rather tljln
governmental controls. Yet I'am
:onfused when they tell me that
:hey will not allow people of
different sexual orientations to
rave equal rights, so they cannot
•eally be "individuals" in society.
Different sexualities do not seism
:o be included in their statement
rf "opportunity and security*for
ill."
Ms. Jones also makes further
;tatements that seem inconsistent
with the values expressed in the
Republican Platform. "It becomes
rbvious that exclusivity isn't the
*oal of the Republicans in 1996."
3ut if exclusivity is not the goal,
why is it that I feel so excluded?
Fhey completely leave out sexjral
rrientation
from
their

antidiscrimination clause. That is
a clear signal to me that I am not
welcome in their political party,
they are not the "big tent" that
some Republican politicians try to
make theAmericanpublicbelieve..
They have no interest in defending
the rights of different sexualities,
I am part of one of the groups that
their "American individuality"
clauses do not apply to, Ms. Jones
stated that she thought it would be
absurd "if the party would have
any desire to succeed" to exclude
those who didn't agree with every
idea in the platform. Yet this
platform has very effectively
excluded me from ever possibly
feeling comfortable as a member of
the party, or ever voting for anyone
who supports such a platform.
As we look at the Democratic
versus the Republican platform, it
becomes evident that it is the
document created by the
Democrats which more fully
stands up for the rights of the
people of America. With this

of humility that one is able to learn
from others, rather than merely seek
to dominate or manipulate them. At
times, Clinton seems to move towards
this accessibility. But never enough to
convince one that it has been a shift in
character, rather than a shift in strategy.
I suppose the only to conclude the
final article on an election that has not
been all that interesting, that has done
nothing to educate or invigorate the

country about the workings of their
government, is to issue a proposal that
may not be realistic, but it is at least
not to completely sell itself for the sake
of pragmatism.
I propose that Clint Eastwood be
elected President. When you think
about it, he is really the only
appropriate man for the job. True, he
might be a little gruff. But at least he
looks you in the eye.

statement, I am certainly not
saying that the Democratic
platform or that Democratic
Candidates are faultless on the
issues surrounding sexual
orientation or discrimination in
general. I spoke out at‘the
Democratic National Convention
in Chicago on the issue of sexuality,
often against the Democratic Party.
On the Gay Cable Network, I
spoke out wholeheartedly against
the stance that many Democrats
have taken supporting the Defense
of Marriage Act, which prevents
states from being forced to
recognize same-sex unions. While
I do have this difference with my
party, I feel far more comfortable
with the stance that the Democrats
have taken in their platform than
the values that the Republicans
have espoused in their collective
document.
But what does this have to do
with being only four days away
from a presidential election? It is
all a question of the philosophy of
the candidates and the individual
ideals that they are running their
campaigns on and how they
would run their administrations.
Bob Dole has been running his
campaign very closely to the
platform which was endorsed by
the Republican convention
delegates. Also, in the second

Presidential debate, when
answering the final question about
discrimination against different
sexual
orientations,
Dole
instantaneously brought up the
issue of the problem of "giving
special rights" to groups in our
society, while the President spoke
of his continued support of
Affirmative Action.
Dole's
statement is just a piece of what is
clearly expressed in the
Republican Platform and in the
"Yes on 1" debate last year against
people of different sexual
orientations)
Therefore, as you approach
the ballot on Tuesday, November
5,1996, think back to how close last
year's Question 1 battle was here
in Maine.
Think of which
Presidential candidate is more
committed to equal rights in this
country. Where do your concerns
lie, with fighting for "equal rights"
or resisting "special rights"? In
four days, remember that it was
the
Democrats,
not
the
Republicans who took the greater
leadership role to saying "No on
1" in the State of Maine one year
ago. Remember that it is the
Democratic and not the
Republican Platform which is most
committed to equal rights for all
oppressed groups in this society,
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Perhaps the most descriptive term as to the
current sentiment on campus today would be to use
the word confusion. Recently, a series of events has
transpired, none of which strike the immediate
observer as making a great deal of sense. Yet, as
these events have occurred within the community
we live in it, it is necessary that we take a look at
them with scrutinizing eyes.
Some of these events have had. bias in them,
biases that we often wish to believe our no longer
prevalent in our society. These include the attack at
the Lewiston bus station and the anti-Semitic fliers
that were posted about campus. Others were
symbolic by their violence. This might include the
fight in Smith several weeks ago, or the gang that
attacked students on the quad last weekend,
seriously injuring at least two students. And then
there are those of the more puzzling sort, such as
the confrontation between the student body and the
police department on October 13.
Is there something bad in the water pipes? Has
there been too many days of rain? Is there an
underlying nervousness over the coming elections?
Or has it always been this way, and we've only just
now waken up to it?
We do not believe that it has always been this
way. In the past, the campus was never docile, but
it certainly has been more peaceful than it is today.
And as we look around, we see many causes for
confusion.
It would be very easy, particularly in light of the
reason attack on the quad, and the prior one at Webb
House, to look outward, at the Lewiston community.
If only by their sheer number, however, there seems
to be indicators out there that not all of this is being
imposed from the outside. The dorm damage that
was done at Webb House, thousands of dollars of it,
was believed to have been done by Bates students,

although that is far from conclusive at this point.
The police arrests, while excessive in certain ways,
also shed light on a troubled state of mind drifting
through the student body as a collective.
Looking both within and without, one does not
see clearly demarcatable ways of approaching
things. On the one hand, we would like to see a
safer environment across campus. Certainly,
people should be able to walk across the quad
without having to fear getting their face bashed on.
At the same time, we're a bit resistant to the idea of
creating a chain link fence around ourselves, as was
done in days of old. We would like to feel safe, but
having to hide behind locked doors all the time
doesn't necessarily provide this; rather, at times, it
makes starkly clear one's insecurities without
actually resolving them.
More difficult to face up to are the problems
buried most deeply within our own borders. Could
some of those microwaves been smashed by ... the
kid next door? Are the hate incidents being
provoked... by someone in one of my classes, whom
I see every day? Is it one of my friends? (Let us
hope not.)
Even amidst confusion, though, there are steps
that can be taken. We can attempt to be safe, not
actively courting danger. We can look out for one
another. We can take responsibilities for ourselves.
We can not let fear push us into absurdities. We
can work towards the resolutions of conflicts, and
the strengthening of ties of communication, and
understanding. Most important at the moment,
though, will be acknowledging that something is
presently deeply wrong.
Bates has long had a reputation as a friendly
campus. These events have thrown a bit of a wrench
in that. Lets work on throwing it back out.

But Seriously
Over the past couple of weeks, a number of publications such as the New York Times and
the Washington Post have endorsed a candidate for-the presidency of the United States
of America. We here at The Student would never dream of telling you how to vote on
November fifth. We would, however, like to bring a statement made by one of the
candidates which we feel should be fundamentally important in your decision. From
ex-Senator Robert Dole while on the campaign trail in Michigan (source, Newsweek
magazine):
"Obviously, I’d be proud to be in the home of the Bobcats. Bob Cat. Keep that in
mind. We’ve never had a Bob in the White House. Don’t you think it’s time? Yeah.
Right. We do have a cat in the White House. Socks. But we don’t have a Bob in the
White House."
Well, why not? A Bobcat in the White House, imagine .,. far better than a donkey, an
elephant, or a white mule for that matter. The Student will not formally endorse a
candidate this November . . . but it is our duty as a news organization to bring to the
attention of the student body the existence of a grass roots movement right here at
Bates. Many students feel that the nation would best be served by a Bob Volpi / Tom
Turkey ticket for this nation's two highest offices ... just imagine.
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The facts concerning recent anti-Semitic propaganda
by Sara Milstein
The anti-Semitic flier that was posted on
dorm doors and other buildings several
weeks ago did not seem to even faze the
Bates community. Very few people bothered
to read this highly anti-Zionist, anti-Semitic
statement. Many simply passed it off as
another lengthy instrument of Nazi
propaganda not worth shedding attention
on. I urge that this paper should be read and
discussed, and the fact that the document is
anonymously signed gives even more
reason to contemplate the importance and
effect of it.
When I first read the paper, my thoughts
were of shame and embarrassment. Were
these statements about Israelis true? For
some unknown reason, printed sentences
tend to make people believe them. So I
contacted a few sources and found out that
many of the statements were taken entirely
out of context and passed off as true. For
example, the author writes that the United
States government gives Israel, one of the
richest nations, 40% of foreign aid which the
Israeli Jews use to force Muslims out of their
homes and push them into the desert. The
writer further states that Israelis want to
destroy the Dome of the Rock, the Muslims'
holy temple. According to the Israel
Consulate, Israel is not one of the three
richest nations, and the United States fails
to give Israel close to 40% of its foreign aid.
Any Muslims forced out of their homes are
Muslim terrorists, and as far as the "desert
theory" goes, it was Jews who were forced

there—in 1948, 1956, 1967, and 1973. The
United States gives Israel foreign aid for the
main reason that Israel remains the only
democracy in the Middle East whereas the
surrounding countries (Iraq, Iran, Syria,
Lebanon, and Jordan) are dictatorships. As
for destroying the Dome of the Rock, out of
the four million people in Israel there are
only a handful of fanatics who contemplate
this, and it is unlikely that this will ever

Were these statements
about Israelis true? I
contacted a few sources
and found out that many
of the statements were
taken entirely out of
context and passed off as
true.
happen.
The writer focused much of his paper
on the idea of a Jewish messiah, upon whose
arrival will signify the end of the world,
revive the Jewish dead, and let "non Jews
die 'like animals'." This bothered me for
several reasons, the main one being the fact
that Judaism does not revolve around the
idea of a Messiah at all—the idea of one is

Just vote baby!
by Shawn P. O’Leary
, Taxation without representation is an
injustice that American citizens are
protected from. Without a doubt, it is
simply wrong to force one to contribute
to that which he/she cannot draw from. I
contend that the flip-side of this belief is
equally true: One cannot demand
representation without contributing to the
community providing that representation.
In short, I am irked by nonresident college
students voting in Maine elections.
During fall break I traveled to the
University of Maine at Orono to visit
friends from high school. One of my
friends' roommates walked in literally
wearing various campaign bumper
stickers and buttons ranging from
referendum questions to the presidential
election. In talking with this person he
soon revealed that he was from
Connecticut. I asked him if he planned to
live in or start a career in Maine, if he had
family in Maine, or if he did anything else
within the state other than academic
studies. On all three counts he answered
in the negative.
As I could see that he was becoming
defensive about my line of questioning I
asked him why he felt that he was entitled
to vote upon issues that are considered
critical to Maine residents if he obviously
wanted no part of the state after college.
He answered by saying that he had a right
to vote, regardless of where he is. I could
not disagree more fervently.
I do agree that every citizen of age has

the right to, if not the duty to, vote. I do not
feel, however, that a few months inside the
Bates Bubble (or any college atmosphere)
gives, someone the right to decide upon
fundamental issues facing that state and its
citizens. I myself decline to register and vote
in Lewiston simply because I don't think I
can properly make decisions on the local
elections since I have not walked a mile in a
Lewiston resident's shoes. Life on the Bates
Campus is mighty different than that of a
working resident of Lewiston. I vote
absentee from my home town for this very
reason.
Personally, I see myself as Maine
resident first and a Bates student second. In
fact, I make every attempt to shrug-off the
Batesie label just because of the reputation
that has become attached to it by other
Maine residents. In case you're not familiar
with the reputation, it usually entails a
Massachusetts resident (affectionately
nicknamed 'Massholes') becoming
extremely active in some sensitive area of
Maine life with an air of arrogance that
seems to suggest that since Maine residents
are so sheltered that it is up to the Batesies
to make all Mainers see the light. In my
opinion, the day that Maine ever so much
as resembles Massachusetts is the day that I
decide to find a new place to call home.
If you were to compare myself to the
average Bates nonresident that votes locally
you will see striking differences that the
entire premise of my viewpoint is based
upon. First of all, I pay taxes to the state of
Maine and my home town. I'm not talking
about just sales tax and tolls, I mean income

never mentioned in synagogue and not
every Jew believes in one. (The idea of a
messiah is mentioned so infrequently that I
didn't even know "we" were waiting for the
messiah until last year!) Rabbi Prystowsky,
a rabbi at Congregation Or-Ami, believes
only in a "Messianic Age" where people will
realize their wrongdoings and eventually
save themselves collectively. The paper
suggests that the selfish Jews are eagerly
awaiting the end of the world in order to
save themselves only. This is not true at all.
Jews do not look forward to the end of the
world; they simply look forward to the day
when peace is possible for everyone.
Judaism is a religion which places almost all
of its emphasis on behavior in this world.
Although it encourages speculation and
discussion on other worlds, Judaism does
not ever place more importance on any
world other than this one.
That the writer tries to take advantage
of the fact that the majority of his readers
know little of Judaism is worthy of
condemnation. However, the fact that this
paper was packed with lies and
exaggerations was not the main source of
discomfort for me. What bothered me the
most was the cowardly attitude of the writer.
It is true that we live in a democracy with
free speech. However, this freedom should
not be used to create fear and paranoia in
the hearts of the people. By not signing his/
her name, the writer casts suspicion on
everyone at Bates College. There is now the
worry that you could be living with the
author of this paper. It is one thing to pop
taxes. Secondly, my car is licensed and
registered in Maine, and I hold a Maine
driver's license (not just a Maine photo I.D.
for the purposes of buying alcohol). Lastly,
my home is in Maine, not in some other state.
To top it all off, in the summer I'm even
employed by the state of Maine. As a tried
and true Maine resident I know what it
means to live and work in Maine and I hold
sincere and passionate views about what
direction Maine needs to take as it heads into
the next century. How can someone whose
only taste of Maine is to be educated in the
very sheltered and artificial atmosphere of
Bates College truly make an informed choice
that is best for Maine, and not just his or her
personal beliefs and prejudices?
I'm not contending that the nonresident
students in Maine's colleges and universities
aren't capable of making rational decisions.
I'm only saying that they should either do
so in their own community by absentee
ballot or by establishing official residency in
Maine, paying taxes to Maine, registering
their cars here, etc. Otherwise they are
simply usurping Maine's resources without
returning any value to the community or the
state. As I indicated earlier, a failure to do
so is representation without taxation, which
is just as improper as taxation without
representation.
I understand that many people are leery
of voting by absentee ballot because they
fear that their votes will not be counted. This
is a valid concern, but when I Vote absentee
I also understand that my vote will be
counted if any of the races are close enough
that my vote may make a difference. Voting
by absentee is not a negative method of
political participation. If anything, absentee
balloting shows that you have the awareness

the Bates Bubble—this is entirely needed
every now and then to anchor us back.
However, it is an entirely different issue
when one pops the bubble and runs away.
The real focus of this sheet is to create fear,
in the hearts of Jews and to intimidate nonJews by stating the "evils" of Jewish people.
The author starts off the paper saying,
"Attention fellow Americans!" Ironically,
this is entirely anti-American. American
democracy means identifying yourself while
discussing your feelings, not hiding yourself
behind a one-sided argument.
It's truly sad that people need to hate
so desperately. Jean-Paul Sartre once said,
"If the Jew didn't exist, the anti-Semite
would have invented him." Some people
seem to feel foolish being "happy". They
need excuses when they are or they attempt
to mask it and push it aside. Where this
violent influence comes can be argued
endlessly; the source is unimportant. What
is important is that we must try to remove
the hate seeds that we see. Someone or
something planted that seed; it wasn't
originally there. We all start out the same,
and although different environments
influence different people, it is comforting
to believe that the core is still the same. The
core is still pure and untouched, and can be
spoken to once the exterior layers are peeled
off. So begin peeling! Sometimes it takes a
prejudiced sheet of paper to knock us back
into place, to say that there is cruelty out
there that we can't ignore. Ignorance is not
necessarily bliss. Hard work is.

Matt Bromley graphic
to remain an active part of your community.
I am not trying to advocate exclusive
policies, but I am trying to present a
sentiment held by many Maine residents
that deserves to be addressed. I look
forward to a career and a high quality of life
that the state of Maine has traditionally
provided. In keeping with this vision I am
trying to protect a state that I take great pride
in by ensuring that those who would guide
the progress of this state have the same
concerns at heart. It may seem harsh, but I
don't feel that nonresident students with no
plans to remain in Maine or contribute to its
overall well being fit these criteria. There is
much more to Maine than a few miles of
turnpike and four years inside the Bates
Bubble can ever provide.
Shawn O'Leary is a sophomore and a
native of Maine whose column is
featured weekly
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Importance of bond issue must not be overlooked
by Shawn P. OLeary

Before giving you any information
regarding the actual dam, I feel that
it is only fitting that I bring you up
to speed on the history and purpose
of the Allagash Wilderness
Waterway.'
In 1966 the Maine legislature
declared that the Allagash and the
land surrounding it would be
protected from development and
logging for the purposes of creating
a scenic waterway that would
provide a true wilderness
experience. Today this vision has
become a reality. The only signs of
development are the handful of log
cabins built to house the rangers
and the occasional bridge that

Lost among the attention shed
upon the forestry referendum,
senatorial, and presidential
elections is a small bond issue that
I believe Bates voters may not have
learned about. Bond question four
asks: Do you favor a $3,000,000
bond for the purposes of making
capital improvements at Maine's
state parks and historic sites? This
bond is actually divided in order to
provide much needed funding to
two major state projects.
The first project is the needed
repair of the roof on Fort Knox (a
Maine historic site). A support
group known
as
The
Friends of
Fort Knox
have been
rallying for
years to have
Bond Issue for State Parks
these repairs
done to this facility. Of the three crosses some point along the way.
million dollar bond, the Friends of
Currently the ninety-eight mile
Fort Knox would be provided with long ribbon of pristine lakes, rivers,
1.4 million dollars to combine with streams and ponds are staffed by
the money that they have raised to only eleven field employees who
complete the repairs.
often have to make do with old and
The remaining 1.6 million unreliable
equipment
in
dollars would go to a project that I performing their duties. Often
am all too familiar with: The times we even pay from our own
replacement of Churchill Dam on pockets to have repairs done or to
the Allagash Wilderness Waterway. pick up the necessary supplies
In the summer I work as an needed to do our jobs. The work
employee of the ninety-eight mile schedule is also very rigorous in
long
Allagash
Wilderness that as the only means of primary
Waterway as an Assistant Park help you are on call twenty-four
Ranger stationed at Churchill Dam. hours a day, and the work rotations

Question 4

consist of eleven days on/three
days off for the rangers and twelve
days on/two days off for the
assistant rangers. The message I am
hying to convey is that the Allagash
is a unique area that deserves more
consideration than a quick glance
at a cumbersomely worded bond
question.
In 1969 Churchill Dam was
built for the purposes of providing
adequate water flow for canoeists
in the river below Churchill Lake.
This dam, which is still standing,
was designed as a fifteen year dam
that was intended to act as a
temporary structure until the funds
for its replacement were approved.
Through the years the public has
rejected the bond issues requesting
the funds for replacement and the
wooden dam has continually
deteriorated.
Today the dams seven gates are
warped and swollen from twentyseven years of constant exposure to
the water. These swollen gates have
made the operation extremely
difficult as the gates no longer
willingly slide along their housings,
which strains the dam wrench (a
chain saw like device fitted with a
socket so as to raise and lower the
gates) used to operate it. This strain
causes a violent shaking of the fifty
pound dam wrench which thereby
causes the same violent vibrations
to travel throughout my body all
the way down to the souls of my
feet. These vibrations have also
developed medical conditions such
as back strain and tendinitis for a

handful of my coworkers.
The physical framing of the
dam is also sadly deteriorated. The
pressure treated lumber used to
construct the dam is now sadly
warped and broken. Ten inch by
ten inch support beams have been
split vertically due to the strain of
the dams necessary operation and
the runway of the dam has broken
away in many places, unable to be
repaired because the wooden
timbers no longer hold spikes
without splintering. One of the
dams gates, known as the deep
gate, violently rocks when used and
has broken away from its housing.
Since its operation is necessary to
the water conditions below the dam
I must strap high tension chains
around the gate housing in an
attempt to keep the gate travelling

in a semi-constant direction. The
result is a gate platform that rocks
by about as much as twelve inches
in height every second that the dam
wrench is in operation.
If approved, the bond issue
would replace the current dam with
a concrete dam of three gates. This
dam would also provide hydro¬
electric power to its own engines so
that the operation of the dam would
be controlled by the flipping of
three switches inside the ranger
station. If ever you could see the
current method of operation you
would agree that this is a much
more appealing and safe way of
operating this vital component of
the Allagash Wilderness Waterway.
I urge you to support bond question
four on November fifth.

State Politics: Congressional Races in Maine
by Jeremy Pelofsky
One need only look at the socalled revolution of 1994 to see why
another change is needed in
Congress. What we saw over the
past two years in Congress was the
hijacking of our political system.
While it is important that we are
able to disagree civilly and work to
improve our government, very
little of this occurred under the
Republican watch.
An attempt was made to
remove the burden from the
government by eliminating funds
that help those who need it most
— i.e. the elderly, the poor, the
jobless, the sick, and the young.
This past winter, we saw the
longest shutdown of the federal
government in the 220 years this
country has been in existence.
This cannot happen again.
Politics has fallen to such a nasty
level that most of the electorate is
completely turned off by the
elections. Fewer people vote each
year, fewer people watch the news,
fewer people watch the political
conventions, and fewer people
watch the debates to find where
candidates stand on the issues.
The choices in Maine are quite

clear, and we must reverse this socalled revolution. In the Senate
race between Joseph Brennan and
Susan Collins, there is a clear
distinction where these two
candidates differ and why Joseph
Brennan should be sent to the U.S.
Senate.
First,
Joseph
Brennan
understands the plight of students,
he has two children of his own that

Brennan is the clear
choice in the race to
replace longtime
moderate Senator
William Cohen
he put through college. Having
been governor of Maine, he knows
how important education is to this
region and how the numerous
colleges and those who attend
them — public and private
institutions — depend on the
federal government for help in
receiving that education.
His opponent said early this
year that she supported the
balanced budget approach of
Speaker Newt Gingrich and

Senator Robert Dole. Their
balanced budget approach would
have cut federal student lending
programs and money from Head
Start programs. Only when it was
politically expedient to do so and
the winds were shifting away from
the Newt Gingrich's of the
Congress, did his opponent change
her position. Yet, despite this
change of position, she still
supports
abolishing
the
Department of Education, Brennan
does not.
Brennan supports the assault
weapons ban that President
Clinton pushed through Congress
as one of his top priorities.
Brennan's opponent disagrees. I
just have one question for her, why
the hell does anyone need an
assault weapon? If a hunter needs
one for his or her hobby, I would
suggest that they buy glasses if they
cannot see the target that well and
need the rapid, wide-spray action
of an assault weapon to kill a deer
or moose.
Brennan supports the Defense
Department's own request not to
build any more B-2 bombers. The
Defense Department said simply
they do not have a need, and that
resources can be allocated more

productively. Brennan's opponent
said she would like to increase
spending in Defense. I hate to
remind her, the Cold War is over
and the threats of today do not
require the Star Wars defense
programs of the 1980s or other
programs that gobble up billions of
taxpayers' dollars. Furthering the
notion that she still is trying to hang
onto the Reagan era, she also
refuses to support establishing
diplomatic relations with Cuba. Joe
Brennan has been a strong
proponent of establishing relations
with Cuba.
The
following
issues:
requiring the federal government
to pay for reduced property values
caused
by
environmental
protection initiatives, decreasing
the Central Intelligence Agency's
budget, and increasing or
decreasing foreign aid, Brennan's
opponent is undecided on all of
these issues. Can Maine voters be
confident in sending someone to
Washington who has a foggy
vision?
Joseph Brennan is the clear
choice in the race to replace
longtime moderate Senator
William Cohen. He has the
qualifications, he has served in

government before, we need
Joseph Brennan in the U.S. Senate.
In the race for the
Congressional seat, John Baldacci
had an excellent first term
protecting Maine from the
extremist budget cuts proposed by
the Republicans. He realizes the
importance of student loans,
always has, always will. He is the
most accessible member of
Congress I have witnessed, always
responds to his constituency,
especially members of the Bates
community.
Baldacci has been a proven
leader at turning down all gifts
from special interest groups
including a birthday cake sent to
his office, and tickets to Major
League Baseball, and Hockey
games.
Himself a small businessman,
Baldacci has taken his experience
to Washington to fight for not only
the employer, but the employee as
well. We need to send Baldacci
back to Washington to protect our
student loans, small businesses,
and most of all, the hard-working
women and men of Maine. He has
proven himself in his first two years
and will continue to do so in his
next term.
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Congressional elections crucial for Democrats
by Rebecca Goetz

i

FORUM

office, decided to run when no
other Democrats came forward to
challenge Smith. Says Baird's field
director Don Eckhoff, "Democrats
had basically given the third
district up, calling it 'Linda's
District.' No one wanted to run
against her. Baird wasn't recruited
by the party at all, he just realized
that if he didn't run, no one else
would."
Baird has been campaigning

As this election year winds
down, the question pollsters are
fretting over is not who will win the
Presidency; Clinton's victory is a
foregone conclusion (in short,
anyone who doesn't think Clinton
will win should have his head
examined). But whether or not
Clinton's imminent victory will
carry a wave of Democrats in to
retake the House and the Senate is
another matter altogether.
Currently, the Democrats need
a net gain of only 19 seats to retake
the House, and a net gain of three
seats to win back control of the
Senate. The battles at the polls on
Tuesday will not be fought at the
national level, but rather at the local
levels as Republican incumbents
find themselves in the midst of a
bitter, impassioned struggle against
determined Democrats to hold on
to the power they gained in Newt
Gingrich's Revolution of 1994.
No Democrat knows this fight
better than college psychology
professor Brian Baird, running in
the third congressional district in
Washington state against Linda since last November against
Smith.
In 1994, voters sent incredible odds. At first, says
Republican freshman Smith to Eckhoff, "the attitude was that
Washington, where she was anyone could run as an alternative
subsequently named the most to Linda Smith. But now people are
conservative lawmaker in America, really taking notice of him." Being
gaining a reputation for leaning notices will not help Baird get
even farther right than Newt elected though.
Running in
Gingrich and Idaho's Helen opposition to Smith's strict
Chenoweth (who, although she is campaign finance reform proposals
quite obviously female, prefers to
(that were even too much for many
be called a congressman). Baird,
House Republicans to swallow)
who is not a career politician and and as 3 champion of public
had never before run for public education, Baird believes he is

Clinton's victory is a
foregone conclusion .
.. whether of not
[his] imminent
victory will carry a
wave of Democrats
in to retake the
House and Senete is
another matter

reaching citizens in his districts.
But already Smith has outspent him
two to one.
What characterizes this race,
though, is not Smith's milliondollar budget or Baird's cozy "I am
not a career politician" message. It
is in fact that since late September,
the two have been running at a
dead heat. Poll numbers have
fluctuated from 49/51% and 48/
52% in late September (in Smith's
favor) to sometimes an even 50/50
split. No one, not even officials
from either of the two campaigns,
dare to call this race before all the
ballots are in.
Across the nation several
Republicans find themselves being
challenged by unexpectedly strong
Democratic candidates. Baird's

race is not the only congressional
race that is too close to all. Even
seasoned Republicans are finding
themselves on the defensive in
traditionally Republican districts.
North Carolina's Jesse Helms,
seeking his fifth term in the Senate,
is finding himself on the defensive
in his home state. Democrat
Harvey Gantt, who lost to Helms
by a wide margin in 1990, is
actually becoming a serious threat
to North Carolina's senior senator
in race for a seat some say the
Democrats could win for the first
time in twenty-four years. Even in
the conservative stronghold state of
Kansas, yes, Bob Dole's home state,
the race to fill the seat he gave up
is tied between Republican Sam
Brownback and Democrat Jill

Docking.
The truth is, Dole's lackluster
and often chaotic campaign has
handed the Presidential Election to
Bill CLinton, and the Republicans
find themselves in danger of
having to slink quietly out of
Washington on November 6 as they
are voted out of office. The
passionate, angry politics missing
at the national level has wormed its
way into hotly contested House
and Senate races, giving Clinton the
hope that he will have another
chance to work with a Democratic
105th Congress. Whether or not
that actually happens remains to be
seen, but a host of incredibly,
almost unbelievably close races
indicates that Clinton may get his
wish on Election Day.
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Around Campus
So, what are other college students doing?
An insightful look at other college campuses in the Northeast
by Erryl Nicole Parker
Students are often caught up
in the Bates Bubble while at school,
but it is often good to keep in mind
that events also take place at other
schools in the area. It is perhaps
easier to keep track of our compet¬
ing schools through well-publi¬
cized athletic events, but academi¬
cally, culturally, and socially, it may
not be so easy. The Bates Student
would like to help students at

This program is under the di¬
rection of the director of
Skidmore's Classics Program,
Michael Arnush. With Arnush's
help, the faculty and students of
Miami University and Skidmore
have come together during a se¬
mester-long exploration of the
world's first democracy using
methods of linking computer re¬
sources between the two schools
and other Internet sites.
The topic of exploration dur¬

It is perhaps easier to keep track of our
competing schools through well-publicized
athletic events, but academically, culturally,
and socially, it may not be so easy.
Bates become aware of happenings
and events at our educational, in¬
tellectual, and social counterparts.
Saratoga Springs, New
York—Skidmore College is one of
three schools from across the coun¬
try selected to share a $180,000
grant from the National Endow¬
ment for the Humanities (NEH) to
use technology in their study of
ancient Rome.
Overall, three-hundred and
ten schools applied for a part of
this grant, which is a total of $2
million to be awarded, and
Skidmore College is just one of the
twelve colleges and universities
who will be awarded a portion of
this grant that will sponsor the
"Virtual Rome Project," also
known as VRoma.
Miami University of Ohio and
Rhodes College in Tennessee will
be the two schools who will share
the $180,000 with Skidmore. The
three schools need to collectively
raise an initial $10,000 to go to¬
wards this program, which will
then qualify them to receive an
additional $10,000 in NEH fund¬
ing.
This project entails learning
information from sources such as
the World Wide Web, the Internet,
and through CD-ROM sources. It
is geared towards promoting
teaching with advanced technol¬
ogy in small liberal arts colleges
and high schools across the coun¬
try. That then, in turn, calls for an
increase in the number of teachers
who can operate such sophisti¬
cated equipment in traditional hu¬
manities courses.

ing these summer sessions in¬
cluded literature, art, archeology,
and politics of Athenian democ¬
racy in the age of Pericles,
Sophocles, Euripides, and Socrates
by way of the World Wide Web,
MiamiMOO (a multi-user environ¬
ment that allows instantly commu¬
nicated typed messages), a news
group (an electronic forum used
for discussing classroom topics),
and Perseus (a collection of
roughly 25,000 images of ancient
Greece located on CD-ROM and
the Web) and weekly audio /visual
conferences.
It is estimated that in 1998 and
1999 Skidmore's Classics faculty
will participate in VRoma in a con¬
sortium with several colleges and
high schools.
Middlebury, Vermont—
Members of the Middlebury com¬
munity, students, faculty, and staff
of Middlebury College will have
the opportunity to listen to author
Jamaica Kincaid read from her lit¬
erary works on the evening of No¬
vember 7,1996.
Born of African-American

HELP WANTED

Waitressing
Full/ Part time
Experience Necessary
Yesterday's Restaurant & Pub

16 Park St.
Inquire Within
786- 3318 (ask for Beau)

heritage, Kincaid's literary works
were first published in The New
Yorker, the subjects of which cen¬
tered around Caribbean life, the
place of her birth.
Kincaid's first novel, At the
Bottom of the River, was published
in 1983. Since the mid-80s, she has
published novels and stories at
regular intervals. These include
Annie John (1986) and Lucy (1991).
Time Magazine has called her "one
of the few essential voices in our
culture today, a writer of magnifi¬
cent style and range."
Medford, Massachusetts—Of
course, it's perfectly natural to ex¬
pect that students of Tufts
University's graduate program
would engage in efforts to help
save tropical forests, but where
does the idea of a trip on a moun¬
tain bike fit into the picture?
Well, David O'Brien will tell
you that a bicycle trek across Cen¬
tral America is directly related to
this cause.
This summer, O'Brien spent
five weeks, from June 2 to July 7,

International
Job Skills
New professional M.A. in
International Affairs or

Interamerican Studies
prepares you rapidly for
exciting careers:
□ environmental studies
□ public health
□ government
□ international
organizations
□ international media,
business
Learn valuable analytic
skills from economics and
the social sciences.
Complete this intensive
multi-disciplinary degree
in 12 to 15 months, while
living in a fascinating
international city.
Free details: Contact our
Admissions Secretary/

Graduate School of
International Studies
Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010
305-284-4173; Fax: 305-284-4406
http://www.umiami.edu/gsis/

with fellow Tufts University inter¬
national relations graduate stu¬
dents Kirsten Fehrenkamp and
Ivan Sigal bicycling more than
1,300 miles through the jungles of
Belize, Mexico, Guatemala, and
Honduras.
By gathering a number of
sponsors for their trip through a
small direct-mail campaign, the
trio raised money to go directly
towards the conservation of tropi¬
cal forests. As a part of the Rio
Bravo Conservation and Manage¬
ment Area in northwestern Belize,
every $50 donated goes to preserve
one acre of land.
This program also enables lo¬
cal people to benefit economically
through strategies such as ecotourism and sustaining a harvest
of forest products. O'Brien said,
"Our team members studied is¬
sues of forest protection and met

people who are working on solu¬
tions day in and day out. And we
raised money that will make a last¬
ing difference."
Brunswick, Maine—Alumni
of Bowdoin College have been
asked to take part in a financial
campaign, named the New Cen¬
tury Campaign
The goals of the campaign in¬
clude long-term and financial
goals. A 5% annual growth in¬
crease in unrestricted gift revenues
and an increase of the commitment
to annual giving are just a couple
of Bowdoin’s longtime goals, espe¬
cially during the New Century
Campaign. The financial target
that Bowdoin has set for itself is to
raise $113.25 million by the end of
the campaign.
Continued on Page 25.

IMMUNOLOGISTS OF
THE 21st CENTURY
The Immunology Graduate
Program of the University of
Connecticut Health Center at
Farmington, Connecticut, is a
Federally-funded
training
program with a plan of study
leading
to
a
PhD
in
Biomedical
Science
with
Immunology as an area of
concentration.
Over 125
students at the University of
Connecticut Health Center
pursue
PhD
degrees.
Students in the Immunology
Graduate Program seek a
PhD, MD/PhD or DMD/PhD
degree and are supported by a
Training Grant from the
National Institutes of Health,
a University . Fellowship or
individual faculty grants. The
research interests of our 17
member
faculty
include
cellular, molecular and clinical
immunology.
Training is
designed to prepare future
scientists
for
leadership
careers in industry, academe,
research
or
medicine.
Inquiries should be made to
Director,
Immunology
Graduate Program, or Ms.
Ruth Conrod, Department of
Pathology,
University
of
Connecticut Health Center,
Farmington, CT 06030-3105;
Tel.: (860) 679-2516, FAX:
(860)
679-2936;
E-Mail:
Uefranc@panda.uchc.edu.
Web
Site:
http://www.uchc.edu.
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- Security Watch Bates College Security and Campus Safety Report Crime Statistics
The following statistics reflect criminal activity
that was reported between September 15 and
September 28,1996.
Murder
Sex Offenses, forcible or non-forcible
Robbery
Aggravated Assault
Burglary
Motor Vehicle Theft
Hate Crimes and Incidents
Assault
Bicycle Theft
Theft

0
0
0
0
9
0
0
0
2
16

Arrests
Liquor-Law Violation
Drug-Abuse Violation
Weapons Possession

0
0
0

Just so you know ...
The remaining statistics reflect some of the ser¬
vices that Security and Campus Safety has pro¬
vided between September 15 and September 28,
1996.
Escorts
Fire Alarms
Lockouts
Propped Doors
Safewalks
Criminal Trespass Warnings

Burglary
09/17/96—Five cassette tapes were stolen
from a vehicle while it was parked in the
garage of a Bates College rental property on
Bardwell Street between 1:00 and 7:00 am.
The vehicle was not locked at the time of
the theft. Value: $25.00
09/18 /96—Eighty-nine concert tickets were
stolen from an office in Chase Hall. The of¬
fice was not locked at the time of theft. Value:
$1,424.00
09/19/96—A wallet was stolen from an of¬
fice in Lane Hall between 1:00 and 2:00 pm.
The wallet contained a BatesCard, a driver’s
license, cash, and credit cards. Value: $90.00

09/21/96—-A bookbag was stolen from a
room in Smith Hall between 4:00 and 4:30
pm. The bookbag contained several text¬
books, notebooks, and lab reports. Value: Un¬
determined. NOTE: The bookbag and its
contents were recovered by a local resident
and returned to their owner by Security.
09/21 /96—-Four hundred compact discs and
two nylon books (storage units) were stolen
from a room in Pierce House between 11:00
pm and 2:00 am. The room was not locked
at the time of the theft. Value: $6,070.00
09/21 /96—Sixty compact discs were stolen
from a room in Pierce House between 11:00
pm and 2:00 am. The room was not locked
at the time of the theft. Value: $900.00
09/21/96—A video game system, a video
game cartridge, a backpack, a Walkman, and
a headset were stolen from a room in Pierce
House between 11:00 pm and 2:00 am. The
room was not locked at the time of the theft.
Value: $249.00
09/22/96—Nineteen compact discs were
stolen from a room in Roger Williams Hall
at approximately 2:30 pm. The room was not
locked at the time of the theft. Value: $285.00

Bicycle Theft
Between 09/14/96 and 09/17/96—A moun¬
tain bike, minus its front tire, was stolen from
the bike rack at Page Hall. The bicycle was
locked to the bike rack at the time of the theft.
Value: $400.00
09/20/96—A mountain bike was stolen
from the bike rack at Wentworth Adams
Hall. The bike was locked to the bike rack at
the time of the theft. Value: $310.00

Theft
09/17/96—A denim jacket was stolen from
the coat room in Chase Hall between 11:15
am and 12:20 pm. Value: $15.00
09/17/96—Snacks were stolen from the
vending machine located in the basement of
Wentworth Adams Hall. Value: Undeter¬
mined.
09/19/96—A shirt with a BatesCard in the
pocket was stolen from the Ladd Library be¬
tween 6:00 and 7:00 pm. Value: $25.00
09/20/96—A backpack was stolen from the

coat room in Chase Hall between 2:00 and
4:00 pm. The backpack contained a calcula¬
tor and two notebooks. Value: $170.00
NOTE: The backpack was recovered by a
local resident and returned to its owner by
Security.
09/21/96—A compact disc player and
twelve compact discs were stolen from a
backpack in Chase Hall between 7:00 and
8:00 pm. Value: $250.00
09/21/96—A BatesCard was stolen from a
tray in the Dining room in Chase Hall. Value:
$10.00
09/22/96—A backpack was stolen from the
coat room in Chase Hall between 8:50 and
9:10 pm. The backpack contained a pair of
cleats, a checkbook, a Swiss army knife, and
assorted clothing. Value: $95.00
09/22/96—A suitcoat with a BatesCard in
the pocket was stolen from Chase Hall be¬
tween 6:00 and 7:00 pm. Value: $110.00
09/23/96—A backpack was stolen from
Chase Hall between 6:15 and 6:30 pm. The
backpack contained two notebooks, two
textbooks, lab printouts, thesis papers, and
a calculator. Value: $245.00
09 /23 /96—A backpack was stolen from the
coat room in Chase Hall between 4:30 and
5:00 pm. The backpack contained tow text¬
books and a notebook. Value: $35.00 NOTE:
The backpack was recovered by a local resi¬
dent and returned to its owner by Security.
09/24/96—A backpack was stolen from
Chase Hall between 12:00 and 1:00 pm. The
backpack contained keys, two textbooks,
notebooks, pens, a calculator, and assorted
clothing. Value: $165.00 NOTE: The back¬
pack and all items, minus the calculator,
were recovered by a local resident and re¬
turned to their owner by Security.
09/24/96—-A backpack was stolen from the
coat room in Chase Hall between 12:30 and
12:55 pm. The backpack contained several
textbooks, several notebooks, and a diskette.
Value: $115.00 NOTE: The backpack and
its contents were recovered by a local resi¬
dent and returned to their owner by Secu¬
rity.
09/25/96—A backpack was stolen from the
Benjamin Mays Center. The backpack con¬
tained textbooks. Value: $120.00
09/25/96—A leather jacket was stolen from

the coat room in Chase Hall between 5:00
and 5:30 pm. Value: $200.00
09/26/96—A backpack was stolen from the
coat room in Chase Hall between noon and
12:20 pm. The backpack contained a calcu¬
lator, an organizer, a textbook, a magazine,
and newspapers. Value: $290.00
Between 09/27/96 and 09/28/96—A seat
was stolen from a bicycle while it was locked
to the bike rack at Cheney House. Value:
$40.00

Criminal Trespass Warning
The following criminal trespass warning was
issued between September 15 and September 28,
1996.
Richard Boudreau
Patrick Damboize
Raymond Fournier
Joey Guimond
Ed Lemiuex
Chris Morin
Sean T. Smith
Travis Withee

09/19/96
09/26/96
09/19/96
09/28/96
09/28/96
09/28/96
09/27/96
09/19/96

Crime Prevention Tip
Lock your room or office even if you are only...
...going for a run.
...visiting next door.
...taking a shower.
...meeting the pizza man.
...teaching a class.
NOTE:
If there

is additional information that you

WOULD LIKE TO SEE IN THIS REPORT OR QUESTIONS
THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO HAVE ANSWERED, PLEASE
FORWARD YOUR REQUESTS OR QUESTIONS VIA CAM¬
PUS mail,

U. S.

Mail, or e-mail to :

Sherri Brooks
Security & Campus Safety
245 College Street
Lewiston, ME 04240
sbrooks@bates.edu
Your questions, requests, and comments are
welcome.

Other campuses...
Continued from Page 24.
As of the beginning of March (these are
the most recent records that were available),
the commitments of gifts that are to be paid
to the college was just shy of $60 million,
which indicates that Bowdoin is well on its
way towards its goal.
New Hampshire—Apparently Bates
College is not the only institution of higher
education who has experienced a sudden
increase in population on campus. Accord¬
ing to Jim Washington, Director of Admis¬
sions at the University of New Hampshire,
the entering freshman class of 1996 is the
largest in the history of the university.
Earlier this fall, an estimated 2,600 stu¬
dents—which was well above the recordbreaking freshman class in the fall 1993—
entered the university.
"We had about a 1 percent increase in

applicants over last fall," Washington re¬
ports, "mostly from out-of-state applicants."
He also noted a significant jump in the num¬
bers of applicants for the Whittemore School
of Business and Economics.
According to Washington, this class
boasts the largest number of students that
have successfully completed the Advanced
Placement Tests and who have earned 20
credits or more through these tests.
The combined average on their SAT
scores was 1124. The average for the verbal
scores was 560, which leaves the average for
the math scores to be 564.
More than 10,000 students applied to
UNH last year—6,666 were from out of state,
while 3,446 applicants were from New
Hampshire.
The university received applications
from forty-eight of the fifty states, with a ma¬
jority of them from Massachusetts, Connecti¬
cut, New Jersey, and Maine.

Wouldn’t you like to write for the
coolest, hippest, most stylin’ section of
The Bates Student? Of course yon would!
So, why don't yon just give Erryl, the
Around Campus Woman, a RING at
x7319, drop her a note in box 569 or
309, or send her a message via e-mail at
eparker@bates.edu. Try it!
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Now imagine this:
You are sitting alone in your room on an ordinary, rainy Sunday afternoon, when suddenly, you jump out of
your seat and realize that you have this uncanny desire, one that you ’ve had for just about all of your youngadult life. You realize that the only thing that would make you happy would be to make a difference in your
life and in the lives of others. So what do you do?

What do you do ?
You realize that the only way that you can meet this self-imposed goal is to write for The Bates Student and,
what a coincidence, there just happens to be a staff writers meeting on this lovely Sunday evening.

At 7:00. Room 224 of Chase Hall. Every Sunday. Coincidence? I think not!
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UFW poster exhibit opens
by Melissa Young
If you have entered the
Multicultural Center lately, you
may have noticed that the walls on
both floors are covered with post¬
ers. The posters are part of a dis¬
play, currently on loan to Bates,
entitled "Viva La Huelga!." Trans¬
lated literally, it means "The Strike
Lives!" The exhibit, which has
been travelling around the coun¬
try, is a presentation of the graphic
heritage and legacies of the United
Farm Workers (UFW) movement
and is sponsored by the Center for
the Study of Political Graphics in
Los Angeles. Bates' Multicultural
Center, located at 61 Campus Av¬
enue, will play host to 70 of the 87
pieces through November 22.
The posters themselves
vary a great deal in appearance,
but in general draw on the tradi¬
tions of the Mexican and Chicano
people and cover a broad range of
topics from racism to child labor,
immigrant rights to pollution.
They were used in organizing sup¬
port for the farm workers' struggle
for social and economic justice.
Founded in the 1960s, the
UFW was extremely active in all
forms of the arts from its inception.
Music, theater, poetry, and music
have all been forms of expression

utilized by the organization's
membership. Posters, which were
carried in demonstrations and also
plastered on walls, were used to
express their reasons for the target
of the grape and lettuce boycotts.
The UFW drew upon the
deep tradition and history of the
U.S. and Mexican labor move-

Posters, which were
carried in
demonstrations and
also plastered on
walls, were used to
express the reasons
for the grape and
lettuce boycotts.
ments for its tactics and politicallyinfluenced art. It was especially
active when it came to using these
posters to inspire new generations
of activists and artists. Many of the
pieces on display are not only from
the UFW, but from other art col¬
lectives as well, such as the La Raza
Silkscreen Center in San Francisco,
and the Royal Chicano Air Force

(RCAF).
The poster exhibition is
essentially a four part installation.
It documents chronologically the
history of the immigrant labor
movement from the early 1960s
and 1970s through the 1990s, be¬
ginning with posters of political
leaders and labor movements
from Mexico and the United
States, whose struggle for justice
provided the historical foundation
for the UFW. Descriptions of the
posters are on the walls of the
Multicultural Center, to aid in their
interpretation.
As Carol Wells, Executive
Director of the Center for the
Study of Political Graphics
phrased it, "politics are insepa¬
rable from this art, and this art is
inseparable from politics."
"Viva La Huelga!" docu¬
ments the importance of the poster
tradition in the farm workers
union, and in their struggle. If you
have a chance to stop by the
Multicultural House this month,
be sure to make time to look at the
important piece of history adorn¬
ing its walls.

Adam Gaynor, program assistant of the Multicultural Center, examines
the new exhibit of UFW posters_photo courtesy College Relations

Competition for Quentin? Ed Bums is auteur-du-jour
by Kirsten McKeown

The film opens (with a mythic
touch of Celtic music in the back¬
ground) in ominous drizzle at the
funeral of the brothers' father.
Their mother confides in Barry (Ed
Bums), that she has been waiting
for this chance all her life, and that
she now plans to return to Ireland
to marry her true love. In the pro¬

tion the romantic commitments
they make in their lives.
A couple of years ago, the
Jack (Jack Mulcahy), the
actor-director-writer du jour was
oldest of the three brothers, is mar¬
Quentin Tarentino. However, his
ried to Molly (Connie Britton).
recent flop, Four Rooms, has left the
Once happy, Jack feels pressured
door open for up-and-coming
by the commitments involved in
auteurs. Ed Burns, a young direc¬
starting a family. As a result of his
tor based in New York City, seems
fear of commitment, he has a guiltto be getting the recognition
ridden affair with one of
that Tarentino once com¬
Barry's ex-girlfriends.
manded.
Barry tries his best
Burns' first film, 'The Brothers
Burns' films to date
throughout the film to deny
McMullen' (1995), was an
have found their founda¬
his feelings for Audrey
tions in family stories and
(played by Bums' real-life
independent film success. He girlfriend,
love interests. His first film,
Maxine Bahns).
The Brothers McMullen
made it at his family's home on Audrey ignores him during
(1995), was an independent
their first chance meeting
Long Island and cast his own while apartment hunting,
film success. Burns made it
at his family's home on
oddly enough (odd be¬
friends in order to save money. but
Long Island and cast his
cause New York is a city of
own friends in order to save
nine million people), he
money, a smart move which
keeps running into her.
enabled him to bring it in at a sur¬
cess, she impresses upon him the
Eventually, she finds him charm¬
prisingly low $20,000. The film
idea that he should never let any¬
ing and falls in love. However,
The Brothers McMullen
thing get in the way of true love,
Barry, the ultimate cynic, is uncom¬
tells the love stories of Jack, Finbar
the way that she did. Stunned by
fortable with his feelings, even af¬
(Barry), and Patrick, three Irish
their mother's surprise confession,
ter he gives her a claddagh ring.
Catholic brothers from New York.
the three brothers begin to ques¬
Audrey desires to know what their

relationship means to Barry. In the
end, his near failure to respond al¬
most costs him his hire love.
The youngest brother,
Patrick (Mike McGlone), plays the
role of the wide-eyed innocent in

Brothers' simplyconstructed scenes
produce a realism
seldom found in
box-office releases.
In fact, at times, the
acting almost seems
to disappear.
Brothers. Struggling to find his
way, and still be a good Catholic,
he soul-searches frantically. He
doesn't know how to commit to his
relationship with his Jewish girl¬
friend Susan (Shari Abert), who is

pregnant. Susan, who wants an
abortion, confuses his morals. The
girl-next-door, Leslie (Jennifer
Jostyn), presents Patrick with the
prospects of a trip cross-country,
forcing him to decide if commit¬
ment to himself and his happiness
is greater than his love for Susan.
Each relationship, pre¬
sented with care and subtle
interconnectedness, reveals Bums'
knowledge of his characters. Inti¬
mate scenes, heart-to-heart talks
between brothers—though ex¬
pected—are captivating and ten¬
der. The movie's simply-con¬
structed scenes produce a realism
seldom found in box-office re¬
leases. In fact, at times, the acting
almost seems to disappear. Both
Mulcahy and Britton show mature
and earnest handlings of their
parts. Patrick's manic sense of ur¬
gency is enthusiastically under¬
taken by McGlone. Even Bums'
own comic interpretation of Barry
leads one to believe that he might
Continued on Page 30
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Tangled in the embrace of rolling bones
by Jeremy Breningstall
Coming across in his wan¬
ing New Jersey accent, Allen
Ginsberg has recently produced a
new compact disc to add a further
layer to the musical aspect of his
spoken word career. Entitled "The
Ballad of the Skeletons," it is a play
on the many competing interests
that dominate the foci of political
attention today.
Written earlier in the year
by Ginsberg, and performed in his
tour stops with bassist Lenny Kaye,
the title track runs off the lists of
skeletons, each calling for its own
form of flesh.
said the yahoo skeleton/
stock dirty art/said the right wing
skeleton/forget about your heart

Legendary poet and chronicler of the Beat Generation Allen Ginsburg
adds music to his words on "The Ballad of the Skeletons.”
Photo by Robert Frank

Relatively simplistic, the
repititions of the chant come off
best when performed live and in a
somewhat spontaneous manner.
As such, it is not necessarily the
ideal tune to put on to tape, al¬
though it is enjoyable to listen to
once or twice. Ginsberg decided to
formally record the song over the
summer, presumably in the wake
of popular response to it.
After deciding he wanted
to record it, it was only a matter of
finding a backup band. Philip

Glass, Marc Ribot, and David
Mansfield were brought in. One
guitarist volunteered who was
probably not originally a name
listed in the search, but whom's
services would have been hard to
turndown. It was Paul McCartney,
with some free time after spending
the previous year releasing best left
unreleased Beatles tracks (see: The
Emperor Has No Clothes).
said the gnostic skeleton/
the human form's divine/said the
Christian Coalition skeleton/no it's
not its mine
Taking no deep stakes in
the sloganeering of the skeletons,
Ginsberg concentrates rather on the
mere tumult that their ensemble
causes. As such, the deeper mes¬
sage is not in any of the words
themselves, but is built in the in¬
teresting tone, the vision of skel¬
etons themseles, stripped to their
bare essence.
*

said the downsize skel¬
eton/robots got my job/said the
tough on crime skeleton/tear gas
the mob
In their own ways, the lyr¬
ics speak of modernity, and its sim¬
plistic answers for complex prob¬
lems. All is equated in the ruthless

removal of subterfuge.
said the neoconservative
skeleton/homeless off the streets/
said the free market skeleton/use
them up for meat
Sometimes funny, some¬
times biting, the lines lace the slo¬
gan philosophies up with their ap¬
propriate characterization in a way
that is symbolic, if not particularly
deep. Firm right wing politics take
the hardest hit, though in a subtle
if building manner.
said the electric chair skel¬
eton/hey what's cooking
Also included on the com¬
pact disc (aside from the three ver¬
sions of "Ballad of the Skeletons")
is a sort of "Amazing Grace", done
with an alternative lyrical arrange¬
ment. "I dreamt I dwelt in a home¬
less place/where I was lost alone,"
starts off Ginsberg. Later, "Oh
working man who hears the cry
and cannot spare a dime/nor look
into a homeless eye ..."
While fun, this is not nec¬
essarily the stuff of revelation. Ten
or fifteen bucks would be a steep
price to pay for what's on it. But
Ginsberg's books, on the other
hand ... I'd recommend Reality
Sandwiches.

Movie information is just a keystroke away...
by Kurt Loether
Here at Bates College we
have a very fast connection to the
Internet. From any networked
personal computer or Bates Lab
computer we can browse the
World Wide Web and find the
"The Internet Movie Database."
Care of AmeriSites Website Devel¬
opment, with graphics provided
by The Internet Movie Database
Ltd., the IMDb is a very large, very
free, and very easy to use database
of information on movies and tele¬
vision.
U s ing Netscape
Navigator or
Microsoft
Internet Ex¬
plorer go to
"http://
www.movie
database
.com/." From
there, start
with a search
and play around with what you
can find. You can search by movie,
television title, or by name—that's
cast, crew, producer, director, ac¬
tor, actress, and even character
name. What you will get from
such a search is an entry for a pro¬
duction or a person. Production

entries include release dates and a
complete listing of everyone in the
movie from the executive producer
all the way down to the guy that
fills the cast's waterbottles. And as
this is a web page, everybody's
name is linked to their own per¬
sonal entry in the data base.
Feel a movie was espe¬
cially good or bad? You can rate
the movie on a scale of 1 to 10 and
see if the rest of the world agrees
with you. Most entries have other
featured links like biographies, im¬
ages, sounds, and hyperlinks to fan
web pages
where addi¬
tional infor¬
mation can be
found. Other
neat features
of the IMDb

The Internet Movie
Database (IMDb) is a
very large, very free,
and very easy to use
database of information
on movies and TV.

include

"What's my
real name?,"
where you
can find out
what an ac¬
tor/actress' real name is, and a
search that allows you to find out
what celebrities you share a birth¬
day with. I found out I have the
same “birthday as the Big Band di¬
rector Glen Miller, which is inter¬
esting because we both played the
trombone.

Know the title of a film
you really like? Look up the writer,
director, or producer and see what
other films they have done—you
may like these just as much. Just
for fun I looked up Sean Connery.
His personal entry gives a listing
of every movie and television ap¬
pearance sorted by release date.
Also listed was the year of release
and what character they played or
what position in the crew they
held.

Edinburgh, Scotland. Get other
neat tidbits like a mini biography,
the name of his biography writer,
name of spouse, trade mark, per¬
sonal quotes, other works, and
what interviews he's done.
In my opinion, one of the
neatest features of this site is its
trivia section. My investigation of
Sean Connery turned up the fol¬
lowing tidbits. "In 1953, he entered
the Mr. Universe contest, finishing
third in the tall
man(s division."
"Sean Connery
wears a toupee in
all the James
Bond movies. He
started loosing
his hair already at
the age of 21. Pri¬
vately and in
most other mov¬
ies, he wears
none." "He has
two small tattoos
on his right arm.
One says 'Scot¬
land forever,' the other 'Mum and
Dad.' He got them when he en¬
listed in the British Navy at the age
of 16." "At the age of 19 he was a
nude model for the Edinburgh Art
College." "He thinks that the James
Bond movies have stagnated and
that Quentin Tarentino should di¬

Since the entries
are very up-todate, information
about movies that
aren't even going
to be in theaters
until next year can
often be obtained.

Connery was the
executive pro¬
ducer of The Rock
(1996), Just Cause
(1995), Rising Sun
(1993), and Medi¬
cine Man (1992).
Like every other
entry in the data¬
base each film
listed is linked to
a full entry. Click
on Dr. No and
find out who di¬
rected and produced the first Bond
picture. Click on the 'images' link
for pictures of Connery or click on
'biography' to uncover interesting
personal information, such as the
fact that his real name is Thomas
Sean Connery, and that he was
born on August 25, 1930 in

rect the coming ones." You can
even find out who a star's agent
is. For Mr. Connery you need only
write to Sean Connery c/o CAA
9830 Wilshire Blvd Beverly Hills,
CA 90212-1825 USA.
Think you know a lot
about some one? Add your own
biographical data to what's al¬
ready been compiled. Last of all,
it should be mentioned that all of
these entries are very up-to-date,
and so you can often find out in¬
formation about movies that aren't
even going to be in theaters until
next year.
All together the IMDb
provides web-cruisers with a lot of
very cool information. It's fun just
to look up an actor in order to see
his/her past works or to find out
about some long forgotten film or
television appearance, but the
site's usefulness as a tool knows no
bounds. Some final food for
thought, turned up by the IMDb,
is that Jonathan Frakes, famous for
his role as Commander William T.
Riker on Star Trek: The Next Gen¬
eration (and director of the new Star
Trek movie to be released this No¬
vember) once made a guest
appearence as Jamie Lee Hogg
on—you guessed it—The Dukes of
Hazzard. Who could ask for more?
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Contradance: Performers TBA.
Chase Hall Lounge, 6:30 p.m.
Admission: $4/$2.
Lecture: Alberto Mijangos, a cel¬
ebrated Mexican artist, will give
a slide/lecture presentation on
"The Influence of Mexican and
Chicano Art in the United
States." Muskie Archives, 7:30
p.m. Admission is free. Spon¬
sored by the Bates College
Multicultural Center.

Saturday, Nov. 2
Workshop: "The Experiences of a
Mexican Artist in the United
States: A Dialogue with Alberto
Mijangos." Skelton Lounge
(Chase Hall), 2 p.m. Admission
is free.

Sunday, Nov. 3
Concert: In honor of the 200th
anniversary of the birth of Franz
Schubert and the 100th anniver¬
sary of the death of Johannes
Brahms, pianist Frank Glazer
will perform a special concert.
An artist-in-residence and lec¬
turer in music at Bates since
1980, Glazer is a member of the
New England Piano Quartette
and a frequent performer with
the Portland Chamber Music
Society. Olin Arts Center Con¬
cert Hall, 3 p.m. Admission is
free.

Monday, Nov. 4
Lecture: Michael O'Neil, of
Castle Partners Advertising in
Boston, will talk about "Ethics
in Advertising." Mr. O' Neil is
an account planner for the firm,
and has done extensive work for
the Partnership For A Drug Free
America. Room 104 of the Olin
Arts Center, 7:30 p.m. Admis¬
sion is free.

Tuesday, Nov. 5
Lecture: Anthony Shostak, assis¬
tant curator of the Museum of
Art, will discuss the new exhibit
"Paintings of Lucia Salemme,"
along with "Modern Artists and
Book Illustration." Museum of
Art, 1 p.m. Admission is free.

i feel the refined
beauty of nature
i feel the purity
of completion
circles, circle around
each other
chains cannot
delink the entrance
into the reed sublime of Triton's
horn
tooting away beneath the purple
top hat
of the little boy
minstrel
of the grey mountains
finding voices lost
amidst a hidden river blue
rushing sea of a forgotten name
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young again
we all want to be
young again
come now my daughter
take me by the hand
we'll look for water
let them look for land

- ]eremy Breningstall
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in the leaves?
Write for Arts—
it’s therapeutic
fun for the
whole family!

Artist’s modernist cityscapes on view
by Michelle Chong
The urban landscapes of
New York City came to Bates
College in the form of an art ex¬
hibition entitled "A Modernist's
View of New York City" The ex¬
hibition of paintings, by noted
American artist Lucia Autorino
Salemme, will open in the upper
gallery of the Bates College Mu¬
seum of Art at 7 p.m.
As a part of the opening,
Susan Larsen, curator of the
Farnsworth Art Museum, will
give a talk on the nationally rec¬
ognized artist's work in Room
104 of the Olin Arts Center, to be
followed by a reception. The
Bates community and the public
are invited to attend both events
free of charge.
Genetta McLean, direc¬
tor of the Bates Museum of Art,
states that Salemme's painted
views of New York City, "while
grounded in the city's physical
reality, soar in expressing its enor¬
mous energies, scale and inten¬
sity. Although one can recognize
Manhattan's bridges and har¬
bors, Salemme's paintings en¬
courage viewers to remember
and imagine these structures and
places through her colorful frac¬
tured shapes," she concluded.
Reminiscent of work by
early 20th-century painters of the
Italian Futurist school, Salemme's
canvasses reflect the importance
of movement, encompassed by
her emotional reaction to New
York's varied landscape: bridges,
water tanks, smokestacks, and
highways all figure prominently
in her work.
These things "are all part
of the world that surrounds us,"
stated Salemme. "As an artist,
that's what makes me breathe."
American Artist maga¬
zine has noted that the use of
"geometric forms and vibrant
colors" is characteristic of

Salemme's oil and watercolor
strokes as a whole. According to
that publication, the New York City
native's paintings "vibrate with a
special radiance."
Salemme's high-keyed col¬
ors, as in "City Panel" (1976), rep¬
resent "her personal optimism and
joy for her city," according to
McLean. "One admires the sense of
place which they [the paintings]
convey, as well as their rich emo¬
tional and visionary quality," she
said, adding that "perhaps even
more important is their homage to

a city which has so generously
embraced American modernism."
Born in New York in 1919
to parents who emigrated from
Salerno, Italy, Salemme first
trained at the National Academy
of Design and the Art Students
League of New York, developing
a highly representational style in
the process. Her work evolved
into a more nonobjective style af¬
ter she received a scholarship to
study with Hilda Rebay at the
Solomon R. Guggenheim Founda¬
tion.

The recipient of a
MacDowell Colony Award,
Salemme is also the author of three
books: The Complete Book of Paint¬
ing Techniques (Free Press, 1983),
Compositional Exercises for the
Painter (Watson-Guptil, 1973), and
Color Exercises for the Painter
(Watson-Guptil, 1970). Her work
is included in the permanent col¬
lections of many major American
art museums, such as The Metro¬
politan Museum of Art, The NaContinued on Page 30

Lucia Autorino Salemme with some of her modernist paintings of New York City in the 1970s.
Photo by Lee Sievan
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She's The One a comedy about commitments
Continued from Page 27
be portraying himself (an observa¬
tion not unsupported by Burns
himself). As the director and au¬
thor of the screenplay for 'Brothers,'
Burns knows, as his viewers do,
that in the end each brother will
make the 'right' decision. Watch¬
ing the characters stumble and see¬
ing pieces of ourselves emerge
within them is what gives this film
its quiet power.
Ed Burns' newest roman¬
tic comedy, She's The One, follows
closely on the heels of his first
film's surprise success, and focuses
on the familiar theme of how to
commit to love in a complex and
distracting world.
She's The One opens with
a chance encounter (reminiscent of
Barry's repeated run-ins with
Audrey in 'Brothers'), which sets
the rest of the film in motion. Mick
(Ed Bums) picks up the irresistiblynamed Hope (Maxine Bahns) in his
cab in New York City. She's on her
way to the airport to fly to New
Orleans for a friend's wedding.
They start talking and immediately
hit it off. At the airport, Hope asks
Mick if he'd consider driving her
to New Orleans. With a "Why
not?" attitude, he decides to take
his chances and drives her to New
Orleans.
The next characters intro¬
duced include Mick's brother,
Francis (Mike McGlone) and his
wife, Renee (Jennifer Aniston).
They are having problems with
their marriage, particularly with
their sex lives. In the middle of an
argument, Mick and Hope arrive
to announce that they got married
at the wedding reception. Renee
wonders why her marriage isn't
romantic; Francis is superficially
angry because he wasn't the best
man, and the couple is established
as the perfectly-flawed foil to the
newlyweds.
Every good romance
needs a love triangle, and with
She's The One Bums doesn't disap¬
point. In fact, he develops two in¬
volving the same woman. One
day, by chance, Mick picks up his
ex-fiancee, Heather (Cameron
Diaz), who is dressed for her Wall
Street job and gives him the ad¬
dress of her ritzy apartment. The

two exchange terse insults as we
learn that Mick caught Heather
cheating on him in their apartment.
Mick also insinuates that Heather
paid her way through college as a
call-girl. Heather counters the at¬
tack with a snide remark about hav¬
ing a "real job."
Angered, Mick goes to her
apartment, reclaims his TV and
gives her back a gift watch. Hope

dic impulses, the characters in
She's The One are not as well-fo¬
cused or as thoroughly written as
in Burns' last film. With the
screenplay, Burns relies heavily
on stereotypes for his characters:
a rich but miserable married
couple; a blond vixen; a poor but
happy waitress and cab driver.
Cameron Diaz makes
the most of the evil slut character

ling "with some issues," McGlone
also has some of the better mono¬
logues in the movie.
Ed Bums as the lead char¬
acter, Mick, occupies a role in the
film that will be familiar to those
who saw Brothers: voyeur. He
spends most of his time listening
to the problems of his friends and
family, forgetting about his own in
the process. Throughout the film

A scene from Ed Burns’ newest film, She's The One, starring Mike McGlone (left) and Jennifer Aniston.

questions why Mick was in
Heather's apartment, beginning an
episode of the film devoted to trust
and honesty in relationships. Later,
Mick sees his watch on his brother's
wrist, which leads to the revelation
that Francis is cheating on Renee
with Heather.
At this point Mick and
Hope begin to question their mar¬
riage. Hope has plans for a Ph.D.
at the Sorbonne in Paris and Mick
is not wholeheartedly willing to
come along. Questioning the way
he really feels about Heather, Mick
becomes jealous of Francis' relation¬
ship with her. The outcome, though
predictable, reaffirms the film's ear¬
lier assertion that chance encounters
lead to great things.
Despite its inviting come¬

Bums has dished up for her, as
no one with any decency will
walk out of this film sympathiz¬
ing with her at all. Surprisingly,
Jennifer Aniston also puts in a
good performance, managing to
redeem her overexposed hairdo
and trademark Friends whine
with an uncompromisingly level¬
headed portrayal of the under¬
written Renee. However, Maxine
Bahns' portrayal of Hope is weak
and cute at best, perhaps a reflec¬
tion of her acting inexperience.
Probably the best-written character in the film is Patrick
McGlone's Francis, who pos¬
sesses some of the outrageously
entertaining neurotic tendencies
of the character he played in The
Brothers McMullen. As the sib¬

lights from the Museum's perma¬
nent collection, as well as "Contem¬
porary Women Printmakers," a
show put together by Susannah C.
Shaw '96.
In addition to the opening
lecture and reception, two talks re¬
lated to the exhibit will be given by
Anthony Shostak, the assistant cu¬
rator of the museum. The first will
be on Tuesday, November 5 at 1
p.m. and the second on Tuesday
November 15, also at 1 p.m.

Shostak will speak about
Salemme's work and contempo¬
rary women printmakers as well.
Regular hours of the
Bates College Museum of Art are
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday, and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday. The galleries are closed
on Mondays, major holidays, and
during the installation of exhibi¬
tions. Admission is free. For
more information call the mu¬
seum at 786-6158.

Mick struggles to take the moral
high road (not always an easy
task), and eventually understands
that he is fallible, like all the char¬
acters. His introspective glances
are limited, but provide a genuine¬
ness that makes his character the
most easy with which to identify.
Burns' directing has
clearly improved with his second
film. His scenes are more tightly
connected and well-paced. Addi¬
tionally, She’s The One exhibits an
enhanced sense of place, with each
character's home designed to suit
his or her personality. One eerie
scene in Heather's apartment, for
example, uses the double images
created by mirrors to reflect the
duplicitous personalities of
Heather and Francis.

As is Burns' style, he uses
the backdrop of New York City and
environs to showcase the many
sides to his story. From the gratu¬
itously romantic cobblestones of
Greenwich Village to the banal
suburban backyards of Brooklyn,
it is obvious that Burns knows and
loves his city.
Though She’s The One
rates high among most mediocre,
run-of-the-mill romantic comedies,
the honesty and originality with
which Burns presented The Broth¬
ers McMullen is lacking. In fact, the
plot and outcome of this second
film are little but a rehash of the
first: Irish-Catholic brothers and
their love lives; love triangles that
tempt commitments and place
strains on family ties. The only
things that differ with She's The One
are its big budget, increased pub¬
licity, and hyped but unoriginal
Tom Petty soundtrack.
The Brothers McMullen
was critically and commercially
successful- largely because of its
low-budget and use of unknown,
but skillful actors and actresses. Its
plot was simple, but well-con¬
ceived, and every aspect of the film
showed that for Burns, its making
was truly a labor of love.
It would have been quite
interesting to see the results if
Burns had used his big budget and
exposure to truly take some risks
with his new work. Instead, he
opted for the path of least resis¬
tance, and created the type of film
he already knew people liked.
Has the Hollywood factor
tainted Burns already? This is not
likely. However, his true staying
power—along with the loyalty of
his fans—will be tested with what¬
ever project he undertakes next.
The Brothers McMullen
was a good film because in mak¬
ing it Bums was able to follow his
cinematic instincts and because he
clearly felt a personal need to have
the movie made. The finished
product was the result of love, at¬
tention, and long hours, and was
devoid of big-screen influences.
Perhaps in She's The One, Burns
should have taken his film's mes¬
sage to heart: if you're searching
for happiness, trust your instincts
and follow your heart.

Continued from Page 29
tional Gallery of Art, The Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum, The
Whitney Museum of American
Art, and The Library of Congress.
The Bates College Museum of Art
is also fortunate to number several
of her works among its holdings.
The current exhibition
will remain on view at Bates
through December 20. During this
time, the lower gallery of the mu¬
seum will continue to exhibit high¬

Sara/ Jeanne’,v
Saaia/f Sa/r (x/re.
Welcome Back Bates College!
SARAH JEANNE'S FAMILY HAIR CARE would like to invite the
students of Bates College into our SALON. We offer a full line of
HAIR CARE SERVICES from HAIR CUTS to PERMS. We also do
specialty services; they are BODY PIERCING, HAIR WRAPS, NAIL
CARE, and TANNING FACILITIES. Come in with your student I.D.
and recieve a 15% discount on any service you wish to have with us.
795-6778 • 77 Sabattus Street
Tues. & Wed. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Thurs. & Fri 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., Sat 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
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WOMEN'S SOCCER

The longer I live the more I become convinced that Red Sox fans

Bobcats rally past Mules
by Michael Marsh
After consecutive
losses to Con¬
necticut College and Bowdoin,
the women's soccer team headed
into last weekend's match des¬
perate for a win to end a tailspin
that threatened its chances of an
NCAA Tournament berth. Start¬
ing off with nine wins and a
draw, the tournament seemed
inevitable, but the women fell 10 to the Camels and then again
to Bowdoin, 4-2.
Implausibly, the visions of a
sure berth soon mixed with the
nightmarish possibility of no
tournament at all. It would take
two wins in the final two games
to again secure their chances, but
the women knew they'd have to
get one at a time. The first being
the not-so-well-liked Mules of
Colby College.
The match began with all
the ingredients of the traditional
Bates-Colby rivalry, but much to
Bates' chagrin, it was Colby who
found the back of the net first.
In the 18th minute, a low
driven corner kick to the near
post entered the box. The de¬
fense seemed on their heels and
a bit nonchalant going about its
clearance. Somehow, the ball
found its way, untouched,
through to Colby's Karen Hoppe
on the six yard line. Without
much effort, Hoppe touched the
leather into an open goal.
Bates had a few opportuni¬
ties at the goal that proved harm¬
less. Their most significant
chance came fifteen minutes
from half time with a long cross
to the back post which left the
goalkeeper and a Colby de¬
fender helpless.
Colleen
McCrave '99 met the cross nicely,
but headed the ball just wide.
By the end of the half, the
chances had begun to amount,
with the Bobcats repeatedly us¬
ing McCrave on the right flank.
The Bobcats maintained the
midfield and much of the attack,
apart from a few Colby crosses
and through balls which goal¬
keeper Susie Arnold '99 did well
to collect.
As the second half ensued,
Bates continued to pressure, des¬
perately in need of an equalizer.
The match almost took a
turn for the worst, however, in
the 55th minute when Bates
came precariously close to con¬
ceding another goal.

Jolene Thurston '00 dribbles past a Colby defender en route to a 2-1 Bobcat
w‘n

Colby flicked on a throw in
and a melee in front of Arnold's
goal nearly turned disastrous. Af¬
ter a few moments of wild kicking
with the leather pinballing about,
a Bates' defender somehow man¬
aged to clear it to safety. From
there on out, Bates held firm in the
back, turning away any Colby
threats with solid, sure clearances.
As full time approached, Bates
was left to wonder if they would
ever find the opportunity to draw
even. There were a few chances
here and there, but they fizzled be¬
fore anything significant came of
them. Then, in the 79th minute,
Bates broke through.
The Bobcats came down the
right side and crossed the ball. A
Colby defender was first on to the
ball at the near post, but was un¬
able to clear and instead flicked the
ball on towards the back post and
an
oncoming
Kathleen
Swinbourne '97. Swinbourne
chested the ball back across the
mouth of the goal and onto the foot
of Kate O'Malley '00 who volleyed
in the equalizer, her 15th goal of
the season.

Jon White photo.
At 1-1, the game was there for
the taking and Bates seemed
poised to do just that. Five min¬
utes from full time Bates was
awarded a free kick from about
thirty yards that was just barely
cleared from the Colby goal line.
Moments later, Swinbourne came
invitingly onto a loose ball in the
box, but sent it just wide of the
post.
Finally, three minutes from
full time, McCrave turned the cor¬
ner on her defender and lofted in
a cross. Swinbourne came in un¬
der it and, leaving her defender
helpless, headed a drive at the
near bar. The goalkeeper could
conjure up only nothingness and
the ball sailed into the side net¬
ting without a chance at it.
The goal was Swinboume's
fifth of the season and along with
her assist, she now has 14 points
on the season.
Arnold finished the match
with seven saves and an astonish¬
ing 0.65 goals-against average.
She is fourth in the NESCAC in
that category.

live in church and Yankee fans live in jail. That's not to say Sox fans are
morally askew; it's just that we hope the Big Guy will let us win for
once, so we pray, for ourselves and for the convicts with bats who re¬
ceived extended furloughs in the Bronx this past summer. Hey, I'm all
for a guy turning his life around, and to tell the truth, I actually like
Darryl Strawberry and Dwight Gooden, but those two only add to the
Yankee mystique because people confuse Betty Ford as Whitey's wife.
Not true. Hell, I guess when they talk about team chemistry, King George
must have checked his periodic table and decided a self-proclaimed sex
addict (uh, hum, Wade Boggs) bonds well with a sexual harasser... ele¬
ment DC, David Cone. Sure, the Yankees do have their nice guys. Cecil
Fielder was kind enough to eat everyone's leftovers at a team meeting
this season, and the media portrayal of Joe Torre would have you think
he and Mother Teresa were starting a band. It just seems as if anytime I
get cynical about baseball I unavoidably think about the Yankees. Doesn't
anyone know that wearing pinstripes in fall is a terrible fashion faux
pas? Sure baseball purists would have you believe that having the Yan¬
kees back in the series was great for baseball, that the sport was rejuve¬
nated as a result. I can see their point. But back in the days of yore, there
was no George Steinbrenner, no punk twelve-year olds deciding games
-wasn't that fantastic?- there was Ruth (a former Red Sox), and eight
other guys who only knew of the pen as a place for pitchers to warm
up, not teammates to cool off.

I guess I never imagined how obnoxious Yankee fans could be. Back
in '78,1 was too busy with the three-year old women to slug a few Yan¬
kee braggarts in the mouth. The only consolation I can think of is that
it's a genetic issue; some people, because of hereditary flaws, are predis¬
posed to being idiots as well as Yankee fans. I say, "blame your mothers
and fathers; it's the nineties thing to do."
As my pillow and head meet I try think of more pleasant things - no
war in Bosnia, food for the hungry, shelter for the homeless, a world in
which the Yankees aren't champs, but I resign myself to another nuit
blanche and get ready for the nightmares. If I remember well it was a
third grade teacher who consoled a classmate of mine after I had hit him
with a barrage of insults, by telling him that "sticks and stones may
break your bones, but names will never hurt you." Well, you want to
know what I did the next time he started something with me? I called
him a Yankee fan and kicked him as hard as I could.

by Dan Hooley

MEN'S "SOCCER

'Cats post CBB victory
by Cam Donaldson
BATES
1
COLBY
0
■■■^■■men s soccer
pulled off another upset at Leahey
Field. This time, the victims were
the White Mules of Colby College.
Coming off back-to-back shutouts
against Plymouth State (6-0) and
Bowdoin (3-0), the Mules were
caught off guard by a fervent Bates
attack. Jason Perkins '97 drove
home the game winner for his first
collegiate goal, to give Bates the
1-0 win.

"We knew this was a really
important game," coach George
Purgavie said. "We came out
ready to play and gave a great
team effort. Everybody contrib¬
uted and it was great to see so
much enthusiasm."
The 'Cats outshot Colby by a
margin of 9-4, and every Bates
chance was 24-karat. The score
could have easily been 4-0, but the
Bobcats just couldn't find the back
of the net. The lack of finishing
Continued on Page 34
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FIELD HOCKEY

Schall leads offense
Field Hockey wins second straight, first win over Colby in
four years, record now stands at 5-7
The Bobcats
season. She fired a penalty cor¬
opened their
ner to the top of the circle,
CBB
season
where captain Nicole Ouellette
with a convincing 2-0 win over
'97 fired a shot through the
Colby. It was their first win over
crowd of Colby defenders. The
the White Mules since 1992.
ball bounced off the turf and
The first half was evenly
past the goalie to give Bates a
played on both ends of the field.
two-goal cushion.
With two
and a half min¬
utes remaining,
the
Bobcats
were able to
clear the defen¬
sive zone and
make a rush.
Halfback Molly
McMahon '99
sent the ball in
front, where forward Amanda
Schall '99 was
waiting
to
knock the ball
high over the
left shoulder of
the
Colby
goalie.
The Bobcats Kerry Coffin '97 battles a Colby forward in last
Jott White photo.
came out with a weekend's 2-0 Bates victory
1-0 lead in the
second half and
extended it midway through the
Goalkeeper
Wendy
period. Schall was on the other
Zimmerman '99 was outstand¬
end this time, picking up her
ing, making 16 saves in record¬
team-leading fourth assist of the
ing her first career shutout.
BATES
COLBY

CROSS COUNTRY

Men 4th in NESCAC
The Bates College Cross Coun¬
ing for Bates were Brian
try team placed forth at the
O'Connor '97 and Matt Payson
NESCAC Cross Country Champi¬
'00, who finished 39th and 52nd
onships on Saturday at Mt. Hope
overall with times of 28:31 and
Farm. The Bobcats fell slightly
29:00, respectively.
short of their preseason goal, a top
Bates will compete in the
three finish, but well ahead of their
EC AC Championships in North
ninth place finish in 1995.
Dartmouth,
Bates tallied
Mass.
this
104 points to
weekend, prior
NESCAC CHAMPIONSHIPS
place behind
to the NCAA
TEAM SCORES
Williams at 26,
Division IH Re¬
Tufts 62 and
gional Cham¬
WILLIAMS
26
Amherst 76.
pionships in
TUFTS
62
Bates was
two weeks at
AMHERST
76
led by outstand¬
Westfield State.
BATES
104
ing
perfor¬
Many
BOWDOIN
135
mances from
of Bates top
TRINITY
182
team leaders
runners will
WESLEYAN
194
Matt Twiest '00,
rest this week
COLBY
233
third place 26:36,
in preparation
CONN. COLLEGE
244
and Justin Free¬
for
the
HAMILTON
275
man '98, fifth
regionals.
MIDDLEBURY
280
place 26:51. Both
"This
Twiest and Free¬
will give a
man earned first
unique oppor¬
team All-Conference honors. Not
tunity for many of the other run¬
far behind was Mike Danahy '00,
ners on the team to compete for
who placed 20th overall at 27:33.
top positions," coach A1
Twiest and Danahy were the first
Fereshetian said. "This will pro¬
and third freshmen respectively to
vide valuable experience that
cross the finish line.
will significantly aid their devel¬
Freeman was the first junior to
opment."
finish, as well; Closing out the scor-

VEMBER'*' trn'‘

Bates Crew gets rained on
For the first time in its 32-year history, the Head of the Charles
Regatta is cancelled due to inclement weather
by Alana Watkins
It's the biggest one-day crew
regatta in the world. More than
4,500 rowers from 16 different
countries participate each year,
and the members of Bates Crew
are among them.
This year's races were sched¬
uled for October 21, beginning at
7:50 a.m., but all 1,500 boats re¬
turned home that afternoon with¬
out glory: the Head of the Charles
had been canceled for the first
time in its 32 year history.
Bates Crew was scheduled to
race in both the Men's and
Women's Club Eights and the
Women's Championship Four, but
upon arriving in Boston Sunday
morning in a torrential downpour
and 60 m.p.h. winds, Bates Crew
found the eights races were can¬
celed. Although officials hoped to
hold the Championship races in
the afternoon, the entire event was
aborted by mid- morning.
So, what's the big deal?
The big deal is that the Head
of the Charles is THE race, and
Bates Crew was going to be a part
of it. It's somewhat like getting to
the Final Four and not being able
to find a basketball.
"Anybody who has had any¬
thing to do with rowing at-any
time in their life is there (at the
Head of the Charles)," crew coach
Shaw Tilton said. "It doesn't mat¬
ter if you come in first or last, it's
just to be able to say you rowed in
it."
This is exactly what most of
the team was looking forward to.
"It's exciting to row in the same
regatta as the Olympic team,"
Betsy Rivinus '97 said, who has
rowed in the Head of the Charles
twice. "IFs good to be able to mea¬
sure yourself against the best
teams in the country and the
world and see how far you've
come."
Other rowers were simply ex¬
cited to finally have a substantial
crowd cheering them on.
Throughout the annual one-day
regatta, nearly 300,000 spectators
pass through by the Charles River.
"It's exciting to think about
the crowds and seeing all the boats
and how awesome it would be to
be in it," Tracy Rubovits '99 said.
However, the weather
washed away all the excitement in
a flood of rain and mud, and ac¬
cording to both coach and rowers,
it was better this way despite the

competitors' disappointment.
"I was relieved because I was
afraid we'd have to row in that
crap and someone was going to
get killed," captain Chris Cooper
'97 said. "(Rowing in that kind of
weather) is like having someone
beat you with a bat."
Not only would the race have
been unpleasant, to say the least,
but it would also have been an in¬
accurate portrayal of the real tal¬
ent out there.
"The weather would have
made it [the competition] a mea¬
sure of who had the most experi¬
ence in bad weather," Sarah Can¬
non '00 said. "It would not have
been a fair representation of who
were the fastest and best teams."

"Anybody who has
had anything to do
with rowing at any
time in their life is
there (at the Head of
the Charles)," crew
coach Shaw Tilton
said. "It doesn't
matter if you come
in first or last, it's
just to be able to say
you rowed in it."
This, however, would have
given Bates Crew the advantage.
"We have experience rowing
in rough and windy weather so I
think we could have done pretty
well compared to some crews who
aren't so 'fortunate,'" Rivinus
said. "We could have pulled it
off."
The question is„ would they
have wanted to?
According to Tilton, even if
they had not canceled the Cham¬
pionship races in the afternoon, he
would not have let his Women's
Champ Four race.
"Rowing is the one sport where
weather makes you susceptible to
danger," Tilton explained.
"There's no reason to take a
chance, and those were clearly
horrible conditions."
Although disappointed, most
of the team feels the Head of the
Charles is more for fun and that

Bates Crew will prove themselves
elsewhere.
"It's fun to participate in
something like that, but I wasn't
crushed because that's not our
championship," Cooper said.
"It's not where we set ourselves
apart. New England's and Cham¬
pionship International Regatta
are much more important."
And they will set themselves
apart, despite numerous transfor¬
mations taking place this year.
With Tilton coming in as a new
coach and the program switching
from fours to eights, odds are set
against them, but they seem to be
faring well.
This fall at the Textile River
Regatta the women's eight placed
fifth, the women's four took the
gold medal, and the men's eight
placed seventh.
At the Head of the Connecti¬
cut, the men's eight came in fifth
while the women's eight came in
tenth. And this past weekend at
an M.I.T. Invitational, the
women's eight placed sixth and
the men's eight placed third. So,
the spring season looks promis¬
ing.
"This winter will allow
us an opportunity to get stronger
and have a ton more endurance,
hopefully to a level that's not been
experienced before," Tilton
prophesied. "(In the spring) we'll
race new people and be competi¬
tive with schools we previously
haven't been. I plan to have sev¬
eral boats in the Championship
Regatta— I have very high expec¬
tations."
As do the rowers, and so
should their Bates fans.
"Most people would be ex¬
cited that Bates has the team it has
if they had more information,"
Cannon said. "It isn't given the
credit it deserves because people
aren't aware of what's going on."
Given that one in twenty
Bates students is on the crew team
this year, perhaps information
will spread more rapidly. Despite
the cold mornings, excessive
amounts of fog, and funky Maine
weather, Bates Crew seems to
have a promising program that
each rower is proud of, and so is
coach Tilton.
"It's a more beautiful place to
row than most people have, with
plenty of miles and lots of good
water, " he explained. "We're not
in the central hub of rowing, but
since we're such a hub of rowing
ourselves it doesn't really matter."
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GOLF

Perseverance, putting, and a bucket of balls
by Ryan Spring
As Chris paid for a bucket of
balls, I pulled my fleece hat down,
almost covering my eyes, and
summoned the courage to step out
of the car and brave the 55 m.p.h.
winds. Clearly mystified by
our presence at the driving
range, the owner gave Chris his
balls and we began to get
warmed up.
As an observer, I just hit a
few balls to keep warm while
Chris worked on some of his
shortcomings to prepare for the
CBB Championship in an hour
or so. My decision to join Chris
for the season's final tourna¬
ment was twofold. First, I felt
that this paper, campus, and
sportswriter have ignored the
golf team's existence for too
long. Second, I honestly
thought it would be fun.
Still as we traveled from
the
driving
range
to
Springbrook Golf Club, passing
a tanning salon and an adult
movie shop (both were located
in homes on a residential
street), I had my doubts about
this undertaking.
Cold does not accurately de¬
scribe the conditions. It was cold,
but the temperature was virtually
unnoticeable relative to the winds,
which almost knocked Chris's op¬
ponent off the 15th green. Still, as
we rolled into the parking lot and
I saw the Bowdoin team limber¬
ing up, adrenaline surged through
me and I was almost glad that I
was there.
With a portion of the Colby
squad yet to arrive, Bates and
Bowdoin practiced their putting
and looked intimidatingly at each
other. I on the other hand, headed
into the clubhouse, a renovated
barn, to warm up.
As I sat inside looking at Vneck sweaters, I thought about

how this event differed from all
other athletic contests I had ever
attended. There were no cheering
fans, in fact the only discernible
fan I saw was one golfer's mother.
The golfers went out in three¬

and competitive.
Golf is a sport that allows a
lot of time for introspection. A
player has a lot of time to dwell
on missed opportunities and
hopeless slices as he or she plods
up the fairway en route to the
next shot. It is at this time that
the players' competitiveness
is evident. You can see it in
their clenched faces and as
they whisper curses to them¬
selves.
Sometimes the signs are
even more evident as when
Chris (who wasn't even scor¬
ing) threw his putter and an¬
other player stomped
through a puddle and
splashed himself with his
club. Although these actions
are not condoned by the play¬
ers, coaches, or NCAA, they
are an inescapable result of
each player's will to win.
Despite the harsh winds
and occasional player out¬
burst, there was a sereneness
Chris LeBlance '98 contemplates his next to the match as we walked the
slice as he waits to continue play
course. The physical beauty
Ryan Spring photo.
of the course, although it may
be described in harsher terms
somes, with one player from each
by golfers trying to tame it, is an¬
school in each group to ensure
other asset to the game. Instead
honest play and a bit of camara¬
of bleachers and obnoxious adver¬
derie across team boundaries.
tisements, one is met with ponds,
Also, Chris's partner happened to
trees, and an occasional aban¬
have been female and other than
doned fire truck. All three add to
in some club sports, it is virtually
the ambience of the event.
unheard of to have men and
Another credit to the sport, is
Chris LeBlanc '98 battles some deep rough in CBB Championship play. Rough
women competing together at the
that it allows fans like myself to weather conditions made staying in
the fairway a difficult task for all
college level.
walk the course with the golfers. competitors.
Ryan Spring photo
Finally, the tournament got
In what other sport can a fan talk
underway without some of the
with and even give advice to a
have the opportunity to warm my
first after shooting an 82, while Jeff
Colby players, but the tournament
player in the midst of competi¬
stiff hands and reddened face.
Snyder '00, Pete Coleman '99, and
was informal enough that they
tion?
As we approached the club¬
Tim Bettoncourt '99 finished sev¬
could start as soon as they arrived
With the exception of a quick
house and Chris and his Bowdoin
enth, eighth, and ninth, respec¬
and still have their scores count.
pit stop for a Snickers and a Coke
opponent tallied their scores, we
tively.
However, do not let the informal¬
between the ninth and tenth holes,
were met with the news that the
Following Bates' first place
ity of the golf tournament give you
we spent the duration of the match
Bobcats had emerged victorious.
finish, Bowdoin placed second
the impression that the athletes
outside and as we walked up to
Captain Tim Sargent '98 tied for
and Colby brought up the rear.
were not dedicated, hard-working
the 18th green, I was thankful to

Bobcats gear up for Tourney
by Jason Graham

I
I

The
Men's Rugby
Football Club
defeated Plymouth State College
last weekend, improving their
record to 5-0. For the first time
in history, the Bobcats will be
competing for the New England
Championship at Keene State
(N.H.) this weekend.
Bates got off to a rocky start
in Plymouth, finding themselves
down 11-0 when the whistle
ended the first half of play. An
eloquent and invigorating speech
was delivered by coach Kevin
Cullenberg at halftime, and the
club responded with enthusiasm
BATES
PSC

and vigor. Team captain Jack
Martilotta '97, excited yet con¬
fused by the soliloquy delivered
by Cullenberg was overheard ask¬
ing his teammates: "Just who is
this 'Gipper' guy anyway?"
Some minor tactical adjust¬
ments were made in the second
half to compensate for illegal play
by Plymouth State, and poor offi¬
ciating by the referee, who was
bom and raised in Plymouth. The
Bobcats regained their composure,
refusing to lower themselves to
Plymouth State's Neanderthal
style of rugby.
Early in the half, David Peters
'97 brilliantly stole the ball from
the Plymouth State backline and
sprinted 85 yards for a try, which

was successfully converted, bring¬
ing the 'Cats to within four points.
Less than ten minutes after
the first try, co-captain David
Miller '97 pop-kicked over the Ply¬
mouth fullback, recovered the ball
near the try-zone, and touched the
ball down for another five points
(which was also successfully con¬
verted, making the score 14-11.)
The next twenty minutes of
the match was all Plymouth. The
opposition marched down the
field, breaking tackles and taking
advantage of numerous "home¬
town" calls by the referee. In a fi¬
nal burst of energy, Plymouth
scored and converted a try, steal¬
ing back the lead from the disbe¬
lieving Bobcats.

With approximately fifteen
minutes left in the match, Bates
was closing in another score. Ken¬
neth Kolb '98 was robbed of a try
after a scrum won by the Bates for¬
wards.
On the very next play, disas¬
ter struck. Four-year veteran
scrum-half, Charlie Cullinane '97
pulled the ball out of the scrum
and spun around to feed the ball
to the backline. He was tackled
while passing and seriously in¬
jured his right knee. Coura¬
geously, he stayed in the match for
one more series, which was all the
Bobcats would need.
Cullinane passed to Miller,
who was tackled and passed to Pe¬
ters, who got the ball out to An¬
drew Aspen '97. Aspen cut to the
outside and as he was swarmed
by Plymouth State players, he
flipped the ball out to Jason Gra-

ham '97 who dove in for the try,
making the score 19-18. The con¬
version attempt failed, but the
Bobcats were able to hold off Ply¬
mouth State to remain unde¬
feated on the season.
The team was obviously
elated after narrowly escaping
defeat. It was by far the closest
match of the season (the Bobcats
most recently defeated Colby 3115 on October 12th).
Note: Bates was' forced to
play without hooker Brian
"Binky" Blongastainer '98 who
had sliced his ear earlier in the
week in dramatic fashion by sav¬
ing an elderly cat from an aban¬
doned building on Lisbon Street.
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Soccer eyes playoffs

by Ryan Spring
I was angry, and disappointed. As a fan, I felt betrayed by a team
that I had stuck by during some pretty tough times over the last three
years. I felt like our Bobcats had set a new precedent for ineptitude after
blowing a 21-0 third quarter lead over Colby to lose, 28-21.
Initially, like many of you, I was ready to sever all allegiances to the
football team. This was the last straw, the Bobcats no longer deserved
my support as a fan.
Bates, who looked strong in the first half while racing out to a 14-0
lead despite being bogged down by penalties and injuries, essentially
gave the game away in the second half thanks to a number of miscues.
Inexperience glared, as the Bobcats showed that they do not know how
to keep a lead or buckle down and win a game once they are ahead.
I felt betrayed and let down. The Bobcats had their chance, and they
blew it. I am tired of people consoling me by saying, "A few years ago
we couldn't even stay close to a team like. . ." That just doesn't cut it
anymore.
However, now given the chance to reflect on the loss and the state of
the football program, I have revised my initial assertion that the football
team no longer deserves our support as fans. In fact, I couldn't have
been more wrong.
This is the time when we should be supporting and rallying behind
the football team the most. I believe that this is a defining moment for
the Bates football program and we in the community as fans have an
obligation to our team.
The Bates football has come a long way from being a pushover to a
competitor. If we give up on the 'Cats now, we are wasting all the effort
that has gone on in the last five years as the team has gradually pro¬
gressed.
At this moment, we can either lie down and resign ourselves to the
fact that this college will never have a successful football program (at
least in terms of wins) or we can rally together and show some character
and heart. We are so close; we have the talent, we just need to learn how
to win and gain the confidence that we can win.
This success can not be achieved with people like me giving up on
the players and overly criticizing them. They haven't given up despite
all the adversity they have gone through and have attempted to repre¬
sent Bates in the most courageous way possible through all sorts of criti¬
cism. Now, it is time for us, as fans and fellow students to show them
that we haven't given up either, because now is the time when they need
us most.
Last Saturday's loss was not for lack of effort. Frost Hubbard '00 and
Mike Holte '97 put forth tremendous individual efforts, gamering them
ECAC and NESCAC accolades. P.J. McGrail '98 ran for a 79-yard touch¬
down run, despite being hampered by injuries that forced him out of the
game after that run. Dan Hooley '97 broke the school's all-time career
passing yards record when he eclipsed Jim Murphy's 3968 yards.
In fact, head coach Rick Pardy said, "The players were fired up to
play. They had more emotion than I've ever seen at Bates."
Football players at Bates are human. This is Division m athletics and
players are going to fumble, throw interceptions, and blow coverages,
but in the case of the Bobcats, that is not for a lack of effort or desire.
They are out there busting their butts every week trying to represent our
college as best they can and they deserve our admiration and support in
that endeavor. We support them not because they may someday reach
the NFL, but because they are our classmates and friends.
Half the fun of being a fan is criticizing play calling, personnel moves,
or the inability to hit an open receiver. However, few other student groups
at Bates have been as maligned as Bates football players have been over
the years, yet they haven't given up. They have digested the sneers and
jeers and used them as motivation as they worked for long hours in the
weight room and on the practice field.
This week is the anniversary of last year's momentous win over
Bowdoin, but in many ways, this year's game is even more important. A
win will do wonders for team and school moral, in addition to giving the
team an opportunity to improve on last year's record with one remain¬
ing game against Hamilton. If we lose, it could mean the end of five
years of development.
You can be guaranteed that the players will be working hard and, as
they have done for most of their careers, will leave everything they have
on the field as they try to attain redemption for Bates and personal satis¬
faction for themselves. I think we owe it to all of them to be right there in
support of them to show them that they are not alone in their struggle.

yesterdays

Continued from Page 31
polish, was covered by the athletic
goaltending of Mike Marsh '97
and hard-nosed defense of Tom
Murray '97.
The Mules had undoubtedly
put on airs since their methodic
disassembly of Plymouth State
and Bowdoin. They reacted ag¬
gressively when they found them¬
selves getting the short end of the
stick against the Bobcats. The
game got chippy late in the sec¬
ond half and the referee seemed
to have an itchy trigger finger with
his sights set on every Bates
player. The 'Cats, however, were
able to defend every Colby free
kick and fight their way through
all the drop kicks and hip checks
to emerge victorious.
"It was definitely the most
physical game of the year," said
Murray. "The fans were amazing;
they really carried us. We domi¬
nated the game."
This season, the Bobcats have
fashioned a 6-4-1 record with a
bunch of hard working guys that
come to play every day. They are
not a flashy group, but Purgavie
has them all tuned in to the same
frequency. And, they've got a
blue-collar work ethic that puts

more talented teams, like Will¬
iams, to shame.
"We're not a team of superstars, but everybody works hard,"
said Purgavie. "Everybody wants
everyone else to do well, and with
that attitude, we're going to win
some games."
But, for all the heart and de¬
sire that Bates displayed through¬
out the game, they had nothing
to show for it until the 85th
minute, when Matt Ferrigno '98
found Perkins with a header in¬
side the Colby box. Perkins bur¬
ied the ball immediately, leaving
the Colby goaltender with no
chance at coming up with the
save.
With only three games left in
the season, the 'Cats hope to con¬
tinue their winning ways as they
head down the stretch. With a
solid finish, Bates could find
themselves a dark horse in the
tournament.
"This has been an amazing
season for all of us," said Murray.
"The feeling in the locker room is
just incredible. In my four years
here, I think this is the most opti¬
mistic we've ever been. We're on
a roll and we're really focused.
Everyone feels that we are going
to the postseason."

In one of Saturday's few highlights, quarterback Dan Hooley '97 eclipsed the
Bates all-time passing yardage mark when he completed a first quarter pass
to Paul Fantasia 00
/oh White photo.

Women’s Tennis
*

r

In a very competitive match
against the team he coached last
year, John Illig's women's tennis
team lost to Colby, 6-3.
Co-captain Lena Baldwin '97
won a tough match in the Num¬
ber Three position, 2-6, 6-4, 6-4,
while Lisa Gralnek '99 at Number
Four also went to three sets to win,
6-2, 6-7, 6-0.
Natalie Herald '99 had an
easier time at Number Five, win¬
ning 6-3, 6-1.
At the New England
Women's Intercollegiate Tennis
Tournament at Amherst Oct. 2526, Gralnek was the team's top
performer,
reaching
the
quarterfinals of the Number Four
flight. She defeated her opponent
from Tufts after dropping the first
set, 3-6,6-0,7-5, in the first round.
In the second round, she defeated
Colby's Number Four player
again, 6-3, 6-4, before falling in
straight sets, 1-6,0-6, to Wellesley.
Courtney Jones '97 won her
first round match in the Number
Six flight, 6-1, 6-4, over a player
from Wesleyan.
In doubles play, the Number
Three team of Herald and Jones
ousted their opponents from Mt.
Holyoke, 8-5, before falling 0-8 to
Williams.
I
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Volleyball
I
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After beating St. Joseph's in
four games on Oct. 22, the Bobcats
took part in the Hall of Fame Tour¬
nament at Mount Holyoke over
the weekend, where they finished
ninth of 16 teams.
They posted a second win
over St. Joe's, 12-15,15-6,15-10,1510, and topped Mt. Holyoke, 8-15,
15-13,15-1,15-2.
They lost two five-game
matches to Amherst (12-15,16-14,
8-15, 15-13, 13-15), and
Bridgewater State (10-15, 19-17,
15-12, 2-15,10-15).
They also lost to nationallyranked Springfield (5-15, 3-15, 415), a Division II school.
In the win over the host
school, co-captain Sundra Durkis
'97 had an outstanding hitting per¬
centage of .607, registering 19 kills
and only two errors in 28 attempts.
She was nearly as good in the
heartbreaker against Bridgewater
State, getting 30 kills and just six
errors in 53 attempts for a .453
percentage.
Also in that game, co-captain
Tasha Hawthorne '97 had 45 as¬
sists to go with the 46 she had
against Amherst.
Shannon Browher '00 had 24
digs against the Jeffs.

Libb High Football
Rules!
Write for Sports
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News from around the

New England Small College Athletic Conference Records
Throngh October 26,1996

Note: Teams are listed alphabetically. NESCAC is not a playing conference and does not maintain standings.

Field Hockey

School

Amherst
BATES

Bowdoin
Colby
Conn. College
Hamilton
Middlebury
Trinity ■
Tufts
Wesleyan
Williams

W L 1
10 2
5 7
9 3
2 10
9
6

10
11
8
4
10

Men’s Soccer

%
.833
.417
.750
.167
.692
.429
.769
.917
.667
.333
.769

Plaver-of-the-Week:
Dardy Maldour - Conn. College
Senior - Forward
Scored three goals in Camels first
victory (4-1) over Williams since
1988
I

-

i

The women's cross country
team slipped from its fourth-place
finish a year ago to place seventh
at the NESCAC Championships,
hosted by Williams Oct. 26.
Adelia Myrick '99 earned first
team All-NESCAC honors for the
second straight year by finishing
third overall in a time of 19:28.
Abigail Phelps '98 just qualified
for second team All-NESCAC,
coming in 14th overall in 20:10.
Rounding out the Bobcats'
scorers were Tracy Lyford '00 and
co-captain Ilse Abusamra '97 who
took 44th and 45th place in a time
of 21:12, and Kimberly Walker '98
(53rd, 21:29).

I—
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Men's Soccer
The Bobcats continued to role
on Tuesday, defeating te Univer¬
sity of New England 4-0 in
Biddeford.
Matt Ferrigno '98 (20th
minute), Andrew Apstein '00 (39th
and 77th minutes); and Billy
Fischer '98 (73rd minute) led the
way for Bates offensively.
I-

■

BATES

Bowdoin
Colby
Hamilton
Middlebury
Trinity
Tufts
Wesleyan
Williams

6
0
2
1
4
3
6
1
3
4

11%
0 0 1.000

Amherst

5

6

0.00

BATES

6

.333
.167
.667
.500
1.000
.167
.500
.667

Bowdoin
Colby
Conn. College
Hatriilton
Middlebury
Trinity
Tufts
Wesleyan
Williams

7
6
6
4
9
■5
9
5
8

0

0
0
0
0
0 0
5 0
3. 0
2 0

Players-Qfrthe-Weel:
Hayes MacArthur - Bowdoin
Sophomore - Quarterback
Dave Martucci - Hamilton
Junior - Linebacker
Frost Hubbard - BATES
First-year - Linebacker

School

W

1 1 %
6 1 .458
1 .591
2 .615
Q .545
2 .636
1 .409
0 .818
1 .458
1 .792
2 .545
2 .818

Plaver-of-the-Week:
Chris Vriavas - Tufts
Senior - Forward
Scored four goals and assisted on
one other in wins over M.I.T. and
Amherst

Volleyball

Women’s Soccer

School

Amherst

W

9

BATES

10

Bowdoin
Colby
Conn. College
Hamilton
Middlebury
Trinity
Tufts
Wesleyan
Williams

10
8
6
7
7
2
7
4
6

1
3
1
2
1
2
0

%
.808
.808
.846
.654
.538
.500
.538
.231
.667
.375
.857

Plaver-of-the-Week:
Alyson Guild - Trinity
Senior - Forward
Had three goals and two assists in
wins over Mt. Holyoke and
Middlebury

School

W

L

Amherst

20
9.
2
9
7
15
15'
9
20
11
22

9
22
22
11
13
5
9
9
5
10
4

BATES

Bowdoin
Colby
Conn. College
Hamilton
Middlebury
Trinity
Tufts
Wesleyan
Williams

%
.690
.290
:083
.'450
.350
.750
.625
.500
.800
' .524
.846

Plaver-of-the-Week:
Laura Becvar - Amherst
Senior - Middle Hitter
Named to all-toumament team at
the Hall of Fame Tournament

....—i

Cross Country
1

W

School

Amherst
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Women's Soccer
--1

Bates concluded the regular
season with a 2-0 win over the
University of Southern Maine.
Colleen McCrave '99 and
Kara Bristow '00 led the offense
with a goal apiece.
The Bobcats are currently
waiting on a possible NCAA
berth, which they should be made
aware of this weekend.

There's nothing like the glory ...
... of being SPORTS EDITOR!
WORLD SUMO WRESTLING CHAMP RYAN SPRING IS GOING TO BE DEPARTING FOR
SCOTLAND SOON AND WE'RE LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO FILL HIS SHOES. IF YOU
THINK YOU'RE MAN OR WOMAN ENOUG H TO DO THE JOB, WELL, APPLY
BOX 309. DEADLINE NOVEMBER 15
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Answer on the Quad
Bob Dole.

"What has a longer shelf life
than Twinkies?"
-Gussie Falleder '97

"Who else, besides the New York
Yankees, needs a twelve-year-old
to score?"

"Who is described as a tall white
male with a chubby build last
seen by a jogger on Mt. David?"

-Channing Palmlund '97

Reported by Jeremy Root

-Ben Levy '98

Photos by Amanda Hinnant

i

"Who is a person commonly
seen waving at nobody?"
-Greg Sundik '99
-Seth Guthartz '99

Inspired by Alex Trebek
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